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PREFACE
It was as a Fellow

of the

Seminar

for the Comparative Study of Religions
at the Gollege, Baroda, that the present
work was begun. The subject was taken
up in the first place as a parallel study
to that contained
in a paper in the
Indian Philosophical Review, Volume II,
July 1918, pp. 24-32 entitled '" Maimonides and the Attainment
of Religious
Truth."
But as I proceeded with my
investigation
I thought it might be bsst
to let Averroes speak for himself.
For
this reason I have here translated certain
t'rdatises

of Averroes,

as

edited in

the

Arabic text by D. tt. Muller in " Philosophie und Theologic
yon Averroes."
Munich 1859.
I am confident that the
book will prove

an interesting

one and

will explain itself to the reader without
any introduction on my part.
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:Profcssor Alban G. _idgel T of Barod_
for his constant
sympathy
with and
encouragcme'nt
for my work in anti
out_of the Senfiimr. He has also kindly
accepted, the book for inclusion in theGuekwad Studies in Religion and Philo-_
sophy.
! am indebted
to him for =
complete revision of the manuscript
andfor the o_mrous work of seeir_g the book
through the press.
I am also indebted _
to m,y .brother YIutazid Wali ur Rehman,
r._ for valuable help in' rendering many
obseurg passages.
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U_6ver_y,
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A DECISIVE
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A DECISIVE DISCOURSEON THE
DELINEATION
OF

THE

RELATION BETWEEN
RELIGIONAND PHILOSOPHY.*
And after: Praise be to God for all
His praiseworthy
l_![ohammad, His

acts, and blessings
slaves the Pure,

on
the

Chosen One and His Al_ostle.
The
purpose of the following treatise is to
inquire through sacred Law t whether the
learning of philosophy and other sciences
appcrt_ning
thereto is permitted,
or
called dangerous, or commended by tho
Laws and if commended,
is it only"
approved or made obligatory.
* A transl_on,ot
Avem_,,' ]Lttab Fasl a'l _
m_
Taqrir ma bain'a'l Shariata wa'l HJ_tt
miua'l Ittisal,
Ed, by D. J. ;Muller. Philosophie uud Theologic vcm
Averro_ Munich 1859.
t i. _. Shariat.

Compare Jcwah Torah.
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We

maintain

that

the business

of

tJhilosophy is trothing other than to look
into e|'eation and to ponder over it in
•oi'derto-be
guided to the" Creator,--in
_ther words, to" look into the meaning
_t existence.
For the knowledge
of
creation leads to the cogniseance of the
Creatori thrbugh the knowledge of the
created.
The more perteet becomes the
,know!edge of creation, the more ,perteeg
4_ecomes the know.!edge of the Creator.
"X'he Law encourages and exhorts Us to
_ohserve creation.
Thus, it is' elear that
this is to be taken either tma religious
injunction or as' some'tihing approved bY:
the Law. BUt the Law urges us 'tc_
_bserve creation by' means of reason and
_lemands the know.ledge l_herdof througfi I
reasom
This is evident from d'ifferenb"
• :erses of the Qm'an.
For :example the
Qumn says: "Wherefore
take example
fi'om-t/_s_, -ye vcho have eyes. -'u _Thtitis
a clear indication of the :neeesstty of
using the reaso.ning faculty, .or,_.rather
1. Qumnltx,

2.':",""

"" "

'

"

":- "

t
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both reason a'hd religion,
in the interpretation of
things.
Again
it says:
"'Or do they not contemplate
the kingdom of heaven and earth and the things
,vhieh God hath ereated."_
This is a,
plain exhortation
to encourage the use
of observation of creation. And remember
"_hat one whom God especially distingui,hes
in this respect,
Abraham,
the
prophet.
For He. says: "And
this did
we show unto Abraham:
the kingdom
of heaven and earth. ''s Further He.says :
"'Do they .not consider tile camels,, how
_hey are erea_d;
and the heaven, how
it is r_/ise'd."i Or still again: "And (who)
meditate' on the creation of heaven and
.,

earl_h,
¢reated

saying, 0 Lord thou hast' nol;
this in vain; '5 There are many

other Verses on this subjectous to he. enumerated.

too. numer-

Now, it .being established
that the
Law makes the obsorvatiota and eonsiderati0n of erect.ion by' reason obligatory
s, Qurshvii,lgt.
, ..s,'-Qu_a'-vi,
7t..
4.

Quran,. lxr'rvtii.

1'7.

"" 5. Qui'b,n iii, _76:.

'

tt
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and consideration is nothing but to. maker
explicit the implicitthis can only be
done through reason. Thus we must
look into creation
with the reason_
Moreover, it is obvious that the observation which the Law approves and encourages must be of the most perfeob
type, performed with the most perfeob
kind of reasoning.
As the Law emphasises the knowledge of God and His
creation by inference, it is incumbent
on any who wish to know God and His
whole creation by interence, to learn, the
kinds of inference, their conditions and
that which distinguishes .philosophy from
dialectic and exhortation
from syllogism.' This is'impossible
unless
one

'

possesses knowledge, beforehand of the
various kinds of reasoning and !ear_, ,_,
distinguish between re_oning
and what `
is not reasoning.
This cannot be d.one
except one knows its different' parts,
that' is, the different kinds of premises.
... Hence, ior a belie_ex in the Law and_ .
a follbwex ..of it, it is .gece_¢a_y to know
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these things beforehe
begins to look into
creation; for they are like instruments
for observation.
For, just as a student
diseover._ by the study of the .law, the
necessity of knowledge of legal reasoning with all its kinds and distinctions, a
student will find oat by observing tho
creation ,_he neeessi,_y of metaphysical
reasoning.
Indeed, he has a greater
claim on it than
the jurist.
:For if
a jurist argues the neeess]by of legal
reasoning
fi'om the saying
of God:
"Wherefore
_-,ke example from them 0
ye who have eyes,"s a, student ofldivinity
has a better right to e!stabliah 'the same,
from it
on behalf
of metaphysieal
reasonin__
One eann'Ot maintain, that this, ki,nd
.

O"

.

"of' reasonir_g is an _nnovation in 'religion,
because it did not exist :in the early
days of_I_]am. =For legalreasoning
m_d
its ;kir_ds are "things u;hieh' were invented.
also in ;iater .ages, ' and ,no..one ith.inks:,
they_m_

iu_bva_kins.
T

",Sdeh should

at_
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be our attitud8
towards philosophical
reasoning.
There is another reaion why
it should be so, but this is not the
proper place to mention it_ 2k la_o
number of the followers of this religion
confirm philosophical reasoning, all except
a small worthless minority, who argue
from religious ordinances.
Now, as it is
established
that the Law makes the
consideration
of philosophical
reasoning
and its kinds as necessary
as legal
reasoning, if none ,of our predecessors
has made an ef[ort to enquire into it,
we should begin to do it, and so help
themj until the knowledge is complete.
For if it is difficult or rather impossible
for one person to acquaint himself singlehanded
with all things, which it is
necessary to know in legal matters,, it is
still more difficult in the case of philot sophioM reasoning.
And, if before us,
somebody has enquired into it, we should
derive help from wha_ he has said. It is
quite immaterial
our oo.religiouiat

whether
that man is
or no_; for the instr_t-

RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY
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merit by whieh purification is perfected
is_ot made uneor_'_in in its usefulness,
by its being in thu hands of one of our
o_vn party,
or of a foreigner,
if it
possesses the attributes
of truth.
By
these latter we .mean those Ancients
who investigated
advent of Islam.

these things

before the
-:

Now, such is the case, All that is
wanted in an enquiry into philosophical
reasoning
has _ ah'eady
been perfectly,
examined by the Aneiefits.
All tha_ is
required of us is that' we should go back
t_ £heir books and see what' they-:have
said in'this connection.
If. all thatthey
i
say be true, we shou'ld aeeep_ it and if
timre be something
wrong, .we should
be warned by it. Thus, when we-have
fitiished this kind of research we shall
have 'acquired instruments
by which We
can dbser,ve the "universe, and consider
i4d gene,-..dl character.
For
so long as"
one'do_s not know: its general character
one canno_ 'know th_ _r_ated, and so,long:
aahe .doe_ nob .kaaw -the _reated, ,h_ .otto,

so
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have no knowledge of t.he Creator. Thus
we must begin an ,inquiry
into the
univea'se .systematieqlly, such as we-have
leal_aed from the trend ot rational in:'
ference. It is also evident that this aim
#

is to be attained by the investigation of
one part of the universe after ,another,
and. that help must be derived from
predeeessors, as is the ease in other
sciences. Imagine that the science of
geometry
and astronomy had become
extino.t in our day, and a single individual
.desired to find oulb by himself the
magnitude of the he._venly bodies, their
forms, ,-and their distances ,trom
one
another., Even thcq_gh he were the most
sagacious ,of men; it would be ,as impossible for him as to ascertain the proportion, of the sun and the earth and the.
magnitude of the other stars, It would
o_y. he attainable by aid, of divine,
r,e velation,.or something like it_ If it be
said ._, him that ,the-sun -is :s hun&_l
and ;fifty or sixty

tintes,_ as big _as the

RELiG_O_
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hess on the part of the.speaker,
though
ifis all established fact ill the science of
astronomy,
so that uo one learned in
that science will have any doubt about it.
Tlie science which needs most examples
fi'om other sciences is that el_ Law. For
the'study
of jurlsprudenee
cannot be
completed except in a very. long time.
If a man today would' himself learn of
aql the arguments
discovered
by the
different disputants
of diverse sects, in
problems
which have, always ekcited
contentions in all the big cities, excdpt
those of A1-Maghrib,
he wOUld 'be a
proper object to be laughed at on account'
of the impossibility of the task, in spite
of the existence of every favourable .cir.cumstanee.
This is similar not only in
the sciences but a!so in the 'arts. :For
no. one is capable of discovering by himself alone everything which is required.
And if this is so in other sciences and
ark% how is it possible in the art :of
arts - philosophy t.
• This;:b_ing' so, it b'ecomes: us "to. go

|i
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back to the Ancients,_nd to see wha_
observations
and considerations
they have
made intothe universe,
accordingto the
iestsof inference.We should consider
what they have said in this connection
and proved ia-their books, so that whatever may be truc in them we may accept
and, while thankil_g them, be glad to know
it, and whatever
be wrong, we should
l_e warned bY it, be cautioned, and hold
them excused for their mistake.
From what has been said, it may be
taken that a search into the books of
the Ancients is enjoined by the Law,
when their meardng and purpose 'he the
same as that to which the Law exhorts
us. ".Anyone . who prevents a man from
ponder!ng-over-these
things, that is, a
man who has the
double quality
of
natural sag,/eity and rectitude
in the
Law, with the merit of learning and
disposition - turns away the people fi-om
the .door by :which the Law invites
them to enter into the knowledge
of
(od, and' that is the door of observation

RELIGION AND P_ILOSOPHY
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which leadsto the perfectknowledge of
God. Such an action is the extrem_
limit of ignorance
from God.

and

of remoteness

If, by studying these books, a man
has been led astray and gone wrong on
account of some natural
de/bet,
bad
training of the mind, inordinate passion,
or the want of a teacher who might
explain to him the true significance of
things, by all or some of these causes,
we ought not on this account toprevent
one fit to study these things from doing
so. For such harm is not innate in man,
but is only an accident of training.
It is not right that a drug which is
medically useful by its nature should be
discarded because it may prove harmful
by accident.
The Prophet
told a man
whose brother was suffering with diarrhe._
to treat him with honey. But. this only;
increased the ,tilment.
On his complaining, the Prophet said: " God was right
and ¢hy brother*s stomach was wrong:'
We would even say that a man who
/

_
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prevents another fit for it, {rein studying the books of philosophy,
because
certain worthless people have been misled by them, is like a man who refused
a thirsty man cold and sweet water,
till he died, because some people under
the
same
circumstances
have been
suffocated by it and have died. For
death
by suffocation through drinking
cold water is accidental, while by thirst
it is natural and inevitable.
This state of things is not peculiar
tothis
science only, but is common to
all. How many jurists
there are ill
whom jurisprudence has become the cause
of worldliness and lack of piety_
We
should say that a large laajority of jurists
are of this kind, a]t_hough their .science
should result in better action thim other
sciences
which only lead
to better
knowledge. •
So far, then, the positiori is establlsliedi Now, we Muslims firmly believe
that our _Law is .divine and t_e.
Th_s.
very ._Law

:m'ges: US ,and

brings, us to.

that blessing which is known as the
knowledge of God, and His creation.
This is a fact to which every Muslim
will bear testimony by his very nature
and temperament.
We say this, because
temperaments
differ in believing: one will
believe through philosophy; while another
will believe
through
dogmatic
discourse, just as firmly as the former, as
no other method appeals to his nature.
Ther_ are others who believe by exhortation alone, lust as otheJ s believe through
inferences.
For this reason our divine
Law invites people by all
methods, which every man has
except those who stubbornly
believe, or those, according
these divine .methods have
established on account,
ness of their hearts.

the three
to satisfy,
refuse to
to ,whom
not been

of the waywardThis ,is why the

mission of the Prophet has b_en declared
common to the whole worJd, for his Law.
comprises atl the three methods leading
men towardsGod.
Wha.t we say is quite
dear from tile" following saying of God;

i_
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"Invite
men unto the way of the Lord.
by wisdom and mild exhortation,
and
dispute with them in the most cortdestending manner. "7
As this Law is true and leads to the
consideration of the knowledge of God,
we Muslims should believe that rational
investigation is not contrary to Law, for
truth cannot contradict truth, but verities .it and bears testimo,y
to it. ArM
if .that is so, and rational observation is
directed to the knowledge of any existent objects, then the Law may be found
to be silent about it, or concerned with
it. In the former case no dispute arises,
as it would be equivalent to the absence
of its mention in the Law. as injunctol T,
and hence the jurist derives it fi'om legal
Conjecture. :But if the Law speaks ot it,
either it will agree with that which has
been proved by inference, or else it will
disagree with it. If it is in agreement
it needs no comment, and if it is opposed
t6 the Lamb an interpretation
" Z qursh xvi,'1_

is to be

sought. Interpretation
means to carry
the meaning of a word from itsoriginal
sense to a metaphorical
one. But this
should he done in such a mannor as will
not conflict with the eustom of the
Arabian
tongue.
It is to avoid the
naming of all object, by simply mentioning its like , its cause, its attribute,
or
associate, et_. which are commonly quoted
in the definition of the different kinds of
metaphorical
utterances.
And if the
jurist does so in many of the legal
injunctions, how very befitting "would it
be for a learned man to do the same
with his arguments.
For the jurist has
only his fanciful conjectures to depend
upon, while a learned
man possesses
positive, ones.
We hold it to be an established
truth
that if the Law is apparently'
opposed to a truth
proved by philosophy it admi_ of an
interpretatiofi
according _o the canons of the Arabio
language,
,This is a proposition
whieha Mus]'im cannot doubt and a believer

cannot mistrust.

One who is accustomed

to these things divine can experience
for himself what we have said. The
aim of this discourse is to bring together
!ntellectual
and
traditional
science.
!ndeed, we would even say that. no
logical conclusion will be found to be
opposed to the Law, which when sifted
and investigaSed
in its different parts
will,be ,found in accordance° or "almost
so, with. it.
That is why all Muslims are agreed
ttiat all the Woi'ds of the Law arc not
to'be tal:en literal]y, nor all of .them
given an intcrpretation.
, But they va!-y
iil versos, which are or are not to be
ihterpreted.

:For example, the 2ksharites

put an interpretati9n

upon the

E_ualis_t!O ns. and on
'8.

" Iris

he

the

who hath created

'you

verse of.

Trriclition of
wh,,tsoever

is on

ea_.hi and that set His mind
fomed it guto leven heavena;

to the ,c_tion
o! heaven and
he knoweth all-thing."
_ran

ii. 29.

af_l_is

Fo_ an interpretatioh:

,oL'l:.p.:249et_.i

Cairo. 1807.

s_U"i_aji's

A.:'H;;_

_ .._ry.vol.L p. ]_6ctseq.Cairo
'190Zh"D"

_;'8/_:_Ya_"
T.sbm'i_"_g

aEL_mOSx_o PHILOSOPHY
Descent, 9 while the H_nbalites

_

take them

literally.
The Law has made two sides
of these--exoterie and esoterie-beeause
of
the .differences of human _ nature
_nd
minds in verifying a _hing. Th_ existence
ofan
opposed esoteric meaning' is in
order to call the attention of tile learned
to find out a comprehenslve' interpretation. To this the following verse of t]_e
Quran refers: " It is he who hath sent
down unto thee the book, wherein are
some verses clear to be understood
they are the foun_tation of fhe" b0ol_ "r'.
arid others 'are parabolida].
But 'the3:
¢hose hearts
are perverse Wil_lfollow
that which iS parabotical :_herein, out of
love of schism, 'and _t desire of _the
mterpreta_mn thereof ; yet none knowe_h.
the 'iaterpret_tiqn
thereof
exqep_ God:;
Bu_ they who _re wel'l graunded
in
9,

""_V_ily

God com_

down .every night

to the earth "

N_zgyah fi O'hgribJl. H_dith-by Ibu 'Athir vol. IV, p.
(_tm131|2L
H., ) :F_ran intertSrgtat_oaz_e
,the above
Qus_izz'_

_,._,

_0_zl_ezlta_.

Qq _u_ari,. vol, IX-_, t_8,-t_tro,_0_

-138
_nd

kno.wledge say: .We believe therein, the
whole is from our Lord, and none wilt
consider except the prudent. ''l°
Here it. may be objected that in the
Law there are things whieh all Muslims
have agreed to take esoterically,
while
there are others on which they have
agreed to put an interpretation,
while
there are some about which they disagree.
I$ it justifiable to use logic in
the interpretation
of those which have
been taken literally, or otherwise ._ We
would say that if the agreement is positive there is no need to apply logic;
but if it be conjectural
there is. For
this very .re_on.Abu
Hamid (A1 Ghazzali) and Abu Ma'a]i and other Jearned
doctors ]lave ordained that a man does
not become

an unbeliever

by forsaking

the common agreement and applying the
principle of interpretatibn in such things.
I_ will cer_inly be agreed.that complete
coneen:uus-of opinion is not .possible in,
metaphysical questions, in the manner ,in

REUGJOSa_n PnILOSOPHr
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which it is possible to establish'it
in
practical things.
For i_ is not possible
to establish unanimity of opinion at any
time, unless we confine ourselves to a
small period and know perfectly all' the
learned doctors living in i_, thai is, their
personalities,
their number and their
views about any question 6o be quoted
to us directly from them without a break
in the chain. With all this we should
know for certain tha_ the doctors living
at tha_ time are agreed that there' is no
distinction, of exoteric and esoteric meanings in the Law, that the knowledge-of
no proposition
should
be concealed
from .anybody, and that the method of
teaching the Law should be the same
with all men. But we know that a
large number of people in the early days
of Islam believed in exoterie and esoteric
meauings of the Law, and though_ _hat
the esoteric meanings should not be dis:
closed to an ignoran_ person who cannot,
Understand them.
For example, Bukhari
has related O_ the _uthority. of A._i_th_.
/

B2
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he said ",Talk ¢0 'men xvhat they can
understand.
Do you intend to give _he
lie to God and His Apostle?"
There
are many Traditions to the same effect
related from other people. So, how is
it possible to conceive of any consensus
of opinion coming down to us in meta;
physical questions
when we definitely
know that in every age there have been
doctors who take the Law to contain
things the z_eal significance of which
should not be disclosed to all ,men ? But
in practical affairs it is quite different.
:For all persons arc of opinion that they
should be revealed, to all men alike. In
these things unanimity of opinion can
be easily obtained if the proposition is
published, and no disagreement
is-reported.
That may b_ sufficient to obtain
unanimity of opinion in practical things'
as distinct fl'om file sciences.
"'
If it 'be m_int_ined th_atone
does
n'og_"bedome an unbeliev_er by ignoring
oonsensus_ Of opinion in in_rpretation,
as
•

.

'..

pe,cmam_lty,

,

•'

,

•

*

•

m,'possitJle m _t, what she,ll'
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we .say of' such Muslim. philoaophers as
Xbu Nasr (AI" Farabi ) and Ibn Sins
( Avioenna)?
For Abu
Humid {AI
Ghazzali )has
charged them with p0sitiv,e infidelity in his book:
The R_tOt'n_ of tl_ Ph_sopbees,
in reg_d .to
three
things :
.The eternity, of • We.
wm;ld ; God's ignOran_ of par.tioulgr_;,
and the interpretation
concey,afrrg tha
resm'rection of bodies _,d the s_ate, o£
th_ Day of Judgment. To this we shouldr_ply t,hat from what he .has said i,t: is,
n6t, clear thtt$ he has. eharged: ,thrum,
positively
with infideliSy. Fat in. his,
_ok
A1 Tafriqah .boin'_ ld,_r/_ t_'_al
Z'_qJ_
he has e_plained
that
the,
infidel;_y of a man who igno/es, the
eonsenaus "of opi;fio,u is doubtful.
M_or_
agor: we have _ie_fini,tdy:poin_d ou._,.tl_,
i_ ,i_: cto_ possibl_ to e_stalg,ish a eo_sens_
ot 6pini_m in., such mat_rs/
es_c_al_..
xsdlew there _re many. people of _he early
ti .tmes.,_ho, have held,_ha$ f_h_re _io. iat___i
l_a_atioas ,v_hiv._h.aho_l_ldact be _js¢.lo_!
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them and those are men who are " well
grounded in knowledge ''11 a divine injunction
which cannot
be overlooked.
For if such people do "not know the
interpretation in these matters they will
have no special critcrioa of truth ior
their faith, which the common people
liave not, while God has described them
as believing

in Him.

_his kind of faith

is always produced by the acceptance of
the arguments, and that is not possible
without a knowledge: of interpretation.
Otherwise,
even the common people
believe in the words of God without
any philosophy
whatever.
The faith
which the Quran has especially ascribed.
to the learned must be a taith strengthened with full arguments,
which'_i_annot be without a knowledge of the cacons
of interpretation.
For God has said that
the Law _dmits of interpretation
which
is its real sigaifieauce, and this is what
is established by arguments.
Yet though
this is so, it is impossible to establish
.)
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any well grounded
col_sensus
of ophfion
in the interpretations
which
God has
ascribed
to the learned
men.
That
is

quite evident
But

with

to anyone
with
we see tha_ Abu

this

(A.1 Ghazzali)

has

ascribing
_o the
the opinion that

made

Peripatetic
God has

a

insight.
Harold

mistake

in

Philosophers
no knowledge

of particulars.,
They are only of opinion,
that the knowledge
of God about particulars is quite different fi'om om's. For out"
knowledge
of a thing.

is the effeeL of the existence
Such knowledge
is produced,

by the existence of a thi_lg, and changes
with
changes
in the thing.
On the'
other hand the knowledge
of God is the,
cause of an existent
thing
Thus
one
_o

who compares
ledge
ascribes

these
the

two killds of know-'
same characteristics

to two quifle, different
things -:- and that
is extreme ignorance.
When applied both
to eternal ,_nd to trans'itory
things
the
wor d L"nowledge
fashi'on, jus_
for .objects

is used

only

in a

as we use many other
¢_sseu_ially
differen$.

formal
words
:For

/
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"instance the word Jalal is applied both
to great and small;and
sarira to light
and darkness.
We have no definition
which can embrace both these kinds of
knowledge, as some of the Mutakallimun
of our times have thought.
We have
treated this question separately
at the
request of some of our rS'iends.
How can it be supposed that the
:Peripatetic
Philosophers
Jay that God
has no knowledge ot particulars when they
are of opinion that man is sometimes
warned of the coming vicissitudes of.the
future through visions, and that he gets
these admonitions
in sleep, through
a
great and powerful Director, who directs
everything ? These philosophers are not
only of opinion that God has no know.
ledge, of details such as we have but
they also believe
that I_.e is ignorant
of universals.
For all known universals
with us are also the effect of. the existence of a thing, while God's knowledge
is. quite other than this.
From these
argume_/_s

i_ i_ oon¢l.uded that

God's
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knowledge is far .higher
than _hat it
should be ealled universa.1 or pargicul_m
There is therefore no difference of opinion
-concerning
the
propositiou,
that
is,
whether they are called infidd or no_.
As to the eternal or transitory nature '
of the world:
I think that
in this
matter the difference of opinion between
the Asharite
M:utakallimun
and the
Ancient_ Philo._ophers is for the most
part a verbal difference, at least so far
as the opinion of some of the Ancients
is concerned.
For they are acgreed on
_lie fac_ that there are three kinds of,
creation _ tim two, extremes and a medial
otto.

They again agree on thv nomenof
the two extremes,
but thcy
disagree as to the medial one. As to
the one extreme, it has come into exist-,
claturt_

'ence from something, other than itself,
or from anything else _ that is from a
generative cause or matter _ while time
existed before it. All tho,_e things whose'
existence is perceived by the senses, as
water, animals, vcget.ation, ere,, are in-

AVERROES

eluded

in this.

All Aneien_ and Ashar-

ite philosophers
are agreed in denominating this creation Owiyir_te,d.
The other extreme is that
which
came into existence from nothing, not
out of anything, and time did not precede
it. The two parties are agreed in calling this Eternal.
This extreme can be
reached
by logic. This is God, the
Creator, Inventor, and Preserver of all.
The medial kind of creation is that
which has neithei" been made from
nothing, "matter,"
nor has time pl:eceded
it, but it has been created by some
generative
cause. In this is included
the whole world. Again they all agree
on the existence of all the three cate.gories of the universe.
The Mutakallimua admit, or they ought to admit,
that
before the universe
there
was
no time, tbr according to them time is
contemporaneous
wi_h motiQn and body,
They are also agree d with the Anciea_
that future time and creation have no
end, but_ f_hey .diiter as to past time and

}_ELIGION A_)

its creation.
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The Mutakallimuu

are-of

opinion that it had a beginning.
This is the belief of Plato aad

his

disciples, while Aristotle
and his followers are of opinion Lhat'it
had no
beginning,just as the future has no end.
It is clear thaC the last mentioned kind
of creation resembles bo_h tile or/9/nated
and theetern,_l
creation.
So one who
thinks that in the past creation there
are more characteristics
of the eter.ual
thau the originated takes it to be eternal
and .vice versa. But in reality it is
neither truly or iginat.ed ,Jor eternal. :For
the
originated
creation
is necessarily
subject to destruction
while the eternal
is without a cause. There are some, for
example, Plato and his followers, who
have called, it infinitely originated, for
according to them time has no end.
There is not, here so great a dillfence
about the. universe, for. it to be 'made
the basis of a charge, of infidelity.
faet, they should not be so charged
all, tbr opinions which are worthy

In
at
of
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_hisare
far removed from ours, those
quite contrary to them, as the Mu_ka|'limun have thought them to be in this
proposition. I mean that they take the
words o_natex/and
eternal to be contrary
expressions, which our investigation has
t_hown not to be the case.
The strange

thing

opinions is that they
ment with tlle literal

about

.all

these

are not in "agreesense of the Law.

For if we look closely we shall find many
verses which tell us of the creation of
'the universethat is, of its or/g/netted
nature.
Creation and time are said to
be without end. For according to the
verse-: " It is He who hath created the
heavens and the earth in six days, but
His Throne was _ib6vethe waters'before
the '6rea_ion .thereof _'1: it is Clear that _
there Was a universe before this _h_,
and that is the throne and the water,
and a time which existed before _ha:t
water. Then again the verse " The day
_ill come when the earth shdll be changed
1_. Qurau

:_i, 9,
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_t

intoanothereartha_id'theheavensinto
other heavens''13shows equallywhen
taken literally
_hat there will be a
universe after this one. Agaii_,the
verse: "Tiler, He set his mind to the
creation of heaven and it was smoke ''1_
shows that the heavens were created
from something.
the

Whate_,er t,he Mu_.ak_dlimun say about
universe is not based on a literal

sense of the Law, but is au interpretation of iC. For the Law does not tell
us that God was even before mei'e nonexistence, and moreover, this is not found
as an ordinance
in it. How can we
suppose that there could be any _on_ensus of opinion aboub the interpretatio n
of verses by the M utakallimun ? In fact,
there is much in the sayings of some
philosophers
whidh 'supports
what we
have'quoted _rom _,he Law, taken literally.
Those who differ concerning these
obscure questions have ei.ther reached the
truth and h_ive been rewarded;
or hav._
13. Qurtm

xiv,

.t9.

1L

Quraa

_li, 10.

.fallen into error'and

have to be excused.

For it is compulsory rather than vohmtary to believe a thing to be true, the
proof of which has already been established;
that is, we cannot believe or
disbelieve it as we like, as it depends
upon out" will to stand oz" not to do so.
So, if one of the conditions of verifiea.tion be freedom of choice, a learned marl,
and he alone should be held excused, if
he makes a mistake on account of some
doubt.
Hence the Pllophet has said that
if a magistrate judges rightly he receives
two rewards,, and if he m,_kes a mistake
he deserves only one. But what magistrate is greater than one who judges
the universe, whether it is so or not.
These
are the judgesthe learned
men -- whom Hod has distinguished with
.the knowledge of interpretation.
tt is this kind of mistake of insight
which learned people are quite ap_ to
make when they look into those obscure
questions the investigation of which
Law has imposed upon them. But

the
the
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mistake the .common :people make. in
these matters is sin pure av,d simple,
whether
in theoretical
or in practical
things.
As a magistrate,
ignor;mt of
Tradition,
when tie makes mistakes in
judgment,,
canqot be held excused, so
likewise a judge of the unive,'se when
not having the qualities of' a judge is
also not excusable, but is either a sinner
or an unbeliever..If
it bea
condition
that a magistrate shall have capacity oi
arbitration 'concerning
tile lawful and
the forbidden, that is, knowledge" of .the
principles of Law .and their application
through .analogy _ how much more
befitting it is tor an arbitrator
of the
unit, erse to be armed wit,b fundamental
knowledge of the mental sciences, and the
way. of deducing, results from them.
Mistake. in .the iaterpre_atmrt .of the
Lawlis thus of two kinds _a
mistake
which ea,n be excused in o.ne fit, to look
iv_to the :,thing in which i_ has been
committed, just as an expert physicia,_
i,s excused if _ commits .an. error ia.the

hVE_ltOkS
app]ieatiolJ
of his science ; oz a magistrate when he misjudges,
arid a mistake
which is inexcusable
in one trot fit to
in vestigate a thing.
canr_ot be excused

But
for

the error which
anybody,
and

which, if it happens
to show.-itself
in
relation
to the very
principles
of the
Law, is infidelity,
and if in tmiversals
is an innovation,
is that
error which" is
committed

in

those

"things

which

have

been settled by all arguments
and so the
knowledge
of them is possible .for eVerybody, for instance,
the acknowledgement
_f the .existence
of God, of Prophecy,
and of the happiness
or the misery
of
the next world. This is so, because all
these
three
principles
a,'e proved
by
those _hree methods,
the justification,
of
which a man cannot deny by any means,
that
is exhortative
controversial,
and
•

axgumentative
:things, _hieh

proofs.
are the

JA ,denier of:suoh
very -root (if ,the

principle
of 'the '-Luw,: _is _.n unbeliever,
a retvogTade
with
his tongue
and 'his
heart,

or through

negligence,

on account
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at his den_,ing them, in spite, of. proofs.
For if he be a man. believing..in
arg,umen_s, he can. verify them _hrough these
or if he-believes in controversy, he can
verify through that; and if he belie_:es
in religious admonitions
he can well
justify them _hroug h these. And h,enee
the Prophet
has said: "I have been,
comman.ded to fight with men till :they
say : ' There is no God but Allah' and
believe in me" that is, by any of these
three means of attaining the Faith.
_But there are things which, on aeeoant
of their" obsemSty, cannot' be undev._toad
by inference.
So, God ha_ favoured such
of his ea'eatu,res as .oannot-understand
logic, either on account of their natui'e,
habi$, or lack of mental training,
by
quoting examples and parables of such
things a_d has arged them t_ testify as
to their truth through _hem. -For e_'erypne .laas ,men,_al:capacity enough 'to unders_m_d _hem by tim help of doglnatie and
exlmrtato_
argument whioh are eoramon
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divided

into

two

kinds:

exoterlc

and esoteric.
The exoterie part consists
of those examples which have been coined
to express certain
meanings;
while the
esoteric
is the
meaning._
themse]ves_
which are not manifested
except
to the
learned

in philosophy.

These are the very four or five kinds
of methods ofkn6wing
reality
mentioned
by A bu Hamid
(AI
Ghazza]i)
in his
b, ok called A1 Tafriqah
bain al Islam
wal Zi_diqah.
If it so happens
as _ve
have said that we can know of a thing
by any
methods,

of the above mentioned
three
thon we do not stand in need

of any examples _or understanding
them.
Such
things
should
be taken
literally
and interprethtion
should
find- no place
with regard
to them.
If these things
form a part of the principles of the Law,
one who puts
an interpretation
upon
them is an infidel.
For instance,
if a.
man believes that there is ne
or misery in the next _vorld,
the teachi,g.is

only

an ar_fice

h_ppiness
and that
to safe-
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guard
the
life and property
of the
people from one another
and that
there
is no goal for men other than this life,
then he is certainly
an unbeliever.
Wl_en this has once been established
it will become

clear

to

you

that

inter-

pretation
is not lawful-in
the exoteric
part of the Law.
If" the canon of inter.
predation
be used in the principles of _he
Law,
it is infidelity,
and if used in
general
there

things it is an innovation.
is also a certain
exoterie

which
learned

requires
men.

an
It

is

interpretation-from
not misbelief

them to take it exoterieally,
or is at least an innovation
ignorant men try to interpret
Among
sa_,ion and

these is the
tlm Tradition

the Prophet
said oF a
who told him tliat God
"E_ancipate
For J there
a thing
tion,

that

But
law
for

bu_ it is so
in religion if'
or explain it.

verse of Equaliof Descent.
For

Negro slave
was

girl

in heaven

:

her, for she is a believer.'
are persons who cannot believe

exeept

through

is, it is difficult

their
for

imaginathet_

to
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believea thingwhich they cannot imagine. Among thesemay be classed
men
who cannotunderstanda thing except
with a referenceto spacej and hence
believein God as though physical;not.
withstanding
that these are the very
persons who have dealt very harshly
with those mentioned
above.
They
ought to be told that things of this
character are parabolical,
and that
we
should pause and consider the saying of
Oed:
" Yet none knoweth
the interpretation thereof except God". Although
learned men agree that these are to be
interpreted, they differ in t_le interpretation according to their knowledge ()f
principles ofphilo._ophy.
Thereisa
third
part of the Law which occupies an. in•termediate position, on account of some
doubt about it. Some say t_hat it should
be t_ken exoterically, and that no l,.'erpyetation should be allowed in i_; w!}ile.
there are others who say that they have
some esoterio meaning,
and should _ot
i"

be _a_o_l e.xoteripall$

by the

!eea'_O,,
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This is on account of the bbseurlty of
their meaning. A learned man may be
excused if he makes a mistake about
them.
If

the

Law

is

divided

into

these

three parts, it may be asked: to which
of these does the description ot the state
of tile :Day of Judgment
b6]ong?' We
woatd reply that it is qfiite clear, on the
very taee of the question, tha.t, it belong;s
to that phrtin
whicli tliore is some
difference of opinion.
For one group of
men, 'who class them._elve_.amon.g philo'sophei's, say tliat
t,h,,se t,hi,ng,_ ,_hoqld
be taken liter,jlly.
For, according
bo
them, t,h6re, is not a single argument,
which makes their literal sense absurd
and unreasonable.
This .is the. method
of' the :Atsharites. But another group of
ibliflosophers "interpret
them ; but the)"
lltife:r "v_i'y widely in the" interpretation
i_e'lf. :Ambngst these may be mentioned
_bulZfamid
{'Al. Ghazzal{ ) and a large
_ih'tnher ofSufls.
There are some .who

wsuia
6

tt ¢ two in rpret ,
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tions, as Abu Humid has done in some
of his books. These questions are among
those in which, if the learned men err
they are to be excused; otherwise, they
are to be thanked and rewarded. For,
if one aeknow]edges the reality of the
Day of Judgment, and then begins to
apply the principles of interpretation
to
the description, and not its reality, he
does not in any way deny it. _ denial
of its reality is infidelity, for it is one
of the fundamentals of the Law, and it
can be easily verified by any el the
three methods of argument common to
all men. :But one who is not learned
should take it exoterioally,
an interpretation in his case is unbelief, for it leads
to infidelity.
We are thus of opinion
that such people should accept the literal
sense, tbr interpretation
will eerta!n]y
lead them to infidelity.
A learned man
who discloses the discussions of these
things to the common people helps them
towards unbelief and one who abets
anothor in that

direetiola

is himself

n9
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better

than an .unbeliever,

It

_!

is there-

fore unsuitable that these i,lterpretations
should be published
in a_ly other than
learped books, tor in this way they will
reach none but the learned..- But it is a
mistake
if they
dogmatic
as Abu
author's
thus to

both in religion and philo_phy
are pUt in .other books, with
and exhortative
arguments,
Hamid has done. Although the
intention
was good,, the ide
increase the number of learn_l

men, he caused, a good deal of mischief
through
it. F.or,. on. account
of thi's
method, so_ae people began to find fault
with philosophy,
and. others, to blame
religion, and sti.ll ,.others :began to-think
of reegnciling_,.the two., It seems 'that
thij. w_s the very aim w,hieh.Abn Hamid
had in. view ia writing these books. He
has tried, to awaken de natur, e .of 'men,
for he :nev_.r :a.ttaehed himself t_ anY.
particular ,_a_ o{ .thinking in his. books_
He was an .Ashavite _with .the Asharites,
a ,Sail wjth ith_q.$utis and _ philosQl_her.,

i
i

,!

I
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he was, as has I_een said: ""I am a
Yeminite when I meet a Yeminite;
if
I meet a Ma'adi I am one of :Banu
Adnan."
Hence,

it is necessary

for the doctors

of Islam to prevent men, except t_._
teat'ned, from reading his books; as it is
incumbent
upon them to hinder them
from reading controversial writings which
sh6uld not be studied except by those
fit go do so. As a rule the readblg of
these books is less harmful than bhose
of the former. _For the majority ea_not
understand
philosophical
books,
only
fliose endowed with superior
natures.
l%ople are on the whole destitt_te of
learning and are aimless in their reading
_hieh
they
do without
a teacher,
tqevert_des.q
they succeed in le_d_ng
ot_hers aw_y from rettgion. It is an
i_just[ce to the best kind 0linen and
the best ]kind of e_a_ionl; for in their
¢a_ jt_stice consiSts in the ,k_ow_edge
0f the bt_a_ thi_s
_y the lyest p_le,

fit to know it, It _h_ld t_er_bovo¢l

R_UGiO_ ASDI,/hLOSOi,
n_"

5_

¢ ,

tlud_ _l_e greater
the tiling is the higher
will b, the injustice done to it oi_ aceotmt
of lgnoraliee.
Hence God says: '"Pdly.
theism _s _ great lllJUSlblce,
....
t 15'
These things we have t!lought proper
to meution lmre, that is, in _¢discusskon
t,f the 2:elat.io,u between phitosOp'hy and'
.

religion and the canons of'intea'pretaVion
in Law. If t!aese matters had. not become eomrnonly knowa among men. we
Would r.ot have said anything
about
tl_ein at!d would not have entered ina
pJe'a 9.n b@a4f of the interpreters.'
For
these things are suitable only for mention in philosophical books.
You ought to be aware _hat the real
.purpose of the Law is to impart the
.knowledge of'truth
and of rigt_t action.,
The knowledge ¢ff truth co_ists 'in _he
cogniscance of God and the whole universe with its inner significance, espec-

i

ially that of religion, arid the knowledge
of happiness: or misery
of the nt_xt
world. :Right action consists in followi_. quraa xxzi,, 12.
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ing those actions which are useful t_or
happiness and avoiding those which lead
to misery.
The knowledge
of these
actions has been called practical knowledge. This is divided into two kinds:
ext.ernal actions, the knowledge of which
is called Fiqh, that is, Theology;
and
actions pertaining
to feelings, such as
gratitude, patience, and other points of
character to which the Law has urged
us or from which it has prohibited us,
This is _alled the knowledge of continence and of the next world. Abu Hamid
in his book The, _Revivification of the
F_'ienc,e,s of Rdigio_ seems to be inclined
to this kind, and as the people have
always turned
away from the former
kind of knowledge
and have turned
themselves
to the second which leads
them easily to piety, the book attained
its name. But we have wandered from
our own
to it.

purpose

and

will now

return

If the purpose of the Law is to impart the knowledge of truth and of right

REL1GIO_
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action, this cannot "be atta'ined ex(_ept by
one of th6 two methods : viz, by conception or verification such as Mutakallimuu have
maintait_ed
ill their books.
There are tll2ee methods or" verification
epen to people:
and exhortatitm.

philosophy,
dogmatics
There are two methods

of conception: either by the thing itself,
or by its like. As all people cannot .by
their nature under'stand and accept philosophical and dogm_ttie arguments,
together
wi_h. the difficulty of learning
the use of inferences and the long time
it takes to learn them, and the purpose
of the Law being to be quite common
among men, it is necessary that it slmuld
contain all kinds of verifications
and
conceptions.
verification

Among
there are

the methods
some which

of
are

meant for the common people: that is,
exhortative and dogmatic, the exhortative
being more common than
the ot.her.
There is one method which is meant
solely for the learned, and that is the
method of rational inference.
Now, it ia

AVERROES
the primary aim of the Law to improve
the condition of the many without, neglecting the few, and hence
the method
ot conception
and verification
adopted
are common to the majority.
These methods
areof four kinds : the
first is that which, while
the same in both, that is,

in particulars
both exhor_a-

tively and di:dectic._lly,
is still true
conception
and
verification.
These
syllogisms
o[ which the
minor
and

by
are
the

major premise are certain, .besides
being
easily imagined
and well known.
These
are set betbre
the deductions
which are
drawn

from

them,

and not

likes.

To this kind of religious

from

their

injunction

there is no interpretation,
and one who
denies
them or puLs an interpretation
upon them
is an infidel.
The
second
kind

isthat

although
ed are
Their
Upon

well
also

tile

premises

known or
positively

may be

which

easily
imaginestablished.

conclusions are drawn
these,
that
is, their

an interpretation

of

put..

by analogy.
conclusions,
The _hivd

_ELiatOS ^SD emLOSOr_r
kind is jus_
that is, the

st

the reverse of the _seeond,
conclusions are themselves

intended and their premises are well
known or easily imagined without being
positively established.
Upon these alsothat is, upon the com:lusions, ,o interpretation can be ,put, but the premises
may sometimes be interpl'eted. The fourth
kind is that the premises of which are
well-known or conjectural without being
positively established.
Their deductions
are by analogy when that is intended.
It is the duty of the learned men to
interpret them and of the common people
to take them exoterieally.
In short, all thatshould be interpreted,
can be grasped by philosophy alone. So'
the duty of the learned person is t_,
interpret, and of the common people to
take it literally, both in conception and "
in verification.
The reason tor the l_tter
is that they cannot understand
more.
A stu_en_,of.:law sometimes finds iatet'pretations _vhieh have a :prefel:eame over
others, in a general w_y by verification:

_s
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that is, the argument is more co,_vh_clng
with the interpretations
than with the
literal meanings.
These interpretations
are common and it is possible for them
to be admitted by any whose speculative
faculties have been developed in controversy.
Some of the interpretations
ofthe Asharitcs and the Mutazilites are

:

of this type, though the arguments of
the Mutazilites are generally
the more
weighty.
But it is the duly of the common people who are not capable of understanding more than exhortatiolJ
to take
them exoterically.
Indeed, it is not proper [or them
at all.

to know the interpretations

Thus there are three groups into
' which men have been divided : Those
who are not
should know
are common
exhortation
majority: for
being who
• this method.

included amongst those who
the interpretations.
These
people who are guided by
alone. The), form a vast
there is not a single rational
cannot accept a resulb by
The second are dogmatic

iRELIGION AND
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_nterpreters.
These are so, either by
their nature only, or both by nature and
habit.
The third are those who can be'
definitely eal!ed interpreters.
These are
the philosophers, both by nature and by
philosophical
training.
This kind of interpretation should not be discussed with.
the dogmatists, not to speak of the common people. If ally of these interpretations are disclosed to those not fig to
receive them-especially
philosophical in.
terpretations-these
being far higher than
common knowledge, they may be led to
infidelity.
For he wishes to nulli(y the
exoterie meaning and to prove his ilitet_
pretation.
But if the exoterie meaning
is shown to be false without the iaterpretation being established, he falls into
infidelity, if this concerns the principles
of the Law.
So, the interpretations
should not be disclosed to the common
people, and ought not to be put into
exhortative
or doctrinal books-tha_ is,
hooks written with an expositor T purpose
in view-as Abu Hamid has done.
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Henue, it is neeessarry that the colnmon people shoMd be told that tl_ose
things which are exoteric, and yet cannot be understood easily, the interpretations of which it, is impossible for them
'to understand, are parabolical,
alld that
no one knows the interpretation
thereof
except God. We sho!uld stop at the
following words of God " None knoweth
£he interpretation thereof except God ,,.t6
This is also the answer to the question
about some of those abstruse
problems
.which the common people cannot understand: " They will ask thee concerning
the spirit: answer: The spirit was created
at the command of my Lord, but ye have
J_o knowledge
given to ,YOU, except a
little. ''t_ Again, one who interpretes tl_,ese
to persons not fit to receive the_ is,an
jnfidelo because he .leads others to. imfidelity, which _s qnite

iu

Oppos.it2on to the

p_po_
ot the Laz'.
This is especiolly
the ease when cx)rrupt, interprot_tions
.are put on the principles of the :Law, as

t+.Q,_+,m._.

_7..Q+,m,.,(f.,_t'.
J.+

'
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some" men

,of our _own

,times

_1

do,

We

have known: many.pete
who.t,hink they
ate pl_ilo_(_pher_ and henoe claim to .find
one strange things through :philosophy.,
which are _in: _very :way ,_ntrary
to
celi_n,
and, .they do not admit of any
other inturpretati_n.
They ,_hink they
mast di_|ose ,these things, to the oommon
people.
But "by the disclosure of wrong
m_tions they. tead .Oheal .to eter_,ml
destruction,
The di_er_nce between _heir aim and
_0.¢ of the jm'iuts, can be made olear
by the fvllowing oxa_nple.
Since .it is
not possible to make every one an expert physioian a eergai_ physioian
hid
down some principles for the preservation of healith and the prever_tion of
dis_sosj and he allowed the use of some
_hiugstmt
prohibited
others.
Now a
man oomes,and tells t.he people _hat the
pfineiplea laid down by, tha£ physician
are not ebm-eet and declares them to .be
fahei and _hey become discredited in the
a_re_ Of l_he _ople;

or s_ya

that the_,

8_
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are capable of interpretations
which
they
cannot understand
and cannot
verify by practice. Do you think that
people in these circumstances
will ever
act upon those things which are useful
for their health and tor the prevention
of diseases or that the man himself will
ever be capable of acting on them ._ No,
he will be quite incapable of doing so
and thus will lead them all to destruction.
This is the case when those interpretations which
they cannot understand
are correct, to say nothing of those that
are wrong. For they will not believe
in l=eaith to be preserved, nor disease
to be prevented,
to say nothing of the
things which preserve health or prevent
disease. This is the condition of that man
who discloses interpretations
of the Law
to the common people and those not fit
to receive them.
And hence he is an
unbeliever.
The simile which we have described
_bove is a real parallel_ ,a_d not merel_
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fanciful (as some may think) as ib is
correct in every respect. For the relation of the medicine to the body is the
same as that of the Law to the soul.
A. physician is one who seeks to preserve the health when he finds it. good
and tries to resgore it when it is missed.
In the same way a religious law-giver
is one who takes care of the health of
souls, which is called pie Ly. The Quran
also makes clear its purpose, through
religious action, by many ver_es. :For
iustanee:
"0
true believers, a fast is
ordained unto you as it was ordained
those before you, that ye may fear God" is
and " Their flesh is not accepted of God,
neither their blood; bug your piety is
accepted by Him -19 and : " :For prayer
preserveth a man fl'om filthy crimes and
from that which .is blameable."_0
There
are many other verses of the same
nature in the Quran.
Thus, we see, a
religious law-giver
seeks to establish
this kind of health by religious know.
.18,
Qnra_ ii.79, 19,Quran xxil_,

_0.Qursh x.xi_;
:i_,
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ledge
upon

and pra0t;ieo.
This is the health
which
del_nds
happinoss and in

the case of its
the next world.
This

should

absence
have

the

made

it

misery

of

clear

to

you not merely that one should not speak
of the wrong
interpretation.
:But also
that it is not proper to put
even hue
one.s i,n the books of the common people.
These
correct.interpretations
are of the
fai,th w,hieh man _has and of which the
_'hole,
burden.

creation
BY this

_'as
we

lowing
verse of the
posed the f_th
tmto

afraid

to bear

refer

to

the

the
fol-

Qnran : " We prothe heavens,
and

the earth, and the mouatains,
and they
refused to .uaelertake the same, and were
afraid thereof,
but man undertook
it:
verily he is unjust to himself and
These interpretations
and the
their discussion
is necessary
in
• have given rise to ,many sects
so much so that
they
have
one another

wlth

infidelity

and

fooJish." _
idea ,_.hat
the Law
in Islam,
denounced
immva-
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This is especially
tile effect of
interI)retatio,_s.
The
Mut, zilites

interpreted
Traditions

a large number
and disclosed

of verses
them
to

and
the

people.
So
also
did the Asharites,
though
their interpretations
were less in
number.
They ¢mly succeeded,
iu creating hatred and wars among men; destroying the Law, and disuniting
the
completely.
To add to this, the
which
they
have-adopted
in
these .interpretations
.is adapted
to the common people nor to the
:For
find
the
has
self

people
method
lJroving
neither,
learn_l_

if you look closely into it, you
that it is not .correct according
norms of logicthis anyane
had any training
may-see
for
without
the least effort.'
In

many o[ the principles
Asharibe._
build
their
sophistical
in their
many
fundamentals,

opou
which
conclusions

will
to
who
himfact,
the
are

nature.
They deny
like. the proof _of

accident% the influence of one-thing upon
anothe 5 the necessity of cause and effeets_
abstraot
$

figures and the prooesses

leading
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t,) them.

Indeed,

Asharite

Mutakallim-

un have
been
in this
respects
utOust
to Mohammedans,
for oae of their sects
has denounced
as infidels all those who
do not recognise
the existence
of God
by methods
which they have devised for
the knowledge of Him : but in truth they
themselves
are in the wrong
and are
unbelievers.
It

is upon

this

point

that

the dif-

ference of opinion arises.
Some say that
the first principle
is of reasen,
while
others allege
that it is of faith.
That
is to say they
have thought
that faith,
even before knowing the methods common
to all and to which the Law
has made
a call on all, is

the

only

method

of ar-

riving at truth.
Thus they have mistaken the real purpose
of the Law-giver,
and being themselves
in the wrong they
have

led others astray.
If it be alleged that the method that
the _A_sharites and other
Mutakallimun

have

devised

hods

ia the

are not
purpose

those general
of

the

met-

Law-giver

,.
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for the

instruction

6_'

of the common

people,

and that it is not, possible without some
method
being adopted,
then the question
arises:
What are those
methods
which
are given
that these

in the
Law .2 We
methods
are to be

maintain
found ill

the Quran alone. Fc)r, if we look closely
we shall find that in the Quran all the
three kinds
of methods
are laid down,
for the whole of mankind,
both for the
majority
and for the learned few.
If we
reflect we shall come to see that no better methods
can be discovered
for the
instruction

of the

common

people

than

those mentioned
in the Quran.
Anyone
who ehauges
them
by iuterpretations
which are neither clear in t,hemselves nor
clearer than others to the common people,
makes null and void their
philosophy
and their effect, the goal of which is the
happiness
of mankind.
This
is quite
evident
from tbe early
and
the later
condition
of Islam, for in the early days
Muslims

sought'perfect

piety

acting

by

excellence

on those ?rinciple_

and
with-

_g
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out puttingany interpretation
upon them.
And those among them who klmw ally
il_terpret_tion did Ilot disclose it. In the
later d_tys iaterpretations
were used, and
piety decreased, the love for others was
lost, and they
became
divided
into
schisms and parties.
Hence one who cares to remove this
innovation from the Law, should turn
to the Book, and should pick up from
it the existing a_'guments for things
whose belief is inculcated
upon
us.
Further
he should deeply think over the
esoteric meanings, as far as possible,
without
putting
interpretations
upon
them, except when they are not quite,
clear to all. The assertions of the Book for
the instructions
of the people, When
thought
over are things, with whose
help we can reach a st;_ge from which
none but the learned in logio can differ
about the esoteric meaning of that which
is not clear. This peculiarity cannot _be
found in any other assertioas but that
of the Book,

There

are three

pe0uli_ri-
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t_ies ill the

assertions,

which
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have'

been

explained
in the Quran, for the common
people.
First,
that nothing can bc found
more convincing
and true
than these.
Secondly,
that they can be accepted
by
every
nature;
and they
arc ._u(.h that
none can know their
interprctatio_ls,
if
there be any, except the learned in logic.
Thirdly,
that they possess a call to the
righteous,
fin" correct
interpretations.
This is neither
to be found in the school
of the Asharites
nor in that
of the
Mutazalitcs

i. e. their

interpretations

are

neither
generally
acceptable,
nor do they
•make any call to tohe righteous,
nor are
they right in themselves.
It i_ for this
reason
that
innovation
has
inm_ascd,
and it is our desire
to write
about
it,
as far as it is possible
that we get leisure
tbr
to do it, and Clod gives
.life.
It is just possible

for

us,

it, have power
us-a
respite
in
that this may be

a be.ginning
for the coming
because bhe breach of Law,
.passions,

.and

changed

provided

beliefs

generation
;
due to evil
is simply
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aggrieving and saddening.
This is still
enhanced by those, who ascribe themselves to philosophy, because an injury
from a friend is worse than the injury
from an enemy.
Philosophy
is a companion and a foster-sister
to the Law.
Hence all itljury 5'om this source is the
worst ki,d of injury, even if we neglect
the enmity, hatred, and animosity which
is created
between the two, although
they
are companions
by nature
and
friends in reality.
It has also been
injured by many ignorant friends who
ascribe themselves to it. These are the
schisms which exist in Islam.
May
God set all aright, help all to His love,
and bring together
their
hearts
for
piety, and erase enmity and hatred by
his favour and grace.
Indeed God has removed much of
evil, ignorance and the misleading ways
through this stro,g gove, nment, and has
led the many to good, especially the
people who have walked in the path of
scholasticism, and have a liking for the
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knowledge of th_ Truth.
:Because it has
called the people to the knowledge of
God by mediate paths, which are higher
than tile dep_'essions of the blind fol.
lowers: and lower than that of the highsounding _,[utakallimum ; and has called
the learned to their duty of considering
fully the principles of Law.

in,,
APPEKDIX,
ON

THE
PROBLEM
OF
E'rEItNAI,
KNOWLEDGE,
WHICH
AVERROES
HAS
MENTIONED
IN
H],_

DECISIVE

DI,_COURSE.

May God perpetuate
your honour
•and bless you, and screen you always
from the eyes of misfortune.
Through
your
excellent
inte]ligence
and good
understanding
you have ]earlmd a great
part of all these sciences, till your insight
informed you of the doubt which arises
concerning
the eterrm]
knowledge
of
God, with its being at the same time
concerned with created
things.
Thus,
in the interests of truth, it is now incumbent upon us to remove the doubt
fi'om your mind, after we have stated
it clearly.
For one who does not know
the problem adequately cannot very well
solve the doubt.
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The question may be stated thus: If
all this universe was ill the knowledge
of God betbre its creation, then, was it
in His knowledge
it was before it

after its creation as
"e_tme i,_to existence;

or was i_ in His knowledge
before its
creation quite different from that altar
its coming into being?
1_ we say .that
the knowledge of God. about it after its
oreation is quite
di_erent
from that
• which it was before its creation, it beoomes necessary for us to-admit
that
the eternal kno.wtedge is changeable;
or
.that when the universe came into existence out of non.existemoe, then there is
,an .addition to the eternal knowledge;
which is-impossible.
Again, if we say
that the kno._'ledge of it was the same
:in both the oonditions, then it weald be
said :..Was the created universe the same
.bemre its:[eoming
into exisbence _as it
was.:_fter its creation ? To this objection
it will have to be answered .that it was
not the,same' ,before its creation _m it
was atter it, ,otherwise

the

existent,

aad

_4
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the non-existent
thing
would
be the
same.
When the opponent has admitted
this much, he may be asked whether tile
real knowledge
does not consist
in the
cognizance
of an existent
thing as it is.
If he says: " Yes," then accordingly
it
becomes
necessary
that
when
a thing
changes
ill itselt
must also change,

the knowledge
of it
otherwise
it would be

a knowledge
of something
other than the
real object.
Thus
it would
then
be
necessary
to admit
one of two things:
either the eternal
ki:owledge
itself
will
"change, or the created
things
unknown
to Hod.
A,ld
both
alternatives
•to God..

are
This

impossibl_
doubt
is

would be
of these

with
still

regard
further

i strengtheued
by the apparent
condition
:of .man,
that, is, the relation
of his
knowledge
about
the supposition

non-existent
things
of their existence

its relation
is found.

the thing
self.evident

kinds-of

wise

when
It is

in

by
and

question
that
both

knowledge
are different,
otherGod would have been ignorant, of
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its

existence

at

the

time

_

he found it.

The argumeat which the Mutakallimun
advance to meet this objection does not
by any means deliver us from the doubt.
They say that God knows, the things
before their coming ilJto being, as they
would be after they come into existence.
If they say that no change occurs, they
fall into mistake.
If on the other hand
they admit a change, they may be asked
whether this change was known ill the
eternal knowledge or not. Thus the fi_st
doubt occurs again. On the whole it is
dit_ieult to imagine that the knowledge
of a thing before and after its exis_nce
can be one and the _ame.
This is the statement of the doubt in
the briefest terms possible, as we hav_
put it for your sake.. A solution of this
doubt requires a very long discussion,
but here we intend to state a point
which might easily solve it. Abu Humid
( A1 Ghazzali ) has also tried, to solve
this doubt in his work:
The Refu_oa
of the Philosophers, but his umthod is by
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no means satisfactory.
For he says some.
thing to this effect:
he thinks
the
known and the knowledge are not connected with each other, so that when a
change takes place in the one the other
does not change in itself. So it is possible that it may happen in the ease of
Divine knowledge and the things existent,
that is, they may change in themselves
while God's knowledge may remain the
same. :For instance a ,pillar may.he on
the right .hand of Zaid, it:may bechanged to his ]eit without, any change ,taking
place in Zaid himself. But, the illusta'ation is not at all a correct, one,'for the
relation has cha.nged, that is, that which
was on the right side is ,ow ou the left.
Tha_ in which no change has.taken place
.is. the .condition of that .relation - Zaid.
It being so, and the knowledge is .only
• .the relation, itself, it is necessary -that
it should change with a .change in the
thing known, a_ the change in the a'elation _of the pillar to Zaid, for it is _ow
.on the left. after .:being on the right,.
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The view which might solve this question is that it should be maintained that
the condition of eternal knowledge
of'
existent
things is quite other than the
created knowledge with regard to them.
For _he existence of a thing is the eause
and means of our knowledge of it,, while'
the eternal knowledge is itself the cause
and means of the existent thing.
So if
a oh'rage takes place in the eternal
knowledge after the coming into being
of an existen_t .,thing, as it does in the
created know.ledge then it is involved
that the former cannot be the cause but
only the effect of the existent
things.
Thus it is necessary
that there should
be no change in it, as there is in _he
created knowledge.
This mistake always
occurs by our taking ,eternM knowledge
to be like the created one, by au analogy
from the seen ,to the unseen,
The ,error
in t.his analogy, has already been exposed.
Just asno
change takes., place_ in any,
ageo_t, after-_ho
ereatio_
of his _ct $h_, isj, ¢h_oge .:Of. l¢iad -,_'t_hioj).: wa_ :,at_.

_'8
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{ound before- so no changeintheetern.
a] know]edgeof God afterthe creation
of*the thingwhichwas inHis knowledge.
So thisdoubtisremoved. At the same
time itis not necessaryfor us to say
that as there isno change in e_ernal
knowledge, therefore, He does not know
an existent
at the time of its creation,
as it is. :But we must believe that He
knows not by a created but by His
eternal knowledge.
For a change m
knowledge with a change of the existent
thing is a condition of the knowledge
which depends upon the existent thing,
such a knowledge beitJg created.
Thus
the relation of the eternal knowledge
with the existent things is not the same
as that of the created knowledge.
It is
not that there is no connection between
them at all as some philosophers
are
said to maintain,
who as the people
think, say, at the time of doubt, that
God has no. knowledge of particulars at
all. But this is not as is commonly sup.
posed. 2hey onlysay that He doesno_
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know particulars
by any createdknowledge,one of the conditions
of which is
itsbeing createdby them, by which it
isan effectand not a cause. This is
the lust of the things about,it which
must be remembered. For our reason
leadsus to the fact that God isthe
Knower of'thilJgs,
allof them emanating
from Him. This isso becauseHe isa,
knower, not because of His existence,
nor of His existence in any form, but
only because of His being a Knower.
God has said " Shall not I-Ie know all
thil_gs who hath created, them, since He
is the sagacious, the knowing"Ss
The
arguments
also tell us that He knows
by a knowledge
which may be akin to
created knowledge.
So it is necessary
that there should be some other knowledge for the existent things- and this
is the eternal of God. Moreover, how
is it possible to suppose that the Peri.
patetic Philosophers think that the eternal knowledge does not include particul.
_2. Ci_urazJlxvi 1G
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ars, while they say that these are a
cause of admoni£ion to us in our dreams,
divine revelations,
and other kinds of
inspiration ?
That is what

we think

about

the

solution of the problema solution in
which there is no doubt or suspicion.
God is the only helper to right judgment, [and leader to truth.
:Peace be
upon you, and blessings of God and His
beatitude.
God is the best knower of
truth: and to Him is the return and
the refuge.
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his own people.
He has disclosed to
him that there are interpretations
which
God and His Apostle have not ordered.
:_fay there be the most perfec_ blessings
upon the Trusty of His inspiration, and
the Seal of ttis prophets, and upon his
family and relations.
We have already
described in the
foregoing tractate
the
conformity
of
philosophy
with
the
Law,
and its
other relations.
We have said there
that
the Law
is of
two
kinds :
exoteric

and esoteric.

The

duty

of' the

Common people is to follow the exoterie
law; while the duty of learned men is to
follow the esoteric one. So the duty of
the common people is to follow the
meanings of the Law in their literal
sense, leaving aside every interpretation
of it. The learned men are not permitted to expose their interpretations
to the
common people, as Ali, ( upon whom be
tJeace ) has said, " Tell the people what
they oan understand.
Do you wish to
give the lie to God and His Apostle ._ '*

t_ELIGJO_A_D PmLosovHr
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So I thought
that in the present
book
I should examine
the exoteric
meanings'
which the Law intends the common peoo
ple to follow, and in those,
search ttao
real purpose
of the
Law-giver,
(ca
whom be peace ) accorditlg to my ability
and knowledge.
IJaw have
been

For the
extremely

mu¢'h so that many
different
divisions,

people of H'm
disturbed,
_o

misguided
have been

sects anal
produced,

every one of which thinks that it is fedlowing the best Law, and that. he who
disagrees
is either
an innovator
or all
infidel whose life and property
is at stake:
All this is directly
opposed to the purpose of the Law-giver.
Its caus.e lies
in the misleading
things about the Law
which.have
been put fi)rward.
In our own times, there
are fotlr of
these sects
which are famous.
Ira the
first places there is the sect of the Ashar.ites, and these are the people who are
commonly
taken
to be men of Burma.
Then there are Mutazilites,
the sects o_"
the

Batinites,

( Esoteric

), and the

sec,_

S6
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of the BombasCs. Every one of these
sectshas its own peculiarbdlief_
about
God, and has turnedmany an exoteric
word of the Law to interpret-_tions,
which they have appliedto thosebeliefs.
They think that theirs was the original
Law which all the people are asked to
follow, and he who deviates from it is
either al_ innow_tor or an infidel. But
when you look into all their views and
then examine the purpose of tile Law,
it would appear that a great part of
them are recent opinions and innovating
interpretations.
Of them I will mention
here those indispensable beliefs in the Law,
without
which Faith does not become
complete, and will search, in every one
of them, the real 1)urpose ,)f the Lawgiver, ( peace be upon him, ) beyond
that which has been made the basis of the
Law, and its beliefs before the coming
into use of incorrect
interpretations,
I
will begin by explaining
the intention
of the Law-giver
as to the beliefs
which should be held by the common
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people about God, and the methods
which He adopted towards them. All
this is contained
ill the Divine :Book.
We will begin by an exposition of the
methods which leads to the knowledge'
of the existence of the Creator, for this
is the first thing which a student ought
to know.
But before this, it is necessary
that we should mention the opinions of
the well- known stets.
The Bombasts hold that the method
of obtaining knowledge of the existence
of the Creator is by hearing and not by
reason, that is, the belief in His existence, the verification of which is incumbent upon all men, is enough
to be,
taught by the Law-giver, and believed
as an article of Fair, h, us is the case
with his teachings about the condition
of the Day of Judgment,
and others
with which our reason has no power to
deal.
This is obviously a misleading
sect, for it falls short of the purpose of
the Law, as regards the method adopted
towards all the people, leading them to
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the knowledge
of the existence
of God,
and callil_g them
to the confession
of
His
belie£
IL is quite
evident
from
many verses
of the Divine
:Book, that
in it the people
have
been ca]led to
verify the existence
arguments
of reason
in it.
For instance,
lowing

verses

of the

of the Creator
by
which are mentioned
there
are the folQuran,

"'0

men

of

Mecca, serve your Lord who has created
you and those before you, ''1 and " Is
there
any doubt
concerning
God,
the
Creator
of he_ven
and earth? "2 and
other

verses

on the

subject

found

there-

in.
It is not fit fbr a man to say, that
if these
arguments
had been necessary
for believing
in Godthat is, had his
faith been not completed
without
understanding
them m the Prophet
would not
h,we invited anybody
to Islam
without
pl"esenting
to him all these
arguments,
for the Arabs
ah'eady
knew the existence of the Creator,
so that
God has
said, "If
thou
asketh
them
who has
1. Quran ii, 19.

2. Quran

_.iv,

11.
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created the heavens and the earth, they
will surely answer, God, '':_ and hence
there was no use giving arguments.
It.
is impossible to find a man so stupid
and dull. that he cannot understand
the
arguments
advanced by Law tor the
common people, through
the Prophet.
This is to say the least.
If there be
found such a man, then it is his duty
to believe in God by hearing alone. So
much for the
ideas of the Bombasts
about the exoteries of the Law.
The Ashariges are of opinion that the
verification
of the existence
of God,
caano_ be attained but by reason.
But
about this t,l_e3: have adopted a method,
which is no_ among the methods adopted
by Law, and is not mentioned
in the
Quran, not" the people invited through
it to believe. Their well-known method
is founded upon the fact that the uni-'
verse is a created thing, which is itself
based upon the theory of the composition of atoms, and that the atom is a
3. Quran xxxix,

39.
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thing, and that other bodies are
out
of it. The
m_thod
which

they
adopt
for the exposition
of the
creation
of" an ,atom,
which they call
al-Jauharat
u'l Faridah
(sole
Essence ),
is a misleading
one even fro' many religious
men in the business
of controversy,
not
to speak of
despite
this

the
it

philosophy,
and
in the existence

common
people.
And
is a method
devoid of
does not lead to a belief
of tim Creator.
For if

we suppose
the universe
is a created
thing, it becomes neeessary,
as they say,
that its Ch'eator must also be a "Created"
object.
:But
a doubt
presents
itself
about tile existence
of this re'eared thing,
which is not in tlle power
of scholastic
theology
to solve.
And that
is this,
that we can take this thing to be neither
eternal
not" create.&
For if we take it
as created,
then it must require
created thing, and this another,

another
and so

on to infinity.
This
the other
hand,
if

is impossible.
we take
Him

On
as

eternal,

necessary

his

then

it

is

that
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with the result mus_

also be eternal.
In this way the results
also become eternal.
It is necessary for
a created
thing
that, its existence be
dependent upon a created action. Their
hypothesis can only be proved if they
admit that a created actiou can be pertbrmed by all eternal agent.
For the
result of the action might be dependent
on the action _f" the agent.
But they
do not admit it, for according to their
principles
what is coeval with created
things is itself created
Moreover, if the
agent sometimes acts and at other times
remains inactive, it is necessary, that
there be a condition better applicable in
one state of things than in the other.
Then about
this condition
the same
question will rise, and s() it will go on
till infinity. And what the Mutakallimun
say in answer te this objection that the
created action is the result of eternal
intention,

does

not

relieve

us

of our

doubt or satis[y our mind.
:For intention without action is dependen_ upo
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act, and

if the

act

is

a

created

thing, then it is necessary tlmt the intentiou ill connection with it must also be a
created thing.
It makes no differeace
whether we take the intention as eternal
or created, rising before the action or
with it. So we may take it as we like.
All the same it is necessary for them
to admit either of the three things about
the uuiverse -- either a created action,
with a created intel_tion or a created
action and an cternal intentiou,
or _m
eternal a_tion with an eternal intention.
:But a created thing is impossible from
an eternal actio_ without any expedient,
even if we admi_ for their sak% that it
comes into existence by eternal action;
and putting intention itself or the action,
commcted with the act is ,_ t,hiJ_g which
cannot be understood.
This is supposing
an act without an agent, with a result,
without any intention.
Intention
is a
condition of the action and not the
action itself. Also it is necessary that
this eternal intention, should be connected

I_F_LI_ION
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with non-existence of a created thing,
for
a
period of
time
which
is
indefiI_ite. So if a created thing be nonexistence for an unknown period of time,
then it does not become connected with
the intention at the time of its creation,
except after the completion
of a time
of which there is no limit, and that
which has no limit has no end. So it becomes necessary that the intention should
never take the form of action, or a time
without limit should come to an end,
which is impossible.
This is the argument of the lVIutakallimun, on which
they rely in proving that the revolutions
of the heavens are created.
Moreover,
it is necessary
precedes the
with it, at a
be created in

that to the intention which
object, and is connected
certain time, there should
it at the time of creation

o{ the object a determination
for doing
so. For the determination for the creation of an object cannot be found before
that _ime, because if at the time of
action there be found no additional

9t
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quality in tile agent, than that he had
at the time of intention, then action
fi'om him at that time would not be
quite as necessary fi'om him _inactivity.
We may go on ia this way, finding all the obscure and intricate doubts,
from which, not to speak o_ the common
people, even clever men, learned
ia
scholastic theology, in philosophy, cannot
escape. So if the common people be
burdened wi_;h a knowledge
of these
things, it would be an unbearable problem
for them.
Then again the
methods adopted
by the
Asharites
in proving
the
creation of the universe are defective
for all classes of men. The common
people, by their very nature,
cannot
understand
them, and they are at the
same time in no way reasonable.
So
they are neither fit for the learned, nor
for the masses. We warn our readers of
them and say" The methods which they
adopt are of two kinds. One of them, the
more famous of the two and upon which a

l_ELtmO._AXDPU_O_Pnr

.4._

majority of them _elies, is based upon three
premises,
from which they derive the
proof for the creation of the universe.
They
are: (1)
that essences cannot
be separated
from accidents, tha_ is,
they cannot be devoid of them; ( 2 )
that the accidents 'ire created things ;
( 3 )that that which cannot be separat.
ed fl'om a created thing is itself cre_ted,
that is, that which cannot be severed
from the created thing is itself created.
:Now, if by the first premise which says
that the essences cannot be separated from
the accidents,
they mean the bodies
which stand "by themselves,
then the
premise is correct.
:But if by essence
they mean the particle which cannot be
divided, which they call Sole Essence,
then there is doubt about it.,, which is'
not easy to solve. For the existence of
an indivisible essence is not well established in itself,

and

about it there

are

many opposite and highly contradictory
opinions, and it is not in the power of
soholastic theology
to bring truth out
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of them. That is the business of philosophers who are very few in number.
The arguments
which Asharites use
are for the most part exhortative.
:For
their famous a,'gument
on this is that
they say that out" first knowledge about
a thing is, for insLance, that an elephant
is bigger than an ant, for it is accepted that the former has more particles ill it than the latter,
If it be
so, then it is made up of particles
and is not a eompact
whole in itself.
So when the
body
is destroyed
it
chap.ges
into
p,_rticles,
and
when
composed it is composed of them.
]tub
this is wrong.
For they have taken a
divisible quantity as a continuous
one,
and then thought
tllat
that
which is
applicable to the divisible is also applicable
to the continuous.
This is
true about numbers,
that is, we say
that a certain
number is more than
the other,
by its
containing
more
particles in it, that is, more units.
But
it cannot be true of a continuous quanti-
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ty, of which we say that it is bigger
grea_,er. Ill this way everything may
enumerated
without any referetfoeto
its bulk at ,all. And the seienoe
mathematics
becomes the
soienc_
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or
he
of
of

number only.
It is well-known that
every bulk can be considered
wiCh _ogard to line, surface and volume.
Moreover,
a continuous
quantity
it is possible to cut in _he middle and thus
get two parts. But this is impossible in the
units of number, nay, it is opposed
it. Then, again,
the body and or,her
particles of a continuous
quantity are
capable of being divided.
But eva_Tthing divisible is either
divided ,into
other divisible quantities,
or into indivisible ones. If it is divided into iadiviaible ones then we have found pal'_oles which o_nnot be divided.
And if
i_is divided into other _tivisible porte,
t,hen again the que_s_ion arises whetA_er
these eau be divided int.o div.isible or
indivisible p_u'ts. So if it .can be d,ivided a limitless number of times, _he_:¢
7

,_
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would be limitless
particles
in a limited
thing. But it is one of the primary
,principles
of knowledgethat particles
in
a limitedthingare limited.
Among
the obscure doubts which
can be attributedto the Asharitesis
the question whether if an atom is
brought into being, this is different
from creationitself,for it is one of
the accidents
? When the createdthing
existsthe act of creationis nonexistent for according to their principles,
'the accidents cannot be separated from
their essences.
So this has compelled
them to regard
creation as pertaining
to the existent things
and not tbr it.
Then they may be asked;
if creation
implies
the non-existence
of a thing,
with what is the act of the agent con.
neeted, for, according to them, there is
no mean between existence and nonexistence.
If this be so, and, according
to them, the action of the agent is
•connected neither with non existence, nor
-:with _hat .which is and nevertheles
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existende, it must be
a middle
substance.

This doubt has compelled the Mutazilites to say that there is a substance,
even in non.existence,
which they call
.Matter or First Element.
They should
admit that that which is non:existent
can be made existent
of these sects must

by action.
Both
also admit ,the

existence of a void. These are questions,
which as you see, cannot be solved by
dogmatics.
Thus, it is clear that such a
method cannot be made a basis of the
knowledge
or' God, especially for the
masses.
We will shortly
describe
a
clearer method of knowing 13o¢i.
Now as to the
second premise,
according to which it is said that all the
accidents are created things :--This
is a
premise
concerning
which
there
are
doubts, arid its meaning is ,as hidden as
the soul in a body. For we have
observed many bodies to be created and
such is also tile case with some accidents.
80 there

is no difference,in

transf0rring
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•an observed object to the invisible, in
bo_h the cases. :For if it is necessary,
with regard to accidents, to apply what
spplies of the visible things
to the
invisible, that is, if we should suppose a
tlhing which we have not seen, so
created, by the analogy of that which
we have observed, theft we should also
apply it
become
creation
that of
accidents
extremely
as there
creation.

to the essences.
Thus we can
quite careless of proving the
of accidents,
as distinct
from
essences.
The creation of the
of
the
heavenly bodies is
doubtful to the observer just
is doubt in their essential
For the creation of their ac-

cidents is never perceived.

So it is neces-

sary that we Should clearly observe them.
This is the method which surely and
certainty leads pious people to the knowledge ot" God. This is the method of
the chosen men, and that with which
God has particularly blessed the prophet
Abraham.
He says: " _nd thus did
W_ _show |un_

,[Abraham

th_ kin.gdoal
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o[ heaven and eai_h,thathe might become of those who firmly be|_eve. ''s For
the whole doubt concerns the heaven!y
bodies themselves.
Many controversialists have stopped here and believed that
these are so many gods.
Again, time is one of the accidents,
the creation of which it is impossib]e
to imagine, f'or it is necessary that the
non-existence of a thing be preceded by
time. :But ilt this case it ecru,not be imagiued
that the non-existen¢e of a bhing call be
preceded by itself, except by aocep_ng time
as existant.
So aliso it is difficult to imagine the c_,eation of the spaee in which
the universe is, fbr every existent thing
occupies a former spa_e. For if it is a
void, as is the opinion of those who
think that _e void itself is space, its
creation also, if we suppose it.to be ¢reaCed, ,midst be_n have preceded by at_her
void, And i:f the space be a tangibl_
body, as is the opinion of another groap, _
the_ it sheiratd b,e.eohtained
in a_oblaer
5. Qara_ vi, 75,
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body,which would requireanother,and
so on without limit. These are all
obscure problems and the arguments
whioh are brought to disprovethe eternity of the accidents,are necessaryfor
one who believesill the eternityof
thoseaccidentswhich can be perceived;
that is,one who assertsthat not all
the accidents
are created._or they say
that the accidents
whioh can be perceived
by the senses are created things. If
they are not created:then they will
move from one placeto another,or will
be laten_in the placein which theyare
to appear, before they make their
appearance.Then they disprove both
of thesearguments,and thinkthat they
have established that all the accidents
are cre_ted

things.

:But it

has become

apparent i_om what they have said, f,hat
the apparently
created portions of the
accidents
are created, not those whose
creation is not apparent., nor those in
whose case there is doubt, such as the
accidents which are in the
heaven]y
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bodies, in their movement, in their shape,
etc., etc. So their arguments about the
creation of all accidents, can be interpreted by the" analogy of the visible to
the invisible.
This is an e._hortative
argument,
except
in the suggestion of
reasonable
arguments
which
depend
here on the certainty
o{ tile similarity
of the character of the visible and the
invisible.
The third premise which says, that
that which cannot be separated from
created thing is itself created, is equivocal, for it can be understood
in two
ways: the thing which cannot be separated from the class of created things,
but can be removed h.om its units; and
that which cannot be separated
fi'om
any one of the things in question, as if
one were to say, " That
which cannot
be separated from this blackness in question. " The second meaning
is the correct one_ that is it cannot be separated'
from a certain accident, which is created,
tbr it is absolutely
necessary that it

lo_ .
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should also be a created
it be eternal it becomes

thing.
devoid

For it
of that

accident,
from which wc .suppose that
it cannot separate.
This separation
is
impossible.
The first explanation,
and
that is which they mean, does not necessarily
involve
the
creation of place,
that is, that which is not separated from
the class of created things.
For it is
possible to imagine a single place, that
is, a body upon which follow accidents
without
limit, either opposed to one
another or otherwise,
as you were to
say, movements without limit. Such is
the opinion of many ancient philosophers
about the universe, that it is made litt|e
by little.
This is why, when the M.utakallimun saw the weakness of this premise, they resolved to make it strong
arid secure, by making it clear, that accord_ag to them, limitless acoiden_s canno_ follow upon a single
point. For
they maintain
that on this occasion it
is neoessary "dia_ there cannot be found
any other accident, except that there be
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before

it at the place in question.
This helps
them to th_ impossibility
of their presence, for it is necessary that it should"
not be there, except after the completion.
of an unlimited number.
As the limitless never
ends, it follows that the
thing which w_ have supposed should
not b_ there.
For instance, con_ider the
movement of tile heavenly bodies, as we
know
them
today.
If there
were
before it limitless movements,
then it is
inevitable tha+t this particular movement
should not occur. They give the example of a man, who said to another, " I
will not give you this dinar, till I have
given you before it a limitless number
of dinars. '_ By this it is not possible
for him to give the dinar in question at
all. :But this example is not.a correct.
one. For in it there is a primary object,
then a limit, and the_ another
object
between them. which is without limit,
]?or he has said it in a limited time.
So he has stipulated

that

h_ would give
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the dinar between

the time in which he

is, and th_ timc of which he speaks,
between which there is a time without
limit. This is the period in which he
would give him the dinars without limit,
which is impossible.
So it is quite
clear that this example does not illustrate
the object for which it is given.
Their
opinion that the existence of a thing
which is found after limitless things, is
impossible, is not correct in all the cases.
:For the things which happen one after
another are of two kinds:_those
which
come to pass in cycles, and those which
occur ill order and arrangement.
The
• things which occur in cycles are necessarily unlimited,
except that something
may interfere
to prevent
tlaem.. For
instance if the sun rises there must be
its setting;
must rise,

if there is a setting then it
and it it rise it must have

risen before.
[n the same way, if there
are clouds there must be vapours rising
from the earth;
if there rise vapours
from the earth, then it must be wet, if

RELIGION
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earth

rain,
have
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is wet,

there

and'if
there
been clouds,

clouds
clouds

there
before
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have

been

w,ls rain
there
and if thus there

must
were

must
them.

must
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similarly
have been
Again among those

things
which
happen
by order,
is, for
instance, the creation
of man from man,
and of that man from another.
If this
happens
by essence then it can be taken
as limitless,
for which
the first li_lk is
not found, the last also cannot be ascertained.

If

this

is

by

accident,

as for

i,stance,
if man be really made by some
one other:
than man, who must be his
father,
would
ment

then
the position
be the same a_ that
in the

hands

of' a

of his father
of an instrumaker.

So

it

is not possible to find an agent
doing
limitless actions,
with countless
different
instruments.
All these views are nob clear
in this connection.
We have mentioned
them here, that it
that the arguments
advance
they

may become
known,
which
these people

are no arguments

reasonings

at

all,

tlt for the masses,

nor._re
that

is,
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and

clear

imposed upon
sake of belief.

arguments

which

God

all his creatures
It must
now

for
have

become (hear to you that
this method
is neither
philosophical
nor according
to Law.
The other method is that which Abul
_aali
has deduced and descxibed in one
of his tractates
known
as Nizamiyyah.
He has based it upon two premises:
ill
the first place, that the universe
and
that
it contains
may be conceived
other
quite

than what it really is.
consistent,
for instance,

be imagined
or of some
has or having
than it really

smaller than
other
shape

all
as

It may he
if it may

it is, or bigger,
than
it really

more
bodies in number
contains or the movements

which are made
opposite direction
take
now.
This

in it may go in _he
fl'om that which they
may be so much so

that it may become possible that a stone
should go upwards,
and fire downwards,
or that the
movement
starbing
il, the
east should start
in the
west,
or the
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eastern.
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western

fi'om

second

premise
created,

is that every transient thing is
and for it there is a creator;

that is, an agent who made i_ in this
way better than in any other.
The first premise is exhortative
and
very elementary.
Its fallacy is quite
apparent with regard to some aspects of
the universe--for
instance, the existonce of man in some other form than he
now possesses; while in some others there
is doubt--for
iustance, whether
the
movement h'om the east might change
to one fi'om the west and vice versa, for
this is not known in itself.
It is possi
ble that for this there may be a cause
the existence of which is not evident, or
it may be one of those causes which are
hidden from man.
It is possible that
whatever of these things a man sees, is
like one seeing for the first time things
of the manufacture of which he is ignorant. For such a man may think that
all or par_s of the thing may possibly
be made in jus_ the opposite
fashion a
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from that in which they really are made;
and still in spite of this idea the same
work may be obtained from them for
which they were made. Ia this case
there would be no art in them. But its
maker, and one who

is associated

with

the maker in some of his kaowledge,
know that the whole thing is just the
opposite of what that man has seen;
and that there is nothing in it but
that which is absolutely
necessary, or
the existence of which makes it more
perfect and complete, though outwardly
it may not seem quite necessary in it.
It is quite cleat" that this manufactured
thing, may in this cozmection, be take*l
as an illustration of God's Creation-praised be its Great Creator.
This premise in being
exhortative
might be fit for all, but being ur.true
and falsifying the wisdom of the Creator,
is not fit for any. It falsifies phi'losophy,
because philosophy is nothing else but
the knowledge of'the
causes of things.
If there be no necessary causes for
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thing, which make its existence necessary
in the form in which it exists, then
there is no particular knowledge which
may be atr,ributed to the wise Creator.
Just as if there had not been some
necessary causes for the existence of
any manufactured
thing, there
would
have been no art at all, and no wisdom
by which its maker might -be praised,
and which might not be found in any
man other than
the maker.
Where
would be found any wisdom in a man,
if he could perform all his actions by
any member oI his body, or without any
member at all, so much so that he could
see with his ears, as he could see wit.h
his eyes, or smell with his eyes as he
could with his nose. This is all only
falsifying philosophy,
and the meaning
for which God has called himself Wise
(Hakim)High and Holy be his name
from such imputations.
We find that,
A.vicenna has also adopted this doctrine,
for many reasons. He says that .everything_ except the maker, when' taken
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by
itself,
allowable.
allowable,

may either
be possible
or
Of the latter - that is, things
there
are t_vo kinds:
One

is allowable

as regards

its

maker,

the

other
is necessary
as
regards
the
maker
; and
possible
as regards
its
essence.
The only thing which is neees.
sary, according
to all reasons,
is the
first maker.
This opinion is extremely
inSorrect.
]_eeause that which is p_ssible in itself' and its essence,
will not
possibly
turn
a necessity
beyond
its
maker, but by a change of the possible
nature into a necessary
one.
If it be
said that
I)y these
words
he means
" :Possible with rega_'d to
is, when
the maker arises
also,

then

we would

itself",
that
it will rise

say that

this

is impossible.
:But this is not the
fo discuss
the matter
with
this

rising
place
n_an.

We ventured
to talk of him, because of
the many views which he has iavented.
:Now we would
return
to our for'me1"
theme.
that

The
every

second

transient

premise,
thing

which
is

says

created_

is
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not in itself obvious.
have differed about

ll,q

The philosophers
it.
:Plato allows

that the
apparently
transient
thing
may be e_ernal, while Aristotle
denies
it.
It is a very intricate matter,
and
canno_ be made clear except
to the
philosophers, that is, learned men, whom'
God has set apar_ for His knowledge,
and has in His :Book, coupled their
witness witl;, that
of Himself
and His
angels.
Abul

Maali

has

tried to

make

the

premise clear by some other premises.
First, that there should be something
unique in every transient
thing, which
may make it more preferable by one of
the two qualities.
Second,
that this
particular
thing cannot be any other
than tha_ intended.
Third, that the
thing which exists by intention is created.
Then he says that a transient thing comes
into existence by our inteation,
that is
it is produced by previous volition.
:For
all the actions ar_) performed either by
nature or by intention,
And nature i_
$
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not one of the passing things which are
alike, that is, it not only creates the
dissimilar but does the both. :For instance,
sea-anemone
will absorb
the
yellow
lob in the right side of the body and
not in the left, But intention
is the
thing which is particularly
applicable to
a thing opposed to its like. Then he
adds that the universe is like its creation and exists in the position in the
atmosphere where it was made. By the
void he means another
void in which
the world was made. So he concluded
that the universe was made by intention.
The premise which says that it is intention which fixes the shape of a thing,
is correct, but that universe is surrounded
by a void is wrong, or at least not clear.
Then again according to their notions,
his act of placing the void is bad. That
is, it must be eternal, otherwise it would
require another
saying that in
is nothing but
@lear. :For the

void for it. The premise
this connection intention
a created thing is not
iah_ntion of an ael_ioa i_
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connected with tile desired act itself, for
it _s one of its adjuncts.
And it is clear
that when one adjunct is found with
the action the other must be there, for
example the father and the son. If one
be found potentially the other must also
be so. Hence if the intention
of the
action is created, then necessarily
the
desired act must also be created. If the
intention

of" the action

be eternal,

then

the thing desired by that action must
also be eternal.
The intention
which
precedes the intended object, is said to
be a potential
intention
only; that is,
the intention which has not yet brought
its intended object into being. This is
quite clear, for when the intended object
has appeared, then it beeomcs an existent thing, which it was not before the
appearance
of the intended object in
action.
When this becomes the cause
of the

creation

of an

intended

only by means of action,
:M:utakallimun assert that

thing,

then, if the
intention
is

_reated_ it b_comes clear theft _he in_nd-
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ed object must also be created.
From
the Law it is clear that there is no need
to go so deeply into the problem
as
far as the masses are concerned.
So it
has not mentioned any eternal or created
intention,
but has only said that it
exists and the things are created.
So
God says:"Verily,
Our speech upon
anything when We will the same is, that
We only say unto it, Be; and it is.''6
This has been so because the masses
cannot understand the idea of created
things from an eternal intention.
But
the fact is that the Law has not mentioned whether
the intention
is created
or eternal, this being a doubtful thing
for many people.
The
Mutakallimun
have also no certain argument to advance
for providing the possibility of a created
intention tor creation.
For the principle
with which they maintain their position
for negating the existence
ot intention
as eter)aal, is the premise which we have
already mentioned, that is, the thing
_. Qursh zvi, 4_,
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which cannot
be separated
fi-om the
crea_:ed thing is itself created.
We will
mention this again
when
talking of
intention.
From the foregoing it has become
clear that
the
well-known
methods
adopted by A sharitcs for the knowledge
of God are certain Heither philosophical, nor by Law.
This would be quite
clear to anyone who would look closely
into the kind of arguments advanced in
the Divine Book -about the knowledge of
the existence of the Creator.
:For if
you look closely into this matter you
will find that the _rgumeuts
comprise
both qualities, those of being certain
and at the same time clear, without
being complex, tlmt is, they lmve few
prcmi.-:es.
As to the Sufis their method in
the.orisiug is not a philosophical
method
thag is, made up of a number of premises, and syllogisms.
They maintain"
that the knowledge of God, or of anything
existent,
is found in our own

|18
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hearts, after its detachment
from all
physical
desires,
and concentration
of
mind upon the desired object. In support
of their principle they bring many an
argument from the exoteric side of Law.
For instance
they quote the Divine
words, "And fear God, and God will
instruct you, ''z and, " Whoever do their
best endeavour
to prompt
our true
religion, We will direct them unto Our
ways ;s and again, " If ye fear God," He
will grant you a distinction, ''9 and many
other verses of this kind which are
considered to be helpful ibr their purpose. We say that this method, if we
suppose it to be real, is not meant for
all people.
Had
this
method
been
satisfactory for all people then the philosophical method would have been quite
futile,
and its existence
among
the
people would have been useless, and with
it the existence of the Quran.
:For that
always invites us to theorising, judging,
and admonishing by way of philosophy.
7. Qu_ranii, 282. 8. Qumn xxix, 69. 9. Quran vRi,29.
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We of' course do no_ deny that the
control of physical desires is a condition
for healthy thinking, as physical health
is one of its conditions.
:For the control
of desires is profitable in acquiring knowledge by itself, if it be made a condition
for it, .just as health is a condition for
education, though it is not very useful
for it. That is why out" Law has invited
all of us to this method and has insisted
upon it, that is, for work, not that it is
sufficient in itself, as these people think,
but that it is useful for thinking as we
have already described.
This would be
quite clear to any one who cares to
ponder aud think over it.
As to the Mutazilites _ their books
have not reached us in sufficient number
in this Peninsula (Spain)
that we may
be able to form a fair estimate of the
method which they have adopted in this
matter.
But it seems that their methods
are like those of the Asharites.
If now that it is clear that none of
these methods
are in accordance with

I_0
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that by which the Law illvites all the
people, according
to the difference in
their dispositions, to a confession of the
existence of God, it may be asked:
What is that method which the Law
has laid down in the Divine Book,
upon which the Oompanions
of
Propbet depended?
We would say
the method which the Divine :Book

and
the
that
has

adopted, and by which i_ has invited all
to believe, is, when thoroughly
invest°
igated from the Quran, dependent upon
two principles.
The one is a knowledge
of God's solicitude for marl, and the
creation of everything for his sake. We
would call this the argument
of solicit' ude. The second is the creation of the
essences of the existent things, as /'or
example, the creation
of life in the
minerals, and feeling and intelligence.
We would call this method the "argu'ment of creation."
The first method is
founded upon two principles: first that
"all the existent things suit, man ; secondly,
that this suitability
must have existed

RELIGION "AND PglLO$OPHY

in the

mind

of the ]Viaker
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before ]=[e

intended to make the object in question,
tbr it cannot be obtained by chance
alone.
Now
their suitability
for the
existence of man call be easily ascer la_ined by the suitability of. day and night,
sun and moon, {or the existence of man.
Such is also the case with the suitability
of the four seasons, and of the place in
which he lives, that is, the earth.
It is
also apparent
with respect to animals,
vegetables,
and minerals;
and
many
ot_her things, such as rain, rivers, seas,
the whole of the earth, water, fire and
air. It is also evident from the different'
members oI his body, on account of their
suitability
for the preservation
of his
life and existence.
On the whole, a
knowledge of the benefit derived from
all the existent things may be included
in it. So it is necessary for aman who
wants to know L+od perfectly, to investigate the benefits derived from exis te.nt
things.
In the argument of creation is
included the existence of the animal

1_

avsa_ol_s

world,
This

the plant
method

is

world,

and

again

based

the heavens.
upon

two

principles,
which can be found out by
every man by his very nature.
The one
is that all things
have been made and
created.
This
is quite
clear in itself,
in the case

of

animals

G_)d has said, " Verily
ye invoke, beside God,

and

plants,

the idols
can never

as

which
create

a single fly, though
they may all assemble for that
purpose. ''1° We
see
an
inorganic
substance
and then
there
is
life in it.
So we know for certain, that
there
is an inventor
and bestower
of
life, and

He

is God.

Of the heavens

we

know by their movements,
which never
become slackened,
that
they
work tbr
our benefit
subordinate

by divine
to our

solicitude, and
welfare.
Such

are
an

appointed
and
subordinate
object
is
always created
for some purpose.
The
second

principle

is that

for every

created

thing there is a creator.
So it is right
to say from the two foregoing
principles
10. Quran xx/i,

72.
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that for every existent thing there is an
inventor.
There are many arguments,
according to the number of the created
things, which can be advanced to pro.re
this premise.
Thus it is necessary for
one who wants to know God as He
ought to be known, to acquaint himself
with the essence of things, so that he
may get information about the creation
of all things.
For who cannot
understaiad the real substance and purpose of
a thing, cannot understand
the minor
meaning of its creation.
It is to this
that God refers in the following verse,
"Or do they not contemplate the heaven
and the earth, and the things which
God has created 2.,, 11 /knd so a man who
would follow the purpose of philosophy
in investigating the existence of things,
that is, would try to know the cause
which led to its creation, and the purpose
of it would know the argument of kindness most perfectly.
These two argu.
meats are those adopted by Law.
t_

11. Qaran vii, 18i.
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of" the Quran

leading to

a_knowledge
of the existence of God
are dependent only on the two foregoing
arguments.
It will be quite clear to
anyone who will examine closely the
verses, which occur in the Divine Book
in this connection.
These, when investigated, will be found to be of three
kinds:either
they are verses showing
the " arguments of kindness, " or those
mentioning the "arguments
of creation;'
o_'..those which include both the kinds
of,al_uments.
The following verses m_ty
be taken as i!lustrating the argument of
kindness. '" Have we not made the earth
tbr a bed, and thz mountains fbr stakes
to find the same ? And have we not
e_:eated you of two sexes; and appointed
your sleep f'or rest.; and made the night
garmentto
cover you ; and destined
t_e day to the gaining of your livelihood
and built over you seven solid heavens;
and placed therein a burning
lamp _.
Arrd dowe
not send down from the
clouds pressing

forth rain, water pouring
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down in abundance, that we may t_hereby
produce corn, and herbs, and gardens
planted thick with trees ?t2 and, "Blessed
be He Who hath placed the twelve signs
in the heavens; hath placed therein a
lamp by day, and the moon which shineth
by night;-13
and again, " Let man
consider his food. ,,l_ The
following
verses refer to the argument of invention,
"Let man consider, theretbre
of what
he is created.
He is created of the seed
poured forth, issuing from the loins,
and the breast bones; ,,15 and, " Do they
not consider the camels, how they are
created; the heaven, how i_ is raised;
the mountains, how they are fixed; the
earth how it is extended ; ,,16 and again,
" 0 man, a parable is propounded
unto
you; wherefore hearken unto it. Verily
the idols which they invoke, besides Gods
can never create a siagle fly, though
they may all assemble _or the purl2. Quran lxxvii,

6-16
14, Quran lxxx. 24.

18. Qurau xxv. 62.
15, Qtlrau lx_xvi, 6,
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pose.,,ItThen we may pointtothestory
of Abraham, referred
toin the following
verse, "I dircct my face unto Him Who
hath created heaven and earth; I am
orthodox, and not of the idolators. ,'18
There may be quoted many vel:ses referring to this argument.
The verses comprising, both
the arguments
are also
many, for instance, " 0 men, of Mecca,
serve your Lord, Who has created you,
and those who have been before you :
peradventure
you will fear I-Iim ; Who
hath spread the earth as a bed for you,
and the heaven as a covering, and hath
caused water to descend from heaven,
and thereby produced fruits for your
sustenance.
Set not up, therefore, any
equals unto God, against your own know
ledge. -19 His words, " Who hath creat
ed you, and those who have been before
you, " lead us to the argument of creation; while the words, " who has spread
17. Quran xxii. 78.
18. Quran vi, 79. The story
referred to will be found in the preceding v_se_,
19. quran ii, 1_.
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divine solicitude for man.
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argument of
Of this kind

also are the following
verses of the
Quran, " One sign of' the resurrection
unto them is the dead earth; We quicken
the same by rain, and produce therefrom, various sorts of grain, of which
they eat ; ',s0 and, " Now in the creation
of heaven and earth, and the vicissitudes
of night and day are signs uato those
who are endowed with understanding,
who remember God standing, and sitting,
and lying on their sides; and meditate
on the creation of heaven and earth,
saying 0 [_'d, Thou hast not created this
in vain, far be it from Thee, therefore
deliver us from the torment of hell fire. ,,_l
Many verses of this kind comprise both
the kinds of arguments.
This method is the right path by
which God has invited men to a knowledge o[ His existence, and informed
them of it through the intelligence which
He has imlAanted in their nature.
The
20.

Ql_ala :_J._vl, ll_'

_1. Qux'an ii_, 188,
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_o]lowl.ng verse refers
inn'ate_turo
of man,
Lord drew forth their
loins of the sons of

'

to this fixed and
" And when the
posterity from the
Adam, and took

them witness against themselves,
Am
I not your Lord ? They answered, Yea,
we do bear witness. "_e So it isincumbent for one who intends to obey God,
and follow the injunction
of His Prophet, that he should adopt this method,
thus
making
himself
one of those
learned men who bear witness to the
divinity of God, with His own Witness,
and that of :His angels, as He says,
" God hath borne witness, that there
is no God but He, and the angels, and
those who are endowed with wisdom
profess the same; who executeth
righteousness; there is no God but He; the
Mighty, the Wise. ''23 Among the argu.
ments for both of themselves
is the
praise which God refers to in the followling verse, " Neither is there any thing
which doth not celebrate his praise; but
_Z,I. Qurltn vii, 171.

$8. Qumn, Ifl,,
16. •
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celebration

It is evident from the above arguments for the existence of God that
they are depe.dent
upon two categories
of rea sonhag. It is also dear that both
of thes_ mgthods are t_eant _r p_rtieular people; that is, tl_e te_rned.
:Now
as to the method for the nmsseso The
difference between the two l_es only in
details.
The masse._ ca!mot q_lderstand
the two above mentioped arg_me_.ts bat
oaly what they can
grasp by their
se.ses;
_hile the learned meu can go
further, a,d learn by re_oaing
also,
besides learning by seuse.
Tlae.y have
gone so far that _ learned man has said,
that the benefits the learned men derive
fi'om the knowledge of the members of
human _nd auimal body are a thousand
and one. If this be so, _hen this is the
method which is taug.hJ; both by Law
and by Nature.
It is ¢.he roetllod which
was pre_el,,md by t_he P_'op_let and the
4. Qumn, zvii, i 46,
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divinebooks. The learnedmen

do no_

mention thesetwo linesof reasonings
to
the masses,not becauseoftheirnumber,
but becauseof a want ofdepthof learning on theirpart about the knowledge
of a singlething only. The example
of the common people,consideringand
pondering over the universe, is like a man
who looks into a thing, the manufacture
of which he does not know. For all
that such a man can know about it is
that it has been made, and that there
must be a maker of it. But, on the
other hand the learned look into the
universe, just as a man knowing the art
would do; try to understand
the real
purpose of it. So it is quite clear that
their knowledge
about the Maker, as
the maker of the universe, would be far
better than that of the man who only
knows it as made. The atheists,
who
deny the Creator
a]together,
are like
men who can see and feel the created
things, but would not acknowledge any
Creatorfor them, but would attributo
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all to chance alone, and that
into being by themselves.
OF THE

UNITY

OF

they

151

come

GOD

Now then if this is the method adopted by the Law, it may be asked : What
is the way o_ proving the unity of God
by means of the Law;
that is, the'
knowledge of the religious formula that
" there is no god, but God. " The
negation contaiaed in it is an addition
to tile affirmative, which the formula
contains,
while
the
,_ffirmative
has
ah'eady been proved.
What is the purpose of this negation ? We would say
that the method, adopted by the Law,
of denying divit_ity to all but God is
according to the ordiaancc
of" God in
the Quran, contained
in the following
three verses.
First, " If there were
either in heaven or oa earth gods be.
side God, verily both would be corrupted. ,,2s Secondly,
" God has not begotten issue; neither is there any other
$_. Qu_a xxi, $9..
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God with him; otherwise
every other
God would surely take away that which
he has created; and some of them had
enabled themselves over the others. :Far
be it that from God, which they affirm
of Him. ,,26 Thirdly, " S_y, unto the
idola_ors, if there were gods with Him,
_s ye say, they would surely seek an
ocoasion of making some ,_ttempt against
the possessor of the Throne.-27
The
argument contained
in the first verse
is implanted in ou_' dispositions
by our
very nature.
:For it is well-known
that
if there be two kings, and the orders of'
the one be as effectual as those of the
other, it is not possible to have even a
single city under their guidance.
It is
impossible to have one action of a single
kind from two actors.
So it is necessary
that, if both of them begin work at the
same time, the city would be ruined,
except in the case that one should work
and the other remain inactive.
This is
against
26.

our conception
Quran

xxfli, 98.

of divinity.
27. Quran

xvi_ 4_,
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kind

are gathered
upon _ single object,
then
that object must necessarily
be destroyed.
This is th_ meaning
there
were eid_cr
on earth

gods

of
in

busides

the
the

God,

verse, " If
heaven
or
both

would

be corrupted.
" The ver,-:e, " Every god
has surely taken
away
that
which
he
had created. " h_ts been
revealed
In
refutation
of the argument
of those who
believe
in many
gods,
entrusted
with
different works. 1?or in this ease it becomes
incumbent
that
the gods
doing different works be independent
of one another,
and that tl_ey should
not be existent at
one and the same
time.
But
as the
world is on,, it is necessary
that there
be not in it gods with different
duties.
The third verse, "
if there
were gods
they
would
surely
of making
some
Possessor
of the

Say unto the idolaters
with him, as ye say,
seek
an occasion
attempt
against
the
Throne,
" is like the

first, an argument
to prove the impossibility
of the
existence
of two gods,

1_4
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whose dutiesare the same. This verse
means that had there been in the world
any other god, but the present o,m, able
to create the world and those in it, so
that his relation to it be that of a ereatoz', then he must live with God on the
Throne.
Thus there would be found
two existent things of the same kind in
a single place.
:But this is impossible.
:For when the relation is one, the related
must also be one, that is, they cannot
be gathered
in a single place as they
cannot live in it. The relation of God
to the Throne is just its opposite- the:
Throne exists tbr Him, and not He fbr
the Throne.
That is what God has said,
" His Throne is extended over heaven
and earth, and the preservatiou
of them
is no but'den unto hint. -28 This is the
argument by nature or by Law for proving the unity of God.
The difference
between the learned and the masses is
that the learned know more about the
creation
$8, Q_n

of the world, aad
II, $56.

the purpose
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of its different parts, like a singie body,
than the common people.
It is to this
that the latter part of tile verse refers,
" God forbid I and far, very far, be that
which they utt.er ! The seven heavens
praise him, and the earth, and all who
arc tilerein : neither is there anything
which doth not celebrate His praise; but
ye understand not their celebration thereof: He- is gracious
and merciful. ,,29
The argument which the A sharites deduce
fl'om this verse, calling it the " argument of impossibility, :' is neither iu
accordance
with natural
nor legal arguments.
It is not in a_cordalJ e wi_h
nature, because what they say is without
any proof ;_t all; while it is insufficient
by Law, [,ccause the common people
cannot understand
it, not to speak of
their beiug satisfied with it. They say,
that if there be two gods, then it s
more probable that they would di_er.
If this were to happen,
then there
would be one of the following three
29. Quran

xvii, t5, 46.
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cases, there being no fourth alternative.
:Either the desire of both of them would
be accomplished, or the desire of' neither
would not. They say that it is impossible that the desire of neither of them
be accomplished,
but if it be so then
the universe would neither be existent
nor non-existent.
If the desire of both
of them be accomplished,
then the universe would be both existent and nonexistent at the same time. So there
remains no alternative
but that the
desire of on_ be accomplished, the other's
remaining
unfulfilled.
So one whose
desire remains unfulfilled is helpless, and
t,he helples, cannot be a God.
The
_:eakness of this argument
is that as it
is,possibly to suppose
that they differ,
it is just as possible m presume
that
they agree, a fact more becoming to the
gods than diffel'ence o_"opinion.
If they
agree about the creation of the world,
they would be like two craftsmen agreed
upon making something.
If i_ be so
then it must be said that their actions
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help f,hem to work and live in a single
place, except that some one may say,
that perhaps one would do one thing and
the other quite another
thing, or perhaps they would work by turns.
But
this is au objection which cannot be
advanced by the masses.
But if ally
sceptic controvertialist
were to advance
it, he may be told that one who has
power to create one thing has power to
create the
whole.
So now again it
comes to tile same thing, whether they
,grec or not, and how can thev help
caeh o_her in wot'k ? As to worldngby
turn, it would bc a defect in both
of them.
It is more probable that if
there be two gods, there must be two
universes.. But as the universe is one,
its MMcer must also be one, for a single
work can only be done by one maker.
So it is not necessary that we should
understand the verse of God, " and some
of them had enabled themselves over the
other, " as pointing
to
alone, but it may be taken

disagreement
as true evo'n

IM
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in the case of argument,
for this
also
leads to the same result as disagreement
would do. Here lies the difference
between

us and the

Mutakallimun,

about

the meaning of this verse, though
Abul
Maali has said something
almost expressing our own views. By the foregoing you
would
understand
that
the
argument
whibh the Mutakallimun
have
deduced
fi'om this verse is not the one which it
really
which
which

contains.
The
impossibility
to
Nleir argument
leads is not one
should be deduced fi'om the verse

in question.
The impossibility
which is
deduced h'om the argument
which
they
think is contained
in the verse, is more
than one impossibility, by their dividing
it into three parts,
while
there
is no
division
in the
verse
itself.
So
the
argument
is known

which they use is the one which
to the logicians as disjunctive

syllogism, and
as definition

is known in their science
and
division.
But
the

argument
contained
in the verse is one
which is known in logic as hypothetical
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syllogism, which is quite different from dis.
.junctive syllogism. Any one who would look
most cmsorily into this science would
know the difference between the two.
Then, again,
the impossibility
which
their argument points out is not that to
which the argument of the Book leads.
They say that universe
will either be
neither existent
nor non-existent,
or ifi
will be existent and no_-existent
at the
same time, or its god would be a helpless and weak god. These are impossible for ever, because of she impossibility
of more than one.
The impossibility
which the verse refers to, is not so for
ever, tbl" in it it depends upon a certain
period of time, that
is when the universe is found corrupted
at.. the time of
its existence.
For he says " If there
be any other god but God, " the universe would be found corrupted. Then he
has made an exception
that
it is not
corrupted, and hence there must not be
more than one God. So now it has
Meomu

quite clear that

this is the met-

"
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hod by which God" has invited
the
people to believe in His existence, and
negate :the divinity of all but Him.
These arc the two propositions
which
are contained in the article of Faith,
" There are no gods but He. " So
one who thinks over these two propositions, and believes in them by the method which we have pointed out, is a
Muslim in reality, with a belief which
is truly Islamic.
But he whose belief
is not based upon these arguments,
tlmugh he confesses the article, he is a
Muslim with the other Muslims, only
on account of vbc similarity of names.
ON

DIVINE

The at_ribates

ATTRIBUTE8

which the Divine Book

has assigned to the Creator and Maker
of" the universe, are only the perfect
forms of those which are found in man,
and these are seven in number: Knowledge, life, ,power, volition, hearing, seeing
and talking.
:Now as

to

knowledge,

God

inhis
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Divine Book has said th_ following
" ShMl he not. know MI things who has
created them ? ,,so The argument contained in this verse is that a created
t,hi.ng always shows, by _e arrangement
which it possesses,-- its different parts
being made for tile sake of one another
for the benefit intended
to be derived
from lJhat thing,--that
its maker is not
nature only, but it must have been made'
by one who has arranged ,_ll for the end
ia view. So he must have a knowledge
of it. For instance, when _ man looks
at a house he knows that the foundation was laid for the sake of the walls,
and the walls have been raised for the
roof. So it becomes clear to him that
the house must have been built by a
man knowing the art of building.
This quality is eternal, for it is not
fitting that God should possess it for'
a time only. But we should not go
down deep into this ma_ter, and should."
not say, like the Mutakallimun,
that He
M. Quran l.xxvii,
II.
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kno_s tile er_ated things at the time of
_heir creation, by His eternal knowledge,
for then it becomes necessary
that the
knowledge of the created thing at the
time of its non-existence
be the same
which is absurd, when knowledge is said
to be dependent upon the existent things.
As an existent thing is sometimes
an
action, and sometimes only a potentiality,
it it necessary that the knowledge
of
the
two
existence
be different,
as
its time of being in potentiality
is quite
different from the time of its being in
aerie,.'.. :But this tile Law does not
explain.
On the other hand it maintains quite an opposite posiLion: that
God knows the created thing
at the
time of its creation, as He has said,
" There falleth no leaf, but IIe knoweth
it; neigher is there a single grain in the
dark parts of the earth ; neither a green
thing, nor a dry thing, but it is written
in the perspicuous
book. ,,sl So it is
necessary that we should lay down in
_1. quran vi, _,
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t]_at

He knows

a

thing
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before if

comes into being ; knows a thing
when'
i_ is, and not when it should have been;
and knows

when

a thing

has

been

de-

stroyed at the time of its destruction.
This is what the injunctions
of the Law
establish.
It has been so because
the
masses cannot
understand
the universe
through
visible
things,
way.
The Mutakalimun
ment to advance against

except
in this
have lto arguit,, except
that

they say
that
the
knowledge
changes with a change
in the
thing

is itself

created,

while

which
existent
with

G_d

nothing
created can be attached:
They
say so because
they
think
that
that
which
cannot
be .separated
from
the
created thing is itself created.
But
we
have already exposed the fallacy
argument.
So it is established
rules described,
and it should
said that he knows the creation
created,
rupted

and

the

things,

by eternal

corruption
neither

kno_._ledge.

by
This

of this
by the
not be
of the

of the corc_eated

nor

is

in.

tm
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nova_ion in Islam, '" And is thy Lord
forgetful of thee ? -32
The attribut_ of life is quite evident
from the a_ribute
of Knowledge.
For
our observation shows that one of the
conditions of knowledge is life. According to the Mutakallimun
the conditions
of an observed object can be applied to
the unseen.
What they have said about
this is quite true.
The attribute
of volition needs no
proof, because it is one of the cozlditions
of.bringing Ibrth a thing, that its maker
must intend it. Such is also the ease
with power:
He must possess power.
But to say that He intended created
things by eternal intention is innovation
in religion, which was not known to the
learned in Law, and cannot satisfy the
masses who have reached the stage ot
dogmatics.
We should say that
I-le
intends making a thing at the time of
its ereat!on, but does not intend at the
time of its non-existence.
So God
85. qura rt xix,:65,
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• ays : "Verily our speech unto anything
when we will the same is tha_ we say unto
it, :Be ; and it i_ "an For, as we have said,
the common people are never compelled t,o
advance _ho argument tha;L He intenda
doing a thing by etarr, ai iagention, bah,
as the MuLakallkna_
have said, that
that by which the created
is itself erented.

things

exist,

Now if it be asked, how the attribut_
of Speech be assigned to and pr_ved
God, we would say that it can be asarik,
ed _o him on account of .the a_ta'ibttt_
of Knowledge
and Power of cre_ion,
:For speech is notahing more than a_
on the part of the speaker to show ta
the one addressed the kao_"ledge which
he has, or to disclose to him the knowledga w.hieh is in him. This i_ one of
the action, s of tl_e _nak_r. And
_,h_
that crea_ed th;itag, which is really a
ereato¢ man, has ,poa,er o_¢_"t_s _acul$2s
be_al_se he ka.9,vs a_d i_ .:po_v_rfaJ,ha.w
befitting it is _a_ it .should be fa_d
a_

Q_rau Xvi, 4_,

lo
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in the real Creator. There is another
conditionfor this actionsamong the
thingswhich we can observe,and that
isthat which must be the means of per=
formingit:
words.Thisbeingso,itbecomes
necessarythat thatactionshouldbe performed by God in the heart of somebody,
liis vhosen servant.
It is noC necessary that it should always be through
the medium of words, and so created.
But it may happen either through ,an
angel;
or through
divine i,lspiration,
that is without the medium ofwords
whleh He may create, but through-an
act to the hearer, which discloses to h-ira
the true nature of the thing meant, or
through words which lie may create in
the ears of him who has been specialised
to'hear :His words. It is to these three
methods
that-the
refers, "-It- is not
God should speak
than by private
behind a-veil, or by

verse of the.Quran
fit for a man tha-_unto him otherwise'
revelation,
or fi'om
sending a messenger

to reveal, by His permissions

that which

RZLIQIOS
ASD PHXLOSOPH7

l_

He pleaseth.
''si So revelation
is the
disclosure
of the izltended
secrets
to the
inspiredpersonwithoutthe medium of
words which He created,but thlough
all action done oil the mind of the one
addressed. So God says, "Afterwards
He
approached tho Prophet and drew unto
him; until Hc was at the distance of
two bo_s length from him or yet nearer;
and IIe revealed unto His servan_ that
which He revealed..,35
The speech from_
behind the veil is one which is performed
through
the medium of words. This is__
the real speech, and that_ is the one:
which
God speci,_lly
bestowed
upon
Moses, and so tic has said, " And God
spake unto Moses, discoursing with him. ''36
Now as to his words, " or by sending
a messenger to reveal, " this
is _he
third kind
mentioned
above, that is,
through
the medium of some angels.
Sometimes
God speaks to the learned
men, who are the successors of the
prophets,

by

disclosing

arguments

to

_}#,.
Qu._a xlii,
50. _5.Qumu liii,
8,I0. 86,Qu_n iv,162.
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them. On account of thesecausesitis

,

true, when the learned men say, that
the Quran is the speech of God
It
ha._ now become cleat to you that the
Quran, which is the speech of God, is
eternal, but the words expressing it are
created by him, and are not human.
:From it are excepted the Quranic words
which we commonly use in our speech,
that is, these words are our ,_wn action.%
by the command of God, while the words
of the Quran are those cleated by God
He who does not understand
these
things by this method, cannot understand
this argument
and cannot grasp as to
how the Quran
is tLe word of God.
The alphabets
used in the Quran are
our own illVetlti0n, by _he command of
God. We have to respeot them, because
of them are formed the words created
by God, for the purpose which is not
itself created.
He who thought of words
and not of meaning, that is, did not
separate them, said that the Quran was
created:, while he who thought
of the
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meaning which these words express_ said
the Quran
was not created.
But the
truth
lies in the middle
of these
two
extreme

views.

The

Asharitcs

deny

that the speaker
is the maker
of his
own speech, for they think that if they
admit it, they must also admit that God
is the maker
of His
speech.
&gain,
when they
believe, that the speech can
only exist with the speaker,
they /&ink,
they must
also belie,re,
taking
in view
the two foregoing
principles,
is Himself
the creator
of His

that God
words. I.u

this case I-te l-Iimsclf becomes the place
of created
things.
So they
asu_.rt that
God is the
an eternal
ledge,

etc.

maker of speech,
but it is
attribute
in him,
like knowThis

is

the

time

of

the

speech
in our mind,
but
not of the
speech which expresses
what we have in
our mind,
that is, the words.
As the
Mutazilites
action
speech
So

thought

that

speech

is the

of the speaker,
they said that by
is meant only the words uttered.

they

believed

that

the

Quran

is
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" Created. " Since according to them
the word is an action of the speaker, so
it is not one of its conditions
that it
should exist with the
speaker.
The
Asharites on the other hand, insist that
it is one of its conditions that it should
exist only with the speaker.
true in both the cases, that
case of ideas in our minds,

This is
is in the
and the

words which express them.
:But in the
case of' God, it is the ideas which stand
with Him, and not the words expressing
them.
So when the Asharites
laid it
down as a condition, that the speech be
absolutely
dependent upon the speaker,
they deny that the speaker is the maker
of his speech; while on the other hand,
the Mutazilites, when they laid it down
as a condition that the speaker is the
maker of his st)eech, ignored the existence
of ideas in our minds.
In this way there
is some truth, and some falsehood, in
the opinions of both of these sects, as
must ]lave become clear by what we
have said.

RELIGION AND PHf_L0SOPHY
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to theattributes
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of

hearing and seeing. The Law has proved them to be possessed by God by
saying that hearing and seeing are the
two essential qualities for knowing the
meaning of things, which cannot be acquired by intellect
So a maker must
know everything.about
the object whicla
he is making, it is necessary that he
should possess the two senses of hearing
and seeing. So He must have these
two faculties.
All this proves
their
existence in God, by means of the Law,
through the teaching of the kllowledge
which is fouad in him. s-VIoreover, One.
on whom the name of God and the
Adorned
is applied
must
necessarily
possess all the senses. For it is Useless
for man to [worship him who cannot
know that he is being worshipped,
as
God has said, " O my father, why dosi;
thou worship that which heareth
no_;,
neither seeth, nor profitebh thee at all ;,,s_.
and; " Do you therefore worship, beside
37. Quran xix, 43.
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(7rod, that which cannot profit you at
all, nor can it hurt you 2,,ss This is the
power which has been ascribed to God,
and which the Law has commanded the
common people to know and nothing else.
Of the innovation which this question
of attributes has given rise to, one is
whether they are the same as Divine
Essence or something added to it, that
is, whether they are found in the essence
itself (.Nafiiyyah),
or are only applied
to it, ( Maanawiyyah ).
By Nafiiyyah
we mean those
attributes
which are
found in the thing itself, and are not
attached to i¢ for the purpose of adding
something to the essence, for existence,
we say one or eternal. By Maanawiyyah
we mean the attributes
which are
applied to a thing
for some purpose
which is found in it. The Asharites say
tha* these attrlbute_ are only Mcmnaua_ryah, that is qualities
which are only
added to the Divine Essence.
So they
say thab he knows by a knowledge which
38.

Quran

xx2, 67.
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has been added to His essence, and lives
by life attached to it and so on. This
has compelled them to admit tha_ the
Creator has a body, for there must be
the quality and the qualified, the bearer
and the borne. This is the condition o{ the
body, so they must say that the essence
is existent by itself, and the qualities
exist through it, or they must say that
these attributes are independent of each
other, then there must be a number
of gods. This is the belief of the
Ohristians,
who say that the three
personifications are those of Existence,
Life and Knowledge._ God has said
about it the following, " They al_ certainly infidels, who say, God is the third
of the three. *s9 One of them stands
by itself, the others being depender_t
upon tha former.
SO it becomes neeess,
ary _hat there should be essence, existing
in itself, and the accidents depending on
something else. The place in which the
essence and the accidents are found to-

_9. Quran v, 77.
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gether must necessarily be a body. Such
is also the ease with the Mutazilites
about the question, that the es._enee and
the attributes
are one and tl_e same
thing.
This they think, is for the primary principles of knowledge or may be
opposed to them. For they think that
according to the primary principles knowledge must be existent without the one
knowing. :But knowledge and the one knowing cannot be the same, except that it may
be possible _hat the two may be very close
to each other, just as the father and
the son. This teaching is very remote
tbr the understal!ding of the masses, and
to explain it to them in detail is innovation, for it would more likely mislead
than guide them to the right path. The
Mutazilites have no argument to advance
in proof of their proposition,
for they
have none. Such is also the condition of the M:utakallimun
in the case
_of denying

a body to

God.

For

when

they have established it, they are compelled to admit the creation of the body,
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because it is a body.
We have already
said that they have ,lo argument for it.
Those who have such are the learned
people, the philosophers'.
It is at this
point that the Christians
have erred.
They believe in the niultiplicity
o[ at.
tributes that they are essences existing
not by the help of another,
but by
themselves,
like the self, (Zat). They
also believe that the qualities with these
attributes are two in number-knowledge
and life. So they say that God is one
from the three causes.
That He is three
they
say because
He
exists,
lives
and knows.
They say th_tt He is one,
because lie is a collec_iou of all tlle
three

qualities.

And so there

are three

religious opinions
among
them. One
party believes that they are all the self
(Zat) alone without any number; the
other only believes in numbers of qualities. This is divided into two parties."
one which thinks that they exist by
themselves, and the other which makes
them

exist by something

else.

All

this

i56

is in contrast
Law.
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with the

purpose

of the

It being so, it is necessary that one
who wants to teach the knowledge of
these things to the common people
should tell them as much as the Law
orders him to doand that is only a
confession of their
existence
without
entering
into details.
possible for the common
and understand them at
I_eople here I mean all

For it is not
people to believe
all. :By common
those who are

unacquainted with the laws of reasoning,
though they may or may not know the
science of scholastic theology.
It is not
in the power of scholastic theology to know
of these things even when it is said
that it is not a science of reasoning but
of dogmatics,
/br these
things
can
never
be clearly understood
by dogmatics alone. So, by now, the extent of
these questions which should be disclosed
to the common people, and the method
adopted for this purpose must have become clear t_ you by what we have said.
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PERFECTION

We have already described the way
which the Law pu,'sues in _hing
the
common people the existence of God,
the denial of His having any associates,
and thereby
the knowledge
of His
attributes, and the extent to which they
have been explMned in details in it,
one after another.
It is really an addition to, and deduction from, and change
and interpretation
of this very limit and
extent which has not been productive ot
good to any and all the people. Now
it remains for'us
to know the method
which the Law has

adopted

in explain-

ing to the common people the perfection
of God and freedom from all defects,
and the length

to which it has

gone in

detailing it, and the cause of restricting
its knowledge to them.
Then we should
mention

the methods

which it adopts

ia

teaching the people
His actions, and the

the knowledge
latitude which

of
i_

has

respect.

allo_,ed

in

this

I-IavLng
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clone so, we shall have accomplished the
purpose for which we began this book.
So we say that the knowledge of
things known as perfection and hofiness
are fouud ill many verses of the Quran,
the most clear and definite of them
bci,_g the following, "There is nothing
like Him, a,_d it is He who heareth and
seeth; ''i° and, "Shall
God, therefore,
Who createth,
be as he who createth
not. ''il The second verse-is an argument
for the verse "there
is nothing like
Him."
For it is one of the characteristics of the dispositions of all the people
to think that the Creator must either
be unlike the things
which He has
created, or having quali_ies which may
be different fl'om these which lie has
given to" the created ; otherwise he who
is himself created cannot be a Creator.
When
we have
admitted
that
the
created cannot be the creator then it
becomes incumbent

upon us to say

that

the qualities of the created should eil.her
tO. Qursh zlil, 9.

41, Qursh .xvi, 17.

RI_,UGI0SA_DPmL0S0P_r
be not found in the

Creator,

1_9

or found

in Him in some different way than they
are in the created.
We say, "in some
different ivay," because we have proved
the divine" qualities to be those which
_re found in the noblest
of God's
creatut'c_, lnan, _.s knowledge, life, power,
vo'lition gnd so on. This is bhe meaning
of the Tre;dition of the Prophet,
" God
created Adam after His own image."
So it has been established th_tt the Law
has denied the similarity
between the
Creat0r
and'the
ci'eated
wi_,h fitting
_i-guments.
The denial of si,liilarity
is
of two kinds, first, that there may nofi
be found in the Creator many qualities
of the Created; and secondly; t]leve may
be found inhim
the qualities of the
created in so perfee_ and excelleat a
form as 'could not be imagi,_ed.
0f
tliese two kinds it should be seen which
one the Law has explained, and about
whidh it is reticent.
We would also try
to find out the cause fo_" this reticence.
•" We would say that

the

qtialitios'of
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the created which have been denied by
Law as pertaining
to God are those
which show some defects; for examp]e_
death, as God says, "And
do ye uot
trus_ in hhn who liveth, and dicth
not, ''t_ or sleep and things which lead
to negligence and carelessness, as regards
senses and the pro_ection of the exisbent
things, as He says, "Neither
slumber
nor sleep seizeth Him. ''4s
Of such
qualities are error and forgetfulness,
as
God has said, "The knowledge
thereof
is with my Lord, in the book of His
decrees:
my LoM erreth not, neither
doth He forget. ''44 A knowledge
of
those qualities the existence of which
has been denied in God is one of _e
necessary things of common education
and is why the Law has been very
explicit about them,
It only warns us
not to meddle with those things which
are far from the primary principles of
knowledge, because it knows the small
limits of human knowledge,

as God has

_2. Qursh xxv, 60.

4_, _t;ran Its, t;$.

43. Quran it, 256.
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said in many different verses of the
Quran, _ But the greater part of men
do not understand."
For example He
says, "Verily
the creation
of heaven
and ea,rth is more consiflerablo, than_the
creation of man;
bu(; tl_e greater
part
of men do not understalid, ''45 and "'The
institution
of God to which He has
created mankind disposed; th:ere is no
change in what God hath erea_ed. This
is the right religion;
but the greater
part of men know it not. ''4_ Now it
may be said, what is the proof--that
is, the proof advanced by .the Law
of
the fact that these defects are not found
in God.
We wouhl say that
it is
apparent fl'om the universe itself. It is
quite safe. No contusion or corruption,
overtakes
it.
I-]:ad the Creator
been
subjecb to negligenoe, carelessness, er.ror
or tbrgc_fulness the whole of the universe.would: have been destroyed,
God
has.,made this clear in many verses' of
the. ,Qu-ra_.. He. says_ "_'erily.
God
4s,.qur_u
11

u_v_

_9,

46, quraa
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sustaineth

the

heaven

and

the

earth,

lest they fail: and if they should fail,
none could support the same besides
him ;,,47 and, "The preservation of both
is not burden unto him. He is the
high, the mighty. ''4s
If our opinion be asked about the
anthropomorphic
attributes
of God,
whether the Law has denied them as
attributes
to the Creator or is only
silent about them, we would say, that
it is evident that the Law is quite
silent about them, and their mention in
it is quite near to their denial altogether.
It has come to be so because the Quran
in many verses speaks of His hands
and face, and these verses are taken as
showing physical attributes
Creator has bestowed upon

which the
the created,

just as He has given him the qualities
of power, volition and so on -- qualities
'which are common between the Creator
and created,
perfect

except that

in the former.

47. Q._a_

they

are more

On account
48. +_mn t:t, 2Bti.

of
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this many
.Muslims believed that the
Creator has a body differenth'om. all
other bodies. Such is the case with the
Hanbalites and their many
followers.
But in my opinion we should followtlm
path of the Law ; an(t this should, neither
deny nor try to prove them, and whenever asked by the.common
people to do
so, .we
should
answer
with
wo,'ds of"
God, " There is nothil_g
like him;
and
"" 'q9
it is He who heareth
and see_n,
in
this

way preventing

ing.
It is so because
It is neither
near to

them

from question-

of three
the first,

reasons.
nor to

the second, uor to the third grade. This
would be quite
cleat" to you h'om the
method
adopted
by the Mutakallimun.
Tltey say that the prooi of the fact that
He is J_ot a body is that
it has been
proved
If they

that all bodies are created things.
are asked to point out the met-

hod of proving
th.ey, adopt, the

the latter
propgsitiet b
method,
which we trove

a]r,eady

out,.concerning

pointed

._9. Quran, xlii,
9.

the c!'eat-
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ion of accidents, that that which cannot
be separated from created things is itself
created.
You have ah'eady seen, from
what we have said, that this method is
not a philosophical one, and had it been
so, even then a majority of the common
people would not have grasped it. Moreover, whatever these people have said
about God, that He is a Self (Zat) and
divine attributes added to it, proves by
itself that He has a body, on account
of the denial of creation,
rather
an
argument
denying
anthropomorphism.
This is the first reason why the Law
does not speak of these things in clear
terms.
The second reason is that cornre'on people think that all that is exist.
eng they can imagine and feel, all else
being non-e;_istent to them. So when
they are told that there exists One who
has no body, their imagination does not
work and He becomes almost non.existen_ to them, particularly so when they
are t_ld that He is neither outside our
knowledge

nor i_ it_ neih_er _boye. uor

RELIGION AND

m[Losoe_r
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below. That is why the s,eeb .which
believes in anthropomorphism
thinks of
those who deny it, that they also believe
in it ; while, on the other hand, the party
thinks it_ opponents to be believing in
number of gods. The third re,r,son is that
had the :Law denied anthropomorphLsm
altogether t_here would have arisen many
a misgiving about what has been said
concerning the Day of Judgment,
and
other beliefs.
Of these one is the problem of
Divine Vision which we find stated
in
authentic
Traditions.
Those who have
been very explicit in denying
it are
the two sects of the Ash_rites
and
the ,_¢[utazilites.
The
belief of fl3e
latter has driven them to deny the
vision altogether;
while the Ashm:ites
have tried to make the two things agree,
but this was impossible for them to do.
So they have taken refuge in many
sophistic
arguments,
the weakness of
whioh _re w.ould show when talking of
the Divine Vision.
Another
problem
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which rises out of this

is tha_

it

evi-

dent!y gives rise to a denial of the
direction in which God is. :For if He
has no body

then

the Law becomes

an

allegory.
:For the advent of the prophets is founded upon the factthat Divine
Revelation is sent to them from the
heaven.
Upon this very principle is
also based our :religion, for the Divine
:Book has come down from the heavens,
as God says, " Verily we have sent
down the same (the Quran) on a blessed night. ,,so The descending
of the
divine revelation
from heaven is based
upo n tl:e fact of God's being there.
So
also "- the descending and ascending of
angels from heaven, as God says, " Unto
him ascendeth the guod speech; and the
righteous
work will He exalt; ,,sl and
says He, " The angels ascend up unto
and the spirit. ,,ss We would mefition
all the things
which the deniers of
direction bring to prove their proposition
when we come to talk of this problem.
_0,

Quran

xliv.

2.

.51. Quran

xxxv,

ii.

5it, Q_n

lxx, 4,
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Another difficulty which arises is that
with the denial of anthropomorphism
we shall have to deny movement
to
God, after which it would be difficult to
explain with regard to the Day of Judgment, that He would appear to the
people at that moment, and would himself superintend their judgment,
as He
says, " Thy Lord shall come and the
angels rank by rank, ,,sa It would also
be difficult to explain the famous Tradition of Descent, though its explanation
would be, on the whole easier than that
of the former in spite of all that has
been said about it in the Law.
So it
is necessary that there should be disolosed to the common people nothing ,¢hich
might lead them to a disbelief in the
literal meanings of these things.
This
would be its effect upon the mind of
the people if taken exoterieally.
:But
when it is interpreted it would come to
either of two interpretations.
:Either inter.
pretation would overcome the exoteric
J

53. qnrsn lxxxix_ _8
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side of i_ a_d of other things like i_,
thus destroying the Law altogether, and
and falsifying
their purpose; or it will
be said about all of them that they are
only allegories, which would destroy t_he
.Law, and efface it from the mind of the
people, while the man doing it would
not know the sin he has committed with
regard to Law.
With all this, if you
were to look into the arguments which
the interpreters
advance
about these
things, you would find all of them unrea
sortable, while the exoteric meanings are
nmch more satisfactory, that is, verification through them is more common and
much better.
This should become clearer
to you when we begin to review the
arguments
which they adv_nce for _t
decrial of anthropomorphism,
and discuss
the question of di_:ection, as we may
shortly do. You should also know that
the Law never intended to disclose the
question of the denial of this attribute
completely to the common people, since
it can be done by an explanation of the
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soul, and tile Lawhas
not explMnod to
the masses what the soul was. God
says in the Quran, " They will ask thec
concerning the Soul; answer,
The Soul
was created at thecommand of lily Lord;
but ye have no knowledge given unto
you except a little.-54
This is so,
because it is difficult to establish reasons
for the common p'eople for the existence
of a thing existing by itself, w,ithout a
body. I:[ad the denial of this attribute
been understood by the masses then it
would not have been enough for prophet
Abraham to say in his discussion with
the infidel, " When _A_braham said, My
Lord is He who giveth life and kiJleth :
he answered,
I give lifc and I kill. "_
On the other hand he would have said,
" Thou art a body, and God h_s not
one, for every body is created, " as the
Asha,zit_s would _rgue. So also i_ would
have .su_eed for Moses in his discussion
wi_.h l_,haroah about his divinity; and
for the 1-Ioly Prophet in. _ase of the
$4.

Qaran

xvii, 81.

55. Quran li, 2_0.
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antl-christ,
telling the
falsehood of his claims
because he would have
God has none. On the
tom them that our God

Faithful of the
for divinity,
a body while
other hand he
was not one

- eyed.
An argument
proving
the
physical defect in him
was enough to
falsify him. So you see that all these
are innovations
in Islam,
and have
become the cause of its being split up
into sects, into which the Prophet tells
us that his people would be divided.
Now some one may object that the
Law has not made it clear to the
commoa people that Ood has or has not
a body, then what should they believe
about him. This is a question
which
will naturally arise in the mind of every
man, and cannot be put away from him.
So it would not satisfy the common
people to let them know of a thing, the
existence of which they should believe,
that it is not made of matter.
We
should say that they should be answered
with the answer given by Law--That
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He is the Light, for this is the quality
which God has assigned to himself in
His Book, for describing himself, He
says, "God is the light of heaven and
earth. ''66 The prophet has also assigned
to him the same quality in an authentic
Tradition.
It says that he was asked
whether
he had seen God, and he
answered, "fie was Light, and I saw
him."
The Tradition
of the Night.
Journey
says that when the Prophet
neared the lote-tree, 57 it was completely
covered with light,, which did not hide
it fi'om his sight.
There is also a
Tradition in the book of Muslim which
says that God is a curtain of light,
which, if opened, would burn the opener,
and yet God would not be seen. Ia
56. Quran
57.

xxiv,

85.

He also saw

him

anothar

time,

by

the

lore.tree.

beyond which there is no passing:
near it is the garden
of eternal abode,
Whe.
ths lote.trea cov_r_
tlmt which
it covsved, his eye-sight
alad he really

beheld

turned

not aside, nor did it wander:

some of the greater

signs of his Lord.

(Quran
lii, 16, 18.) The lote-tree
is the limit
which neither angel nor man can pass. It stands
beventh

heaven,

on the right hand

of the Throne

beyond
in the

of Gocl.

"
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some other readings of this :ver,y Traditicn it is said that He is seventy curtains of light.
It should be known that
this illustration is especially fit for God,
for it comprises the two things, that He
can be felt, our eyes and intellect b¢.ing
powerless to see or comprehend him, and
in spite of this He is not a body too.
Now according to the common people
the existent thing is one which can he
felt, while the nan-existent
thing is that
which they cannot feel. So light being
Me best of the things felt, it is bu_
5tting that' the best existing thing should
be likened unto it, There is another
e_use for it which should be ,atio.ed.
The condition of HLs existance ,to t._e
learned people, when _hey begin _t9
ponder over him, is like the epndi.t:ion.of
the eyes when they lo0k to.wm:ds t_e
sun. But such is not the oondition of
the eyes of the bat. So this quality
fibtingly deseri.bes the _ondition of the
two classes of people. Moreover,
God
is the cause of the existence of things,
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and, of our knowted_ of them. Thin is
also the quality of the light in showing
colours, and of our seeing them. Su
God has very fittingly named himself
Light.
When it is said that He is Light
then there remains no doubt as to His
Vision on the Di_y of Judgment.
From
these, it must have become clear to you
what the primary belief of the Law
was aboug this attribute,
and what are
the innovations which rose in it afterwards. The Lmv is silent about it
because there is not'ibund
in the universe an'ything unseen without a body,
e:zoept that w,bieh is found by arguments
among things _,seen as. existent with this
quality, and that is the soul. tks the
belief of the soul was-impossible for the
masses,, it was also impossible for them
to understand the existence of a Being
who exists without a body. Hencethey
cannot understand it about God.
OF DIRECTION

This is a quality which all the people
loar_0d i_ Idaw have t/$ed to prove,
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untilthe Mutazilites
deniedit,and were
followedby the later Asharites,like
Abul Maati and lhosewho followhim.
All the exotericsof the Law go to
prove it. For God says," And eight
shallbear the Throne of thy Lord on
that Day. ,,ss and " He governeth
all
the things from hesven even to the
earth: hereafter shall they return unto
him, on the Day whose length shall be
a thousand
yeal_, of those which ye
compute. ,,s9 Again,
I-Ie says, " Tile
angels ascend unto him and the s_irit; ''s°
and, " Are Ye secm'e that He who
dwelleth in heaven will not cause the
earth to swallow you up ? and behold,
it shall
shake. ,,sl
There
are many
other verses of-this kind which, if interpreted, would turn the whole of the Law
into interpretation;
and if taken allegorically, would make it an allegory.
All
the religious laws are based upon the
principle that God is in heaven, trom
_18.Quran'IrJx,
17.
60;Quran Ix,v_
4.

59.Quran :xxxli, $.
-- _ ¢I:Quran ,]z_ii,
"16_-
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sends

down

angels
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to His

Prophets with revelations, that fi'om the
heaven, the religious
books
used to
descend, and that towards it was the
Night Journey of the Prophet,
till he
reached near the lote.tree.
All
the
philosophers are, moreover, agreed that
God and His Angels are in heaven, as
is the case with all the religions.
The
doubt which led them to deny this idea'
pf direction was that they thought that
by believing in direction it would be
necessary to believe in space, which in
its turn leads to a belief in anthropo.
morphism.
But we say that this is not
necessarily the case, {or direction can
exist without space. It is nothing but
the surfaces of the body surrounding it,
which are six in number.
That is why'
We say that there is an above and a below,
right and left and before and behind for
an animal.
Or they are the surfaces of
a body surrounded
by another body
having the above-mentioned,
six direc.
tions_ _o the direetions_ which are the.
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su_fae_s of the body if_elf, are noOthe
spaees of the body in any respect,. Bh_
the surfaces of fhe. surrounding bodies al_e
space for it. The atmosphere surrounding n_an, and the sm'faces of the sky
sul.wou_ding the surfaces of the at-rues=
phere, for they. are the spaces for it;
Such .is also the case with different
surroundi,ng and forming spaces for one
another.
As to the last sky_t is evident
Vhat beyond it there must be no body.
:For had it been so, it would be necessa,ry that beyond it be another body and
soon to infinily.
So there is, no space
at ,all t_r. the last body of the. universe,
for. it is not possible that in it be found
any body, it being necessary tha_ there
be found a body in every space. So
w,hen there is an argument ,for the existence of a thing in that direction, it is
necessary _hat it be not a body. So
one who denies His existeuee there goos
against his own ideas. He is e_istent,
has a body,, is not existent witkou,_ a.
hefty.

,_hoy oarmot.say.,tha_0

beyond the'
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uni:verse is a void, For the impossibili_
of a void has been made quite certain
in the philosophleal $sciences. :For that
upon which the name void is commonly
ap,plie_l, are not,hing
hut
dimonsi.otm
( Abed ), in whio.h thea'e are:no bodies,
Per when these dhnen_iorm are onze
removed,
there
remains
nothing bat
non-existence.
But if the void be supposed as existent., it is. necessary toad.
mit the exi_te_ee of accidents in something not a body, for dimensions are
aeeider, ts by their
having a quality.
But it is said by the Ancients and
established by past
place is the dwelling
God and angels.
space, and is not
because everything

religions
that that
place of the spirits_
This place has no'
governed by time,
go,verned by time

and space can be eorr.upted.
And it is
necessary
that
the
things there be
uncorrupted
and uncreated,
This has
been. made q.ait,e cleat" by what I have
said,, for. thev_ cannot be found in that
place anything

but one which'is

existen_
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and at the same time can be felt, or is
altogether
non-existent.
It is self-evident that an existent
object is always
referred to by its existence; that is, it
is said that it exists, that is, it has an
ex,ist_nee. So if anything
exists there,
it must be the noblest of all, and it is
necessary that that existent thing should
be referred
to by the best .portion of
the universe,
which are the heavens.
God has said concerning the nobility of
the heavens, " Verily
the creation
of
heaven and earth is more considerable
than the
creation of man:
but the
greater part of men do not unders_and. ''62
All this is perfectly clear to the learned
men " Well grounded in knowledge. ,,6._
Now it has become clear to you that
belief in direction is necessary by religion
and reason, and that it forms a part of
the Law, which is based upon it. A
denial of the ptinoiples is a denial of all
the religions;
The cause of the difficulty
in their understanding this, and in their
"61J'; qurtiu

zl, 59.

"63. quran

lii, 5.
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denial of anthropomorphism
is, that there
cannot be found in the visible world an
illustration of such a thing.
This was
just the reason why the Law did not
expressly
deny an anthropomorphism.
For to the common people verification
of an invisible object can only come
when its existence be known in the
visiblc world, as knowledge, which being
a condition for their own existence as
visible, could to them become a condition
for tlle existence of an invisible Maker.
Now as the case of the visible was unknown ill the visible oil the part of the
ma.y, and none knew it but those who
were well-grounded
in knowledge, the
Law-giver forbade an inquiry irlto it, as
for example knowledge _d' the Soul. If
it be needful for the common people to
know anything,
then the Law gives
examples from the visible world
And
if one example did not suffice for the
understandil_g of the problem in view,
then many examples

are given, as in the

caseof an accountof the D_I of Judg-

1_0
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The doubt which arises out of a

denial of direction, on the part of those
denying it, is that the common people
cannob comprehend
i_, particularly
so,
because they have not been given before
hand to understand
that God has no
body. So it is necessary to take the
action of the
Law as ore' example,
otherwise we will have to interpret that
which the Law itself has not expressly
said.
With regard to these problems
of
the Law, the people may be divided
into three classes.
In the first place
there are people who cannot notice any
doubt arising out of them, especially ill
things which the Law has left to be
• taken .exoterieally.
These people are
the greatest
in numbelb and may ['e
described
as the masses.
Then the
second group of men is one which has
doubts;
but has not power to solve
them.
These are above the masses and
below the learned people.
It is for
them thab there are found in the Law
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allegorical
sayings,and it isthey whom
God has censured. For there is no
allegory in tlle Law for the learned or'
the common people, and it is in this
light that all the allegorical
sayings of
the Quran should be understood.
Their
example as rega,;ds tile Law is like the
example of the bread of wheat which
though a useful cereal for the large
number of human beings, may prove
harmful to some.
Such is also the
case with religious teaching:
it is useful for the many but sometimes becomes
harmful to some. The following words
of God point to the same thing.
" He
will not thereby mislead any except the
transgressors. ''64 :But this is found only
in a few verses of the Quran abou_
'few
people.
Most of the verses are,
however, those which speak of things
invisible for which there is no example
in the visible world.
So they are expressed by the things nearest
to them
in the visible world, on account of their
6t.

Quran ii_ 2t.
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similarity.
Some people take the illus'trution
as the
thing illustrated,
and
hence they fall into confusion and doubt.
This is wha_ is called allegorical in the
Law, and is not meant for the learned
or the common people, which in reality
torm two groups of men.
For these
are the people who are really healthy,
and delicate tbod is only fit for.them.
The other group is a group of sick meal
who arc always few in number.
So God
has said, "But
they whose hearts are
perverse
will tbllow that
which
is
parabolical
therein,
out
o[ love of
" schism. *'65 These are the dogmatic and
the scholastic
theologians.
The worst
which these people have done ill respect
to the Law is tha_ they have iuterpreted much which they thought
w,_s not'
to be taken literally, and then said that
their
interpretation
was
the
thing
intended, and that God had mentioned
it parabolically
His creatures.
65. Quran iii, 5.

only
God

to test and
forbid that

try
we
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should ever have such all idea about
I-Iim. The ])ivine :Book is a miracle of
clearness a::d lucidity.
So it is far from
the real purpose of the Law for one to
say about a thing which is not parabolical, that it is so, and then set
about interpreting
it according to his
own ideas, telling the people that their
duty lies in believing his interpretations.
They have done so in the case of the
verse of Equalisation
on the Throne,
and others, saying that their exoteric
meanil_g is only parabolica].
On the
whole many interpretations,
which these
people maintain to be the real purpose
of the Law, when intently looked into
and deciphered,
are found wanting in
arguments, and not serving the purpose
which the exoteric meaning would have
with regard to the common people. The
primary purpose of knowledge for the'
common people is action, so that which
is most useful in action is most suitable
for them.
:But for the learned, men, the.
purpose

of' knowledge

is both knowledge
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and action.
The man who interprets
anything of the Law, thinking that his
interpretation
is the real purpose of it,
and then discloses it to the common
people, is like a man, who finds a medicine which an expert
physician
had'
compounded to preserve the health of
all, or of a majority of the people; then
-there came a man with whom that
medicine did not agree on account of the
coarseness of his disposition.
He presented it to some people, and then thought
that
by
some drug, which the first
physician had clearly specified, as composing that universally useful medicine,
he did not mean the drug commonly
known by that
name-but another
which he really meant,
but used this
'name for it by a 5tr-fetched
metaphor.
'So he book out the first drug Irom the
compound, and placed another
in its
stead, which he thought to be the .one
intended
by the first physician.
T_hen
he t0]d'the
people Vh'at 'this was the
medicine .intended,
_The people began
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to use that "improved"
medicine, and
many of them got injured by it. Then
there came another group of men, who,
seeing the people sick on account of
that medicine, thought of curing them,
So they changed some of its drug_ with
some other than the first one, then
presented
it to the people for quite
another disease th_n that intended by.
the first physician.
Then there appeared
another
group which interpreted
the
medicine in quite another wa,y than the
two preceding
groups had done. The
fourth group gave a new interpretation
to the drug and prescribed
it. for a
fourth kind of disease. So as Lime went
on with that great medicine, the interpretations of it took .hold of the people
instead of the drugs, and thoy changed
and transformed
it altogether.
As a
result the people were attacked by many
different ldnds of diseases, till the usefulness of 'the medicine was altogether
lost.-Such
is'the
condition of. those
sects w.hich haw
risen in Islam. _'or
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every one of them has made interpretations quite different fi'om the othels, _,nd
maintained that its interpretatiol_
shows
the real purpose of the Law, which was
at last rent to piece, and lost its primary purpose altogether.
The Prophet,
knowing that a thing like this would
necessarily
happen among his people,
said, " My people will shortly be divided
illto sevent.ytwo sects. All ot them will
be in hell, except_ o,m." By this one
he meallt the sect which followed the
exoteric meanblgs of the Law, without
maki_g any interpretations
which may
by disclosed to the people.
If you were
to look into the :Law and see the corrup.
tion which it has suflbred up to this
time, through interpretations,
the truth
of this example
would become clear
to you.
The first to make a change in
religion - the great medicine- were
Kharijites,
who were followed by
Mutazilites.
They _:ere succeeded
the." Ashari_es,
after whom came

the
the
the
by
the

m:l.mlos A.','D_sILosorln"
Sufis.

Last

of all came

ls7

)kl-Ghazzali,

who went to the extreme and corrupted
everything.
He it is who explained
philosophy to the common people, and
disclosed to them the opinions of the
philosophers
as he understood
them to
be.
This he did in a book called
" At-Maqasid,
" in whiel_ he thought
he was refut, ing them.
He planned his
Refutation of the Philosophers, and charged
them with infidelity in respect t_ three
question,_, tearing them to pieces, as he
thought, in regard to consensus of opinion; and calling them
innovators
as
regards other opinions.
In this book he
has ad_,anced many specious arguments
and confused reasonings, which have led
astray many people bogh from religion
and philosophy.
Then he said in his
book Jawahir al-Quran
that the arguments which he had mentioned in his
Refutation
Were controversial
in their
nature, while in fact they were mentioned
in his Al Maznun ala Ghairi Ahlihi.
Then in his Mishkat ul Anwav he men°
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tlons grades of mea really knowillg God.
He says
that all but those who believe
that God is not the mover of the first
heavel_,

and

that

it

is

not

He

from

whom
this
movement
originates,
are
precluded
from it.
This is an explaaation fi'om him of men
learned in divine
science.

He

has

said

in

many

places

that diviHe science exists only by guesses,
as opposed to certainties
in other science.
In his book Munqidh
rain al Dalal he.
has gone
against
the philosophers
azJd
mailltained
that
knowledge
caa ol_]y be
acquired
by privacy
and meditation,
and
that those in this rank are all very near to
the rank of the prophets.
He
tioned this very fact in hisKimiya
_-'Vfen have
on . account
party
while
Law,

become
divided into
of this
confusion.

has meni Saadat.
parties
One

chose to censure
the philosophers,
the other agreed
to interpret
the
and make it conform to philosophy.

AJl this is wrong.
The Law
should
.taken li_erally ; and £he
conformity

be
of

religion

be

to

,philosophy

should

Jmt
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told to the common people.
For by an
exposition of it we should be exposing
the results of philosophy to them, _vithou_ their having intelligence
enough _o
understand them. It is neither permitted nor desirable to expose anything
of
the result' of philosophy to a man who
has n'o argmnents to adva_me, for there
are no arguments either with the learned people who have a mastery over both
the subjects, or with the common people
who follow the exoterie of the Law.
So his action

brought

disorder

in

re.

spect to both of these things, religion
and philosophy,
in the mind of the
common people, while he saved them
for the others.
The disorder in religion
came through his exposing those iater
pretations which should not be exposed;
and so also the disorder in philosophy
was the result of his mentioning
those
things in his books which should not
be put in the works on philosophy. Now
it was the resul_ of his treatment
of
the subj0Ot$ that

m_ny

people

do" not.
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know the difference
between the two,
becauseof his bringing both of them
together. He has also insistedupon
the fact that he knew the cause of
doing so, as he did in his " Al Taf_'iqa
bain al Ida_ni wa-z Zindiqah.
In it he
has noted down many kinds of interpretations and has
decided
that
their
interpreters
were not infidels though
they anay go against the consensus
of
opinion.
Since he has done so, he is
dangerous to tile Law for some reasons,
to philosophy for others, and to both
for some other reasons.
So this man,
by disclosing them, has shown that
he
is dangerous
for both
the things in
realit, y and profitable to them only by
accident.
:For teaeh}ng philosophy
to
one who is not fit for it, will either
falsify philosophy or religion absolutely
or will show conformity
between them
by accident only. The right thing would
have boen not to disclose philosophy to
the common people at a_l. :But if teach,
ingot

it was absolutely

necessary,

then
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only that section of _he people shouh]
have been taught who saw that religion
was opposed to philosophy, in order to
show them that it was not so. And also
it laight have been taught
to those
people who thought
that philosophy
is
opposed to religion.
This may have
been shown to either of these sections,
that in reality they did not possess a
knowledge of their substance and truth,
that
i% of religion and philosophy.
M:oreover, they would know that tho
opiMon about religion, that it was opposed to philosophy was one which was
either about some innovation in religion,
_md not about its principles,
or
is
an error in uncierstanding
that
is, a
wrong
ittterpretation
of it, as was
shown ia the case of knowledge about
particulars
ao.d other
things.
That
is why we were compelled in this book
to explain
the principles of religion.,
These principles,
when intently looked
into will be found iu perfect agreement
with philosophy.
Suoh is also the ease

l_
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with the opinion which says this philo.
sophy is opposed to religion.
It only
shows that the man has not had a
sufficient training in either philosophy
or religion.
This is the reason that we
were compelled to explain
it in our
tractate
entitled " Fasl al Maqal fi
Muwafiqat il Hikmat lil Sharia.
:Now that this has become clear we
would return

to our former theme.

The

on]y problem which remains for us to
solve, out of those _:hieh we proposed
is that of Divine Vision.
It is thought
for some reasons, that it forms a part
of the problem
which we have just
discussed, on account of' the words of
God, "' The sight comprehendeth
him
not, but He comprehendeth
the sight. ''_6
And hence the M_atazilites have denied
it, setting aside the arguments found in
the Law, in spite of their greatness in
number and fame, a very shameful act
on their part. The cause of this doubt
of the Law that since the M:utazilites
66, _nua
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denied physical _tt_ributes, and believed
in exposing their ideas to eve, y one, it
became necessary for them to deny direction also.
And having
once
denied
direction
they
must
also deny
the
Vision, for the thing seen must be in
some direction to one who sees it. To
prove their point they are constrained
to set aside the
traditional
religion.
They neglected the Traditions
because
they were only isolated things which
should not be believed, if found opposed
to the teachings of the Quran, that is,
opposed to the verse, " The sight comprehendeth Him not. " The Asharites
tried to mix together
the two beliefs,
that is, the denial of physical attributes,
and the
possibility
of vision of One
having no body, by means
of our
senses. It became difficult for them to
prove it, and they took refuge in many
sbp.histical, and conjectural
arguments,
that is arguments which are thought to
be correct but are in rea]i:lywrong.
It
is so because it is possible

to havo the
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same gradesin arguments as thereare
among men. Just as there may be
found men with perfectexcellence
and
thosebelow them, tillwe may have a
man who thinks himselflearnedand
yet he is not, being only a pedant,so
thereareargumentswhich are extremely
certain, and those below them
the_,
there
are
those which
to be true.

specious arguments,
and
though
really
false seem
The statements
of the

Asharites
in regard
to this question
are of two kinds:
those refuting the
arguments of the Mutazi]ites, and those
proving the possibility
of the Vision of
One having no body, and that there is
no difficulty in our believing it. The
statements by which they have opposed
the Mutazilites in their algument, that
the thing seen must have a direction
for one who sees it, is that some of
them say that it is applied only to the
visible, and not to the invisible, world;
and that it is not one of those cases in
which th

condition

of the one

can be
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N?pliedto theother. Accordingto them
iL is possible for a man to see an object
having no direction, tbr he sees by his
power of sight only that which comes
bofore his eyes.
In this they havo
mixed together the senses of sight with
intelligence,
for the latter can perceive
that which has no direction, that is, no
space; but for the perception of the eye
there is a condition, that the tl_ing to
be perceived be in a direction, not only
that but a particular
direction too. So
if we take the eye to be endowed with
the power of' seeing, then it is not possible except under very limited condi.
tions. These are three in number-light,
the intervention
of a transparent
body
botween the eye and the object seen,
and the possession of necessary colours
by the object. A refutation
of these
conditions in the eyes is also a refutation of those _ primary
principles of
knowledge which are khown to all. It
would be a refutation of the sciences of
philosophy

_nd mathematics.

The Asha-
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rites also maintain

that

one

of the con-

ditions as we have said, for example, is
that every rational being has a life, it
being a_)parent in the visible world as a
condition for knowledge.
Hence we say
to them that these are also conditions for seeing thblgs in the visible
world. So according to their own principle is the case of the visible and the
invisible.
In his book Al Mctqasid Abu
Iffamid ( Al Ghazzali ) int,_xJded to oppose the premise that every object perceivable must be in some direction to
the one seeing it. He says that a man
sees himself reflected in a mirror and
sees himself not in any other direction
bat. the opposite one. Hence he can see
his self in an opposite direction too.
:But this is a mistake,
because what he
sees is not. his self but only an image
of it. This image is ia the opposite
di_ct, ion, being in the'mirror,
placed
there.
Of the arguments which they advance
t'o prove the vision of an object having:
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two are famous ones.
Of
more famous is one which

says that an object seen i_ either because
it has some colour, or because it has a
body, or it is a colour, o_ because it is
existent.
Sometimes they mention many
other causes than really do exist. They
say that it is wrong to suppose that it
must be a body, otherwise,
no colour
would be visible, it being also incorrect
to suppose
the
s_ace
to
be the
colour. :Now"when all the kinds of suppositions ill the premise have been re[uteri we shall have to believe that only
an existent
object will be seen. The
mistake in this st,atement is quite clear.
For an object is visible because of itself. This is the case with the colour
and the body : the colour

being

visiblc

by itself, and the body through
the
colour. That is why a thing which has
no colour cannot be seen.
Ir_Iad the
existence of a thing been the only condition of visibility, it would have been
possible to see the sound and the senses.
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In that case seeing, hearing,
the five senses
would have

in fact all
been only

one, which
is
quits
contrary
to our
reason.
This problem and others like it
have obliged the Mutakallimun
to admit
that it is possib]e
to hear the colour,
and see the sounds.
:But this
nature, as man has understood

is against
it to be.

For

that

sense

it

is

abso]utely

of seeing

is

that of hearing.
distinct
fl'om one
of' the one cannot
the other.
It is
turn
hearing
t_s

evident
quite

the

different

fl'om

Their actions are quite
another,
and the organ
work as the organ of
just as imposible
to
to turn
colour
into

sound.
Those who say that
sometimes
sound can be seen, should
be asked to
define the sense of seeing
They would
necessarily
answer
that
it is a faculty
which perceives
be seen,
such
Then

they

should

be asked

sense

of

hearing.

They

say that
can
be
i

those things
which
as colour and so
to define
would

can
on.
the

surely

it is one sense by which sounds
heard.
Then
they
should
be
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at the time Gf sound it is

fhe sense of he;_ring only or seei.lg too.
If they say that it is hearing only, they
admit that it cannot perceive colours.
If they say that it is seeing only, then
it cannot hear sounds.
If it is neither
alone, for it perceives
colours,
then
it is seeing and hearing
both. But
in this way everything
can be proved
to be one, even in the case of contradictory things.
This is a thil_g which our
Mutakallimun
admit or they are compelled to do so. But it is clear that it
is a philosophical opinion which is only
fit for those ancient people famous for it.
Now the second method which Mutakallimu_l
have
adopted for proving
the possibility of Divine Vision is that
which has been mel_tioned by Abul
Maali in his book, Al 1,'shad. It says
that the senses can only feel the substance (Zat)
of things, but that, which
separates the existent
thing fi-om one
another is not to be found in the substance

only.

So the senses

cannot

per-
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substance,

which

is common

to all the existent things. They can
only perceive a thing because it exists.
:But all this is absurd, which is quite
clear fi'om tile fact that if sight were
only able to perceive things
then it
would not have been possible for it to
differentiate
between white and black,
for there is no differelme between things
about those qualities which are commorJ
to all. This also becomes impossible as
regards all the other senses. The sense
of seeing could not perceive different kiuds
of colours; the sense of hearing
cannot
differel_tiate between
tastes.
It would
be necessary
that
the
objects
perceived by the senses be all of a kind, and
there should be no diftereace
between
objects perceived by seeing and apprehended by hearing.
This is contrary 'to
that which man commonly understands.
IfJ reality the senses perceive the substance of things by the power which is
vouchsafed to them.
The cause of this
mistake lies in the fact that tha_ which
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perceives a'substance, is ,thought
to be
the thing perceived.
Had
there not
been said so much about these things,
and so much respect for those who said
it, it would not have s_tti_fied a,,ybody
with a strong common sense.
The cause of such _ p.erplexing situation i, the Law, which has compelled
its votaries to take refuge
in _such
worthless arguments, as would bring a
smile to the lips of anybody who has
made tile least effort to distinguish
between different kinds of arguments, is
the exposition of allthropomorphie
qualities of God to the common people, a fact
which has been prohibited by God and
His Prophet.
It is so because it is
very difficult for a man to believe at
the same time that there exists One
without

a body, who can

be seen

with

our eyes. For the things which the
senses comprehend are ia the bodies or
the bodies
theinselves.
Hence
tho
Mutakallimun
have tried to prove that
the Divine V_sion will be an addition to
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our existing qualities "at that moment.
This also should not have been disclosed
to the common people.
For since _heir
intellect cannot go beyond their imagir nation that which they cannot imagine
is non.existent
tor them.
To imagine a
thing which has no body is not possible,
and hence a belief in the existence _f
an object which they cannot imagine, is
impossible for them. It was for this
' reason that the Law refused to disclose
this secret to them, and described God,
for their sake, in terms which they can
imagine, ascribing tO him the attributes
of hearing, seeing, having a face, &c. &c.,
at the same time telling them that lie
is not like anything
which can be
imagined.
' Law been
the fact
would not

Had the intention
of the
to make clear to the masses
of His having no body, it
have mentioned
these things

in detail.
But as light was the highest
of imaginable things, "it was given to
them as an illustration of God, for i_ is
the best known of the things both to
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the senses and to the imagination.
Such is also the case in respect to the
possibility of their understanding
the
things of the Day o{ Judgment.
These
have also been mentioned iti terms which
they can imagine. So now when the Law
has adopted this course about tlle apparent description of God, there arises no
doubt about him. For when it is said
that lie is Light or that there is a
curtain of light upon Him, as is mentioned in the Quran
and
authentic
Traditions, and when it is said that the
Faithful will see Him on the Day of
Judgment
as they see the sun, there
arises no doubt or suspicion out of it
for tlle common or the learned people.
It is so beenuse to the lcarned i_ is
quite clear tha_ that condition will be
an addition to our former knowledge.
Bu_ when this is disclosed to the common people, they cannot understand
it,
and hence they either disbelieve the
whole ot the Law, or consider its exponent to

be an infidel.

So

one

who
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adopts a method other than that ]aid
down by the :Law in this respect, certainly goes astray.
If you look a little
intently it will become clear to you,
that in spite of the fact that the Law
has not given illustration of those things
ior the common people, beyond which
their imagination cannot go, i_ has also
informed the learned men of the underlying meanings
of those illustrations.
So it is necessary to bear ill mind the
limits which tim Law has set about the
instruction

of every

class

of men,

and

not to mix them .together.
:For in this
manner the purpose
of the Law is
multiplied.
Hence it is that the Pro. phet has said, "We, the prophets, have
" been commanded to adapt ourselves to
the conditions of the people, and address
them according
to their
intelligence."
He who tries to instruct all the people
in the matter of religion_ in one and
the same way, is like a man who wants
to make them alike in actions too, which
is quite against apparent

laws and reason.
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From the foregoing it must have
become, clear to you that the divine
vision has an exoterie meaning in whioh
there is no doubt, if we take the words
of, the Qur_u about God as they stand,
tb_tis,,
without proving or disproving
the, anthr_p_morphio
attribu£eof,
God.
Nv_v, sinc_ the first' part of, the :Law
has,.been_,made, quite.elo_r
as to God's
purity, and: the quan, tityof, the: teaching
fit, for, the common people, ,it., ia' time to
begUm the, discussior_-about
the actions
off' God, after, w,hich our. pro'pose in
writ_gitMs,
tractate will be over.
OF

THE

ACTIONS

OF

GOD

In, this section we will take up five
q_s_ioas,,
a:ouad_ which, all, others in
this-conneebion
revolve,
In the first'
place a p:roof of the creation
of the
u_.verse4 secoadly_ the advent
of the
prophets; thirdly, predestination and fa_e;
f0urtMy,: Divine justice
and injustice;
and fifthly, the. Day of Judgmenb.
•Firs_j Problem.,: the,_ _'¢i_akio_. 06 the,
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Universe:DThe Law

teachesthat the

universewas invented and createdby
"God, and that it did not come into
being by chance or by itself. The method adopted by the Law for proving
this is not the one upon which the
Asharites have depended.
For we have
ah'eady shown that those methods are
not specially certain for the learned, nor
common el:ough to satisfy all the classes
of men. The methods which are really
serviceable are those which have a very
few premises, and the results of whieh
fall very near to the commonly known
ideas. :But in instructing
the common
people the Law does not favour state.
ments comt_osed of long and complete
reasonings, based upon different problems.
So everyone who, in teaching
them,
adopts a different course, and interprets
the Law according to it, has lost sight
o{"its puJpose and gone astray from the
true path.
And so also, the Law in
giving illustrations for it8 reasonings uses
only those which are present before us.
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Wha_ver
has been thought necessary
for the common people to know, has
been explained to them by the nearest
available examples, as in the ease of the
Day of Judgment.
But whatever
was
unnecessary tor them to know, they have
been told that it was beyond their knowledge, as the words of God about tile
Soul. 67 Now that we have established
this, it is necessary that the method
adopted by the Law for teaching the
creation of the universe to the common
people be such as would be acknowledged
by all. It is also necessary that since
there canlmt be found anything
present
to illustrate the creation of the universe
the Law must have used the examples
ot the creation of things ia the visible
world.
So the method adopted by Law is
that the universe was made by God.
If we look intently into the verse per67. They will ask the concerning the Soul : answer, The
Soul was crematedat the command of my Lord : but ye have
no knowledge given unto you, excep a little,--( Qurau
•,..m_,85.')
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raining to this subject we shall see tha_
the method adopted is that of divine solicitude, which we know to be one of those
which prove the existence of God. When
a man sees a thing made in a certain
shape I proportion
and tashion, for a
p£rticular advantage is derived
from it,
and purpose which is to be attained, so
that it becomes clear to him, that had
it not been found in that shape, and
proportion, then that advantage
would
have been wanting in it, he comes to
know for certain that there is a maker.of
that thizJg, and that he had made it in
that shape and proportion,
for a set
purpose.
For it is not possible that all
those qualities serving that purpose be
eollecte'd in that thing by chance alone.
:For instance, if a man sees a stone on
the ground in a shape
and finds its proportions
ttie same kind, then he

fib for sitting,
and fashion of
would come to

know that it was made by a maker,
and that he had made i_ and placed it
there.
But when he sees nothing in its
/
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w_hieh may have made it fit for sitting
then he becomes certain that its existence in the
w.ithout its
maker.- Such
whole of the

place was by chance only,
being fashioned
by any
is also the-case wi_h 'the
universe. For when a man

sees the sun, the moon,and all the stars,
whioh are the cause of the four seasons,
of days and nights, of rain, water and
winds, of the inhabitation
of the parts
of the
earth,
of the
cxistence
of
man, and of the being of all the
animals and the plants
and
of the
earth being fit for the habitation
of a
man, and other animals living on it;
and the water fit for the anin]als living
in.it; and the air fit for birds and if
there be anything
amiss
in this creation and edifice, the whole world would
come to confusion and, disorder, then he
would come to know with certainty that
it .is not possib!e that this harmony in
it, for the different members of the
universe _
---be. found

man,

animals,

.by chance

and

only..

plants
He

.wil|

w
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know that there is one who determined
i_, and so one who made it by intention,
and that is God, exalted and magnified
may lie be.
He would know with
certainty that the universe is a created
thing, for he would necessarily
think
that it is not possible that in it should
be found all this harmony, i_" it be not
made by some one, and had come into
existence by chance alone. This kind of
argument
is quite definite a_d at the
same time clear, and some have mentioned it here. It is based upon two
principles
which are acknowledged
by
all. One of th.¢m being, that the universe, with all its component
parts, is
found fit for the existence of man and
things;
secondly, thag which is found
suitable in all its parts,
for a single
'purpose,
leading to a single
goal, is
necessarily a created
thing.
So those
two principles lead us naturally to admi_
that the universe is a created thing, and
that there is a maker of it. Hence "the
argument

of

analogy"

leads

to

two
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things at one and the same time, and,
that is why it is the best argument for
proving the existence
of God. This
kind of reasoning is also found in the
Quran in many verses in which the
creation of the universe is mentioned.
For instance_ " Have We not made the
earth a bed, and the mountains
for
shelter to fix the same?
And have We
net created you of two sexes;
and
appoiated your sle,ep for rest and made
the night a garment to cover you, and
destined tile day to a gaining of a livelihood; and built over you seven he_vens,
and placed thet'ein a burning lamp?
And do We not send down from the
clouds pressing forth r_tin, _vater pouring
down in abund.ume, that We may hereby
produce corn and herbs, and gardens
planted thick with trees. ''_s If we ponder
over this verse it would be found that
our attention
has been called to the
suitability of the diflereat
univel'sc for the existence
68. Quran lxxvii, 8, et. sec1.

parts of the
of man. In
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the very beginningwe are informed of
a fact well-known to ailand tha_ is
that the earth has been created in a
way which has made it suitable for our
existence.
Had it been uastable,
or of
any other shape, or ia any other place,
or not of the present proportion,
it
would not have been possible to be here,
or at all created on it. All this is
included in the words, "Have
We not
made the earth a bed for you"? for in
a bed are collected together
all the
qualities of shape, tranquility, and peace,
to which may be added those of smoothness and soft.hess. So how strange is
this wonderfi_l work and how excellent
this blessedness, and how wonderful this
collection of all the qualities ] This ,is
so because in the word mihad (bed) are
brought
together
all those
qualities,
which are found in the earth, rendering
it suitable for the existence of man. It
is a thing
learned

which

after

time_ " But

becomes

much learning
(_od

clear
and

will appropriate

to

the

a long
His
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mercy unto wlmm He pleaseth. ';s9 Then
as to the divine
words, "And
the
mountains for stakes,"--they
tell us of
the advantage to be found in the tranquility of the earth on account of the
mountains.
For had the earth been
c_'eated smaller than it is now, that is,
without mountains it would have been
quivered by the motion of other
ments,
the water
and the air,
would have been shaken and thus

eleand
dis-

placed. This would naturally have been
the cause of the destruction
of the
animal world.
So _hen its tranquility
is in harmony with those living on it,
it did not come into being by chance
alone, but was made by some one's
intention, and determination.
Certainly
it was made by One who intended it,
and determined it, for the sake of those
living on it. TEen I-Ie calls our attention to the suitability
of the existence
of
I{e

night
says,
69.

Qursh

and
" And
ii, 99.

day
for
animals.
made
the
night
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a garment to cover you, and destined
the day to a gainingof yourlivelihood."
He means to say that He has made
the night like a covering and clothing
for all the things, from the hez_t of the
sun, For had there been no setting of
the sun at night, all the things, whose
life has been made dependent
upon the
sun_ would have perishedthat is, the
animals and the plants.
As clothing
protects
the people from the heat of
the sun, in addition to its being a cover.
ing, so God likened the night to it.
This is one o_ the most beautiful of the
metaphors.
There is also another advan.
tage in the night for the animals: their
sleep in it is very deep, after the setting
of the sun, which keeps faculties in
motion, that is, wide awake. So God
has said, ' And appointed
your sleep
for rest, " on accom_t of the darkness
of the night.
Then He says, " And
built over you seven heavens, and placed
therein a burning lamp. " /=[ere by the
word building

He means their creation,
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and their harmony with the created
things, and their arrangement and
system. ]By strength He means that
power of revolutionand motion which
• is never slackened, and never overtaken
by fatigue; and they never fall like
other roofs and high edifices. To this
refer the words of God, " And made
the heaven a roof well-supported.
,,7o
By all this He shows their fitness in
number, shape, fashion, and movement,
for the existence of those who live on
the earth round it. Were one of the
heavenly bodies, not to speak of all, te
stop for a moment all would be chaos
on the face of the earth.
Some people
think the. blast
of the last trumpet,
which will be the cause of the thunderbolts will be nothing
but a stop in the
revolution of the heavenly bodies. Then
He tells us of the advantage of the sun
for those living on the earth and says,
" And placed therein a burning lamp. "
He calls it a lamp because in reality it
70. Qunm xxi, 8_.
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is all darkness, and ligh_ covers the
darkness of the night,, and if there be
no lamp, man can get no advantage ou_
of his sense of' sight at night time; and
in the same way if there were no sun
the'animals
can have no benefit of their
sense of seeing.
He calls out" attention'
to this advantage
(,[' the sun, ignoring
others because it is the noblest of all
the advantages
and the most apparent
of all. Then He tells us of His kindness in sending down rain, for the sake
of the
plants and the at.imals,
The
coming down of rain in an appointed
proportion,
and at an appointed season,
for: the cultivated
fields cannot be by
chance alone, but is the result of divine
solicitude t0r us all. So He says, "And
do We not send down from the clouds
pressing tbrth rain, water pouring down.
in abundance
that We may he/'eby pro.
duee corn and herbs, and gardens planted thick with trees. " There are many
verses of the Quran on this subject.
For instance, He says, " Do ye not see
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created the seven heavens,

one above another, and hath placed the
moon therein for a l_ght, and hath appointed the sun for a taper ? God hath
also provided and caused you to bring
forth corn 5"ore the earth. ,,n If we
were to count all" such verses and ebm=
'ment upon them showing the kindness
of the Creator for the created, it would
take too many volumes.
We do not in'tend to do it in this book:
If God
should grant
write a-book
God to which
It should

us life and leisure we shall
to show the kindness of
.He has called our attention.
be known that thiskind

of argument
is just couti'ary to that
which the Asharites think leads to the
knowledge of God. They think that the
creation does' not.lead u_ to the kno\vledge of God through any of His goodness, but through possibility, that is; the
possibility" which is found in all things,
which, we can understand
to be of his
shape or ot

quite

71. QUrsh Ixzi.14-16.

a contrary

one.

But
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if this possibility be found alike in both
the cases, then there is no wisdom in
the creation of the universe, and there
is found no harmony between man and
the parts of it. For, as they think, if
it is possible for the things to have any
other form than they have now, then
there can exist no harmony between
man and other existent things by the
creation of which God has obliged man
and commanded him to be thankful to
Him. This opinion, by which the creation of man, as a part of the universe,
is just as possible, for instance, as his
creation in the void, is like the opinion
of those who say that man exists but
he could have been created in quite a
different shape, and yet could perform
actions like a man. According to them
it is also possible that he may have
formed the part of another universe
quite different from the existing one.
In that case the blessing of the universe
can have no obligation for man, for they
arc not necessary for his purpose.
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Hence man is quite careless of them and
they of him. So their existence is no
blessing to him. This is all against the
nature of man.
On the whole, a man who denies the
existence of the effects arranged according to the causes in the question of arts,
or whose wisdom cannot understand
it,
then he has no knowledge of the art of
its Maker.
So also a man who denies'
the existence of an order of effects in
accordance with causes in this universe,
denies the existence
of the Creator
altogether.
Their saying that God is
above these causes, and that they cannot
have any bearing on the effects by His
command,
is very far from the true
nature
of philosophy,
nay. it is a
destroyer of it. For if it is possible to
have the same effects with other than
the prescribed

causes

just

in the

same

degree as by them, then where is the
greatness in producing the effects from
the known Causes$
It is so beeause
the effeots from the causes

have

one of
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the re]lowing
threereasons.Either'-the"
existencbof the causeswillbe" in .piece
of the effects
by eom_ulsiop,
as a man's
taking his food; or their being more
perfectthatis,theeilect
becomingbetter
and more perfectthrough them, as a
man's having two eyes,'oz"they may
'haveneithera betternor a more com-

pulsiveeffect.In thiscasetheexistefice
of the effect
and the causewould be by
chance,Without any intentionat all,
and 'hence,there_:oul:d
lie"
no greahless
found in it. For instance,
if the shdl)e
of human hand, the number of the
fingers,and their length be 'neither
necessarynor adding any perfectionin
its work in seizing bhings of different
kind; then the actions of the hand from
tl_is shape:, and number of parts, would "
b_ by eharice alone. If it be so, then"it
makes 'no difference whether
a man is
given a hand oi" a hoof,'or
something
else, like _he ddIerent animals, for their
pal_.icular _actions.
On 'the whole, 'if we
ignore the Causesand :tJheir effects, then
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arguments of those who believe in the
creation of the universe by chance alone,
that is, those who say that there is no
Creator at all, and that which has come
into being in this universe is the result
of material causes. For.taking
one of"
the two alternatives
.it is. not more
possible that .itma:_ .have h.appened by'
chance , than done by an independent
Aqiol?. So when the Asharites say that
the existence of one or more possibilities
shows that there is a particular Maker of
these things, they can answer and say
thatthe
existence of things by one of
these possibilities was by chance alone,'
tor intention works as one of the causes,
and that which happens
without .any
means or cause is. by chance.. We see'
that
this
mix
His

many th!ngs come into being in
way. For example, the elements
together by chance, and then by
unintentional
mixing there is .pro-

duced a new.: thing.
They mix :' again,
and thisquite
unihtentiondlty
pr<)dubca
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quite a new thing. In this way every
kind of creation may he said to have
come into existence by chance.
We say that it is necessary that
there be found order and arrangement,
the more perfect and finished than what
can be imagined.
This mixing together
of elements is limited and pre-arranged,
and things produced by them are sure
to happen, and no disorder has ever
happened in them. But all this could
not happen by chance alone, for that
which happens in this way by chance
is of the least value. It is to this that
God refers, " It is the work of the
Lord,
who has rightly
disposed
all
things. ";_ I would like to kaow what
completeness
can be found in things
made by chance, for such things are by
no means better than their opposites.
To this God refers in the following
words, " Thou canst not see in the
Creation of the most Merciful any unfitness or disproportioh.
Lift thy eyes
79+. Qu_n

xxvli,

90.
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again to heaven, and look whether thou
see_ any flaw. 78 But what defect can
be greater than that all the things can
be found with any other quality than
they really possess. For the non-existent quality may be better than the
existing one. In this way, it one thinks
that were the Eastern
movement to
become

Western

and

vice versa, there

would be no diff6rence in the universe,
then he has destroyed
philosophy altogether.
He is like a man who thinks
that were the right side ot the animals
to become left, and vice versa, there
would be no difference at all for one of
the two alternatives is there.
For as it
is possible to say that it is made according to one alternative by an independent
Maker, so it is possible to assert that
it was all made by chance alone. For
we see so many things coming into
being by themselves.
It is quite clear to you that all the
people see that lower kinds of creation
•

" 78. Quran

lxvii,

3.

"
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hav,e been

,,made .is a: differen_

way fi'om that in whidl .they roally are
and as they see this lower degree in,
many things thc;y thinl_ that-they musl_
have bc..en made by chance., But in the
higher creation.,, they, know that, .it is,
im.pos.sible to. have b.een made in a more.
perfect and excellent form than that
given to it by the Creator., So this,.
opinion , which i.s. ol_e of the opinions of.
the lVIutakallimun is both against the
:Law and philosophy.
What we say' is
that the opinion of possibility in creation is e!osel:, to a complete denial of
God, than !.eading us nearer to Him,.
A.t the same time it falsifies philosophy.
For if we d.o not, uuderstand that theIe
is a mean between the, beginnings and
ends of tlte creation,
upon. which is
based the ends of. things, then. there
can neither be any order nor any method
in it. And if they be wanting
theil
there can be no proof, of the existence
of an intelligent
aqd knowingl Maker;,
for taking them together

with cause and
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effeo_
wo are led to the fact thatthey
must have been created by wisdom and
knowledge.
But
oil the o_her hand
the existence of either of two possibili.
ties shows that they may have been
performed by a not-knowing
_:[aker and
by chance alone. Just as a stone falling
on the earth may fall in any place, on
any side, and in any term.
It will show
the want of the existence either of a
creator ,_t_all or at least of a wise and
k'nowing Creator.
The thing which h_ls
compelled the Mutakallimun
of the Ash.
arites to adopt this opinion is a denial
of the action of those natural forces
which God has put in all things, as He
has endowed them with life_ power and
so torth.
They avoided the opinion that
there was any other creator but God_
and God forbid that there be any other,
for he is the only creator of the causes
and they are made effective by His
command only. We will talk of this in
:detail when discoursing
on Fate and
Predestinat, ion,
15

They

were

also

afraid
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that by admitting
the natural causes
they might be accused of saying that
the universe came into being by chance
only, They would have known that a denial
of it means a denial of a great part of the
arguments, which can be advanced for a
proof of the existence of God. One
who denies any part of God's creation
denies His work which falls very near
to a denial of a part of His attributes.
On the whole as their opinioa is based
upon hasty conclusions, which come to
the mind of a man by superficial thoaght
and as apparently it appears that the
word " intention" can be applied to one
who has power to do bad or otherwise,
they saw that if they did not admit
that all the creation is possible, they
would not be able to say that it came
into existence by the action of an intending creator.
So they say that all the
creation is possible so that they may
prove that the creator is an intelligent
one. They never thought of the order
which is necessary in thingsmade,
and

with that their coming from an intelll.
gent creator.
These people have also
ignored the blame they will have to bea_
in thus denying wisdom to the creator;
or maintaining
that chance should be
found governing creation.
They knowj
as we have said, that
it is neces.
sary, on account of the order existent in
nature, that it must have been brought
into being by some knowing
creator,
otherwise
the order fouud in it would
be by chance. When they were compelled to deny the natm'al forces, they had
to deny with them a L_rge tmmber of
those fbrces which God has made subservient to His command for the creation
and preservation of thit_ga
:For God has
created some things from causes which
IIe has produced fi'om outside, these
are the heavenly bodies; there are other,
things
which He has made by causes
placed in the things themselves, that is,
the soul, and other natural
fore_s, by
_hich
he preserves
those thiR_gs. So
how wicked is the m_m who des_royeth
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and

" inventetll

a lie ab(_dt

This is only a part of the change
which has takea place in the Law, in
this and other respects, which we have
already mentioned,
and will meiatiofi
hereafter.
From all this it mhst have
become clear to you that the method
which God h'_d adopted for teaching His
ci'eatures timt the universe is m£de and
created by Him is the method of kindness and wisdom, towards all His creatures and especially towards man. It is
a method which bears the same relation
to our intellect,

as the sun bears to our

senses. The method which it has adopted towards the
common people _tbout
this loroblem, is that of illustration from
things
observed.
:But as there
whh
hothing
which could be given as an
illustration,
and as the common people
cannot understand a thilig, an illustra..,
tmn of which they cannot see, God tells
us that the universe
was created in a
7t. Quran iii, 88.
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certain
time out of a certain
thhlg,
which He made. He tells us His condition before the creation of the universe,
" His throne was above the waters."z5
He also says, " Verily your Lord is God
who created the heavens and the enrich
in six days, ''76 and "Then He set His
mind to the creation of the heavens, and
it was smoke. ''77 In addition to these there
are other verses of the Book, pertaining
to this subject.
So it is incumbent that
nothing out of them should be interpreted for the common people, and nothing
should be presented to them in explaining it but this illustration.
:For one who
changes it, makes the wisdom of the
Law useless.
If it be said that the
:Law teaches about the universe that it
is created, and made out of not.hing and
in no time, then it is a thing which even
the learned cannot understand,
not to
speak of the common people. So we
.:s.hould not deviate in this matter of the
_Law,. from the method laid down in it
75, Qu.ran xi, 9.

76. Qumn

vii, 52.

77. Qutan

xli, 10,
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for instructil_g

the

common

people,

and

should not tell them except this regardi_lg the creation
of the universe,
which
is found alike in the Quran,
the Bible,
and other revealed
books.
The wonder
.is that
the example
in the Quraf_ is
quite ir_ accordance
with the creation
of
the things itl the visible world.
But the
Law does not say so, which is a warning
to
creation
creation
used the

the
]ear,led
of the universe
of all other
words creation

they connote
of the thit_gs

people
is not

that
like

the
the

things.
He has
and flaw, because

two things,Conception
that can be seen, and the

creation
of the thil;gs which the learned
prove
in the invisible
world.
So the
use of the words creation (Huduth)
and
eterna! is an inTmvatiou
in religion,
and
the cause of great
of the belief
o[

doubt and corruption
the common
people,

especially
of the argumentative
among
them.
This has greatly
perplexed
th'e
_[utakallimua
of the Asharites,
and has
proved

them

in great

doubt.

:For if they
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explain that God intends doing things
by an eternal intentionwhich, as we
said, is an innovationthey have put
it down that the universe is ereat.d.
Then they are asked how can a created
thing come from an eternal intention.
They answer that the eternal intention
became connected with the action at the
time of the creation especially, and
is the time in which the universe

that
was

made. Then they may be asked, that if the
relation of the intending Creator towards
the created thing at the time of its nonexistence be the same as at the time of
its creation, then that created thing is
by no means better than
the other
thiug, when at the time of its making,
the action which was not found in its
non-existence
is not connected with it.
If the relation be different, then there
must necessarily
be a created intention
otherwise the created result of an action
would come fi'om an eternal action, for
what
is necessary of it in action, is
necessary
also in intention.
If it be said
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when

the thne

of its malting

comes

it is found
done; it may be asked: is it
so by an etelnal
or a created
action ?
If they
say by an eternal
action, they
admit
the existence
of a created thing
by an eternal action; and if they say by
a created
aetion_
then there must be a
created
intention
also.
They
may say
that
intention
is the action itse]f, but
this

is impossible.

For

int.ention

is the

onlyeauseot
the aetionin
the intender. If
an intender,
intending
to do an act in a
certain
time, finds that act quite another
th.m that which he intended,
_hen that,
act would have come
any intender
at, all.
if it is though_
that

into boing without
At the same time,
from a created
in-

tention
there can only be a created thing,
then as a rule an eternal intention
should
-give an eternal
result of a created

thil_g,
otherwise
the
or eternal
intention

would be the same, which is impossible.
All these
doubts
are found in Islam
only

through

their

explaining

the
things

_'Iutakallimun,
in

Law,

by
which
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do.

For

in tile Quran it is no_ said whether
intenlion is created or eternal.
So they
neither adhere to the exotel:ie meanings
of the Law, which may have given them
beatitude
and salvation,
nor did they
attain the degree of certain and exact
knowledge, so that they may have had
this blessing.
Hence they are neither
to be counted among the learned nor
among the
masses, who believe and
have strong faith.
They are the people
"' whose hearts are perverse ,,Tsand "whose
hearts are diseased. ''79 They say things
by their tongues which are quite contrary
to those which they believe in their
hearts, a cause of which is their tenacity, and love of upholding
their opinions at any cost. By a repetition
of
attitudes like these they become quite
devoid of all philosophy, as we see the
case of those who are completely accustomed to the Asharite school of thought,
and are
'/8. Qursh

well
iii, 5.

pleased

with it,

even to

79. Qur_tn li, 8.
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the degree of love. They are certainly
veiled on account of their habit and
environment.
What. we have said about this question is enough for our purpose.
Now
we would take up the second problem.
Prcblem Second : Prophetic .-_Iission:There are two points which are to be
discussed in this problem.
First,
the
proof of the coming of the prophets;
and secondly an explanation of the fact
that the man claiming to be a prophet
is really so and does not lie. Many
people are desirous of proving the existence of the prophets by analogy - and
such are the Mutakallimun.
They say
that it is proved that God speaks and
intends, and is the master of' His creatures.
It is quite consistent for such a
being iu the visible world to send a
messenger
to his dependent
people.
I-Ienee such a thing is also possible in
the unseen world.
They have thought
of making this valid for proving the
advent of the prophets,
by absurd and
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far-fetched
argumentswhich only Brahmins sLoulduse. They say that it is
possible both in the observed and unseen
world. In the observed world it is quite
evident, that When a man stands up
before a ldng and says, "0 ye men, I
am the messenger of the king towards
you" and produces credentials
for his
claim, it is necessary to acknowledge
him to be true.
They say that in the
case of the prophets, the credentials are
the miracles which they perform.
:For
certain reasons this method is quite fig
and satisfactory for the common people,
but
when investigated
there
appear
many flaws in the principle.
Our acknowledgement of a man who claims to
be the messenger of a king is not true
unless we know that the symbols which
he has are ihose of the royal messenger,
which can only happen, if a king tells
his subjects that whenever they happen
to see such and such symbols with a
man, which are particularly
his, they
should
take him as his messenger.
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_W.h.en this
is so, one can object,
from where does it appear that
perforraance
of miracles
is the
special
sign
of the
prophets ?
This
can
be proved neither
by
law
nor by
:reason,
To prove it by religion is still
more impossible; it does not admit it.
.Reason alone cannot affirm that
they
are the special symbols
of prophecy,
except that in many cases they were
found in people who claimed to be prophets and in none other.
So in this
case _ proof of anyone's prophecy is
based upon two premises.
:First, the
marl who claims to be a prophet has
per{brined n miracle, and secondly, everyone who performs _ miracle is a prophet.
Now as to the premise that .the claim.
ant for prophecy has performed miracles
we can say that it pertains to our senses
atter we have admitted
that there are
a9tions performed
by men, which can
neither be made by wondrous workmanship or by some particular
forces, but
are beyond our conception.
The second
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premise can only be' true when we admi_
the existence of the prophets, and that
the miracles are only
performed
by
those who are the true claimants for
prophetic missiom We would
this pi-emise is not true but
who believe the existence of the
and the miracles.
:For instance

say that
for those
prophets
if it has

become clear to man, that the universe
is created, then he certainly knows that
the world exists and the Creator too.
This being so, a man can object and say
how can we say that one wlm performs
the miracles is a prophet,
when the
prophebie
mission
itself
remains unproved ? Even after we admit the existence of miracle in the manner in which
it may seem quite impossible, it is necessary thai the two sides of the premise
be admitted first and then the one can
be applied 'to the other. One cannot
say that the exlstence of the prophets
can be proved by reason, because of its
possibiliby.
For the possibility to which
they refer is in fact really ignorance 4

_$8
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and is not found in the nature of things.
For instance, if we say that it is possible that it will rain or not, then the
possibility is found in the nature of thi.
ngs, that is, it is felt that a thh_g may
sometimes be, and at others not be, as
in the case of rain. Here, reason can
exactly decide the possibility of a thing
by its nature.
The necessary ( wajib )
is quite contrary to it; that is, it is a
t4aing the existence of which is always
found.
In this case reason can always
decide without a mistake, because its
nature cannot be changed or transformed.
So when one party admits the existence
of a prophet, at a certain time it appeazs
that the prophetic mission is a thing
whose existence is possible and the other
party says that it cannot feel it, then
that possibility becomes mere ignorance
in its case. Now we believe in the existence of this possibility because we have
known the prophets.
We say that a
knowledge of the messengers
from man,
leads us to a belief in the existence of
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messengers from God, as the existence.
of a messenger from &nir, leads us to
the conclusion ot there being a messenger
from Zaid also. This requires a similar.
ity in the natural
dispositions
of both
men and it is here, where the difficulty
lies. If we suppose this possibility by
itself even in the tuture, it will only be
by the means of the known faot and
not by our knowledge and reason.
Now
one of the premises of this possibility
has come into existeliee.
For the possibility is in our knowledge, and the fact
in itself is an established one, by one of
the two alternatives, that is, whether he
sent a messenger
or did no_. So we
have nothing in this case but sheet"
ignorance, as is the doubt whether Anir
sent any messengers in the past or did
not, which is quite different from our
doubting,
whether
or not he will send
any in tuture.
So when we do not know
about Zaid, for iastanoe, wheth'er tie has
or has no_ sent any lnessenger
in the
past, it is not correo_ for us to suppose
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anybody to be his messenger,ifhe hsppens to have his symbols upon him.
We can admit his claim only after we
know that Zaid did sel_d a messenger.
So when
we admit the existence
ot
the prophetic mission, and the miracles, then how can it be correct for us
to say that
one who performs the
miracles is a prophet.
We cannot believe
in this by hearing only, for t,his faculty is
not the thing by which such thil_gs can
be p_'oved. At the same time we cannot
claim this premise to be true by experi.
ence alad habit, exeept_ that the miraqles
performed by the prophets can be seen
by one who believes in their missioa,
and has never seen them to have been
performed by anybody else, so that they
may be taken as a COllvincilJg sign for
distinguishing
a prophet of God, fl'om
one who is not, that is a distinction
between one who_ claim is right, and
one whose claim is wrong.
:By these th,itlgs it is seen that the
Mu,t_kallimul,_ ha,re missed the whoJo
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purpose of the argument fi'om miracles
because they have put possibility ill the
place of real existence, posAbility
Which
is in reality ignorance.
Then they have
believed in the premise that every one
who performs
miracles is a prophet,
which cannot be true except when the
miracles prove the prophetic
mission
itself, and tlle sender of' messengers. It
is not by reason that we can believe in
these marvelous things, which happen again
and agaitl, and are divine, as a conclusive proof of the existence of prophetic
mission, except that one who can d6 such
things is an excellent person, and thatsuch
persons cannot lie. :But it can prove the
prophetic mission of a lJerson only when
we admit that the mission does _,xist, and
that such marvelous things canno_ be perfbrmed by any person, however good he
may be, except by one who is a aprophet.,
The miracles eammt prove the prophetic
mission era person, because there is no
connection between them and reason, ext,ept that
16

we admit that_ the

miracles

are
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one of the works of the prophets,
jus_ as
curing is the work of the physicians, so
that one who can cure is certainly a phyaician. This is one of the fal]acies of the
argument.
Moreover, if we admit the
existence of the prophetic mission, by putt.
ing the idea of possibility, which is in fact
ignorance, in place of certainty, and make
miracles a proof of the truth of man who
claims to be a prophet it becomes necess.
ary that they should not be used by a person, who says that they can be performed
by others than prophets, as the Mutakallimun do. They think that the miracles
can be performed
by the magicians and
saints. The condition which they attach
with them is that miracles prove a man
to be a prophet, when he at the same time
claims to be so, for the true prophet can
perform them as opposed to the false ones.
This is an argument without any proof,
for it can be understood either by hearing
or reason
That is, it is said that one
whores claims to prophecy are wrong, cannot perform:
. . ._mira°les'.but. as we have al-
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ready said, when they cannot be perfbrm.
ed by a liar, then they can only be done
by the good people, whom God has meant
for this purpose.
These people, if they
speak a lie, are not good, and hence "cannot
perform the miracles. But this does not'satisfy the people who think miracles to be
possible from the magicians, for they eertainly are not good men. It is here that the
weakness of the argument lies. Hence
some people have thought that the best
thin_d is to believe that they cannot be performed but by the prophets
and hence
magic is Only imagination, and not a change
of essence. Among these are also men who
deny all sorts of marvelous things frou_
the saints.
It is clear to you from th_ life of the
prophet, peace be upon him, that he never
invited any man or community to belie're,
in his prophecy, and Chat whb.h he has
brought withhim froln God, by means of
the perfoi_mance of any miracles
in support of his" claim, such as changing one
blement into another. Whatever miraolea
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didappearfrom him wereonly performed
inthe naturalcourse of things,without
on hispartany intentionofcontention
or
competition.The followingwords 0fthe
Quran_vill
make this clear;" And they
say : We willby no means believe
inthee,
.untilthou causea springofwatertogush
forthforus out of the earth,and thou
have s garden of palm-treesand vines,
and thoucauseriversto springforthfrom
the midstthere-of
inabundance;or thou
causethe heaven to falldown in pieces
upon us, as thou hastgiven out, orthou
bringdown God and the angelsto vouch
forthee;or thou have a house of gold,
or thou ascend by a ladderto heaven;
neitherwillwe believe
thy aleendingthi.
thoralone,untilthou causea book to des_nd unto us, bearingwitnessof thee
which we may read. Answer: My Lord
be praised,
Am I other than a man sent
as an apostle
_"so Then again,"Nothing
hinderedus from sending,
theewith miracles,
except that the former nations have
$o. Quran xvii,92-95.
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charged them with imposture ." 8( The
thing by which we invited the people to
believe in him, and with which he vied
with them is the Quran.
For says God,
" Say, verily, if men and genii were purposely assembled, that they might produce
a book like this Q,lran, they could not
produce one like unto it, although the
one of them assigned the other. ''s2 Then
further he says, "will they say, He hath
forged the Quran? Answer, bring therefore ten chapters like unto it forged by
yourself."83 This being the case the miracle
of the Propbet
with which he vied with
the people and which he advanced as an
argument for the truth of his claim to the
prophetic mission, was the Quran.
If it
be said, that this is quite clear, but how
does it appear that the Quran is a miracle,
and that it proves his prophecy, while
just now we have proved the weakness of
the proof of prophecy by means of miracles
without any exceptions in the case of any
8x. Quran, XVll, 6I
82. Quran

XVlI 90.

83. Quran Xl, x6,
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prophet.
Besides the people have differed
in taking the Quran tc be _i miracle at all.
For in their opinion one of the conditions
of a miracle is that it should be quite different fromany
act which may have become habitual.
But the Quran is of this
sort, because it is only word, though it
excels all created words. So it becomes a
miracle by its superiority only, that is, the
' impossibility
for people bringing anything like it, on account of its being highly
eloquent. This being the case it differs
from the habitual, not in genus but in details only, and that which differs in this
_ay is of the same genus.
Some people
say that it is a miracle by itself, and not
by its superiority.
They do not lay it
down as a condition for miracles that they
should be quite different from the habitu,d,
but think that it should be such a habitual
act, as men may fall short 0faccomplishing,
We would reply that it. is as the objectors
say, but the thing about it is not as they
have thought. That the Quran is an evidence of his prophecy, is based, we believe,
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upon two principles, which are found in
the Book itselt.
The first being that the
existence of the class of men called pro-,
phets.and apostles is well-known,
They
are the men who lay down laws for the
people by divine revelation s and not by
human education.
Their existence can be
deuied only by the people who deny repeated action, as the existence of all things
which we have not seen - the lives of the
famous thinkers and so torth.
All the
philosophers, and other men are agreed,
except those who pay no regard to their
words, ( and they are the Materialists ),
that there are men to whom have been revealed many commandments for the people,
to perform certain good actions, by which
their beatitude may be perfected; and to '
make them give up certain wrong beliefs
and vicious actions.
This is the business
of dLvine apostles.
The second principle
is, that everyone who does this work, that
is, lays down laws by revelation, in. a prophet. This principle is also quite in aocordo
anoe with human nature.
For as it it
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known that the business of medicine

is to

cure a disease, and one who ean cure is a
physician, so it is also known that the business of the prophets is to give law to the
people by divine revelation, and one who does
so is a prophet.
The ]3ook mentions the
first principle in the following:o"Verily
We
have revealed Our will unto thee, as We
havcrevealed
it unto Noah and the prophets who sueeeeded him, and We have
r6vealed it unto Abraham, and Ishmael,
and Isaac and Jacob, and the tribes, and
unto Jesus, and Job, and Jonas, and Aaron
and _3olomon; and we have given thee the
Quran as We gave the Psalms unto David;
some apostles have We sent, whom We
have mentioned unto thee_ and God spake
unto Moses discoursing with him, " s_ and
again : " Say, I am not alone among
the apostles " s5 The second principle is
that Mohammed, peace be upon him, has
done the work era prophet, that is, has
given Law to the people by divine revelation. This also can be known from the
84, Quran IV, 16I_ _6z,

85. Quran XLVI, 8.
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Qursh, where God mentions it. He says,
" O men, now is an evident proof come
unto you from your Lord, and We have
seat down unto you manifest light." s6 By
manifest light is meant the Quran. Again
He sgys, I, O men, now is the apostle come
unto you from your ] _ord;believe, therefore,
it will be better for you, " 87and again,
"But those among them who are wellgrounded in knowledge, and faithful, who
believe in that which hath been sent down
unto thee, and that which hath been

sen_

down unto the prophets before thee; ''ss
and again " God is the witness of the
revelation which He hath sent down unto
thee; He sent it down with his special knowledge_ the angels are also witness thereof;
but, God is a sufficient witness." _9 If
it be said, how can the first principle be
known, that is, that there is a class of men
who give the Law to the people by divine
revelation_ and so also, how to know the
second principle, that
86. Quran 4V, 173.
88. Quran IV, x6o.

is, that

which

the

87. Quran IV, x68.
89. Quran IV, 164.
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Quran c n'..dns, about beliefs and actions,
is of divine origin!
We would answer
that the first principle can be known by
the information
which these men give
about the existence of things, which wore
not found before, but come into existence
after they have informed the people about
them, and in a speeifled time; and by their
command for doing certain things, and
teaching certain preeepts which do not resemble the common things and actions0
which can be taught by human agency.
Thisisso becauseifthe miraclesbe ofthe

kindof'layingdown Laws, proving that
they cannotbe laiddown by human education,but only through divine revelation,
then it is prophecy. :But the miracles
which do not taketheform oflaws,as the

dividing
ofthesea,ete,do not necessarily
provethe prophecyofanyone. But they
can onlybe used as supplementsto the
former,ifthey fall
very near to it. :But
standingalonetheycannot prove it,and
so by themselvesalon8theydo notleadto
a ¢ognizaneeoftheprophets,itthe other
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kind of miracles, which are its conclusive
proofs, be not found in them. So according
to this prin_.iple must be understood the
proofs of prophecy afforded by miracles,
"_hat is, the miracles of knowledge and deeds
are its conclusive proofs while others only
make it strong, and can be used as witnes_
es. So now it has become clear to you
that men of this kind do exist, and how
can men be sure of them, except by their
repeatsd appearenee; as is the ease with
physicians and other kinds of men. If it
be asked : How can i_ be proved tha_
the Quran is a conclusive proof that is a
miracle
which is the business of the
prophets
to perform,
as
th_ business of a physician,

curing
is
we would

say that this can be known in many ways:First, the precepts which it contains
about knowledge and deeds, cannot be
acquired by learning, but only by divine
revelation; secondly, by the information
which it gives about hidden things; and
thirdly, by its poetry, which is quite
different from that, which can be achieved
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by ima_in:_tion or repetition of verses,
that is, iv is known that it is of quite a
different kind from the poetry of Arabic
speaking people, whether the language be
acquired and learned, as is the case with
non-A rubs, or it be the mother-tongue, as
it is with the Arabs themselves.
The
first reason is the most weighty
it be asked how can it be known

one. If
that the

laws which contain both knowledge and
precepts about deeds are of divine origin,
so much so that they deserve the name of
the word of God, we would say also that
this also can be known in many sways.
First, a knowledge of the laws cannot be
acquired except after a knowledge of God,
and of human happiness and misery ; and
the acts by which this happiness can be
acquired, "as charity and goodness and the
works which divert men from happiness
and produce eternal misery, suoh as evil
and wickedness.
Again the knowlddge of
human happiness and misery requires a
knowledge of the soul and it_ substance s
.and whether i_ has e_rnal happi_
or nat.
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It it be so, then what is the quantity of
this iaappiness, or misery; and also what
amount of good would be the cause of
happiness.
For the case of goodness
and evil is just the same as with
food,
which does
not .give health,
if taken in any quantity and at any
time;
but must be
used
in
a
specified quantity and at an appointed
time. For this reason we find those limited
in the religious laws. All this, or a greater
part of it, cannot be known but by divine
revelatign, or at least
a knawledge
through it Would be better. Again a perfeet knowledge of God requires a knowledge
of existent things. Then a lgw-givor must
kuow the quantity of this knowledge which
would be gg0d to be imparted to the commen people, and the method to be adopted
in toi_ehing them. All this, or at least a
greator'pa.r$ of it, cannot be acquired by
edueatiOii, learning or philosophy. This
can be clearly known from imparting learn.
ing,..and esp_ai_lly the giving of laws,
making regulations, and giving inforn_tion

. AVERROES
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about
ment.
in the
doubt

the conditions of the Day of JudgWhen all thisis foundin the Quran
most perfect form, there can be no
that it is a divine revelation and His

word, given through the agency of His
prophet. So God has said, informing the
people about it, " Say, verily if man and
genii were purposely assembled, that .they
might produce a book like thisQuran,
they could not produce one like it. " This
idea is further strengthened, nay, comes
near exact surety and certainty, when it is
known that the prophet was an unlettered
man, and lived among a people, uneducated,
wild, and nomadic by habit, .who had
never tried to investigate the universe, as
was the case with the Greeks, and other
nations, among whom.philosophy was perfected in long periods of time. To this very
fact refer the words of God, "Thou couldst
not read any book before this; neither
couldst thou write it with thy right hand,
then had gainsayers justly doubted of tl_e
divine origin thereof."9o "Hence God
9o, Qursh _XlX, 47.
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has repeatedly
told.the
peoplethisquality"
ofHis prophet."It isHe who hathraised
up among theilliterate
Arabiansan apostle
from among themselves,
" 91and, " Those
_;hoshallfollowthe Apostlethe illiterate
Prophet."92
Thismattercanalsobe known
by anothermethod -thatofcomparisonof
thisLaw with the others. For, if the
business
ofthe prophetsbe the givingof
lawsby divine revelation,
as has,been
acknowledgedby all who believe
in the
existence
ofthe prophets,
thenifyou look
intotheteachings
ofuseful
knowledgeand
actionsleadingto happiness,which are
contained
intheQuran,and comparethem
with other divine books and religious
systems,
you willfindit excelling
allthe
othersin an unlimiteddegree. On the
whole,if thereare books worthy to be
ca!led
the words of God, on accountof
their wondrous nature,and separation
from the genius of human words and
their peculiarity
by what.they contain
inregardtoknowledgeand deeds, thenit
• 9I, Qu_n

LXII, _.

.92. Quran_VII_ I56

_
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|8 clear that the Quran is much more worth
thy, and many times fitter, than they are
to be cal]ed the words of God. This would
be still clearer to you if you could know
the past books - the Old and New Testaments. :But that is not possible because
they have been changed to a great extent.
Were we to describe the superiority
of
one Law over another, and the superiority of the teachings given to us about the
knowledge of God, and the Day of Judgment to the laws given to the Jews and the
Christians, it a ould require many volumes
with a confession of our o,vn short-comings
in dealing with the subject.
For this
very reason, the Law of ours has been
called the last of the divine dispensagons,
The Prophet, peace be on him, has said,
"Had Moses lived in my time, he could not
have helped following me," and the Pro" phet was right, on account of the universal nature of the teachings of the Quran,and
its regulations.
Tbat is it is able to satisfy
th_ needs of all, bebJg meant for the whole
of the hum_n race.

_o Godhas_aid,"say,
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"'O men, Ve,ilyI am themessengerofGod
anto youall."93 The Proph,t has said_
" I have beensentboth tothe white and
theblacknation's.
"
The case ofreligions
is just the same
as that of God. There are some foods
which agree with all, or most of th_ people. Such is the case with religions also.
So the dispensations betbre our own were
meant for sgme particular peoples, ignoring
all others, but our religion was meant for
_he whole of the human race. This being
the ease, our Prophet excels alb the other
Prophets, to him comes the divine revelation, whioh makes a man fit to be called
a prophet.
So the Prophet has said infor_
mingus of his superiority over other, prc_
phe_s, " There is no prophet to whom
has not been given a sign by which all
the men
would
have
believed.
I
have been, given divine revelation, and I
hope that my, followers would be
in the, majority on the Day of Judgment.'"
All-.that we have said ,must have made it
._.

Qnmn,#it, r56.
17
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clear to you that the proofer the prophecy
of the prophet from the Quran is not of
the same kind as that of turning a staff"
into a serpent for the proof of the prophecy
ot Moses, or of giwng life to the dead, and
earing the blind and leprous for the
prophecy of Jesus.
For these, although
never performed by any but the prophets,
and sufficient to satisfy the common people,
are not by any means conclusive proofs of
propheey, when taken by themselves,they not being acts which make a
prophet.
•
Now as to the Quran, its case is just
like curing by medicine.
For instance,
suppose two men were to claim to be
"physicians, and one were .to say that he
could walk on water, and the other were
to asser_ that he could cure a disease, and
so one walked on the water, and the other
cured a sick man.
In this case, our
verification for medicine would be only for
one who has cured a sick man, but in the
case of.the other, it would be outward
satistaction alone, The firsb.is far better. _
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"The only reason by which the commQn
,people can be satisfied in this respect is,
-that one who can walk on water, which is
against the nature of men, can certainly
-cure a disease,
which is what men can
do. This also is one of the reasons of the.
. connection

between miracle,

which is not

• one of the conditions of prophecy, and the
sign which makes a man deserve the name
of a prophet : divine revelation.
Of this
quality is also the fact, that there comes
,nothing to the mind of such a man except
•that which God has ordained for this
unique work, and specialised him for it,
among all his fellow-men.
So it is not
,inconsistent if he were to claim that God
distingished him with his revelations.
On the whole, when once it is laid down
that the prophets do exist, and that the
miracles cannot be performed except by
,them, they can become a prophecy, that is
the miracles which arc not in any way fit
•to be received as a proof for it. This is
"-the method to be adopted with regard to
,,the common people.
For the doubts and

20o
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objections which we have described aboutv
unnatural miracles are not perceived by the
masses. :But if you look intently you will
find that the Law depends upo, suitableand natural miracles, and not upon unna.
rural ones. What we have said about this
problem is enough for our purpose and tbr
the sake of truth.
Problem Third : Of Fate and Predesti' nation. This is one ot the most intricate problems of religion. For if you look into the
traditional arguments
about this problem
you will find them contradictory; such also
being the case with arguments of reason.
The contradiction
in the arguments
of
tim first kind is found in the Quran and
the Traditions.
There are many verses
of the Quran, which by their universal
nature, teach that all the things are pl'edestined, and that man is compelled to
do his adts; then there are verses Which say
that fiaan is"free in his sots and not compelled ih:performing them.
The following
vefrses tell us that all the things are by
compulsi0_i, ai_d are predestine'd; "Evei'y-
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thing have We created bound by a fixed
degree;" 94 again, "With Him everything
is regulated
according
to a determined
measure" 95 Further,
He says_" No acci• dent happeneth in the earth, nor in your
persons, but the same was entered in the
Book verily it is easy with God.'96 There
may be quoted many other verses on this subject.
Now, as to the verses which say that
man can acquire deeds by free will, and
that things are only possible and not necessary, the following may be quoted: "' Or
He destroyeth
them (by ship-wreck),
because of that which their crew have merited; though He pardoneth many things "97
And again, " Whatever misfortune
befalleth you is . sent you by God,' for that.
•which your hands have deserved." 98Further, He says, "But they who commit evil,
equal thereunto." 99 Again, He says, " It
shall have the good which it gaineth, and it
shall have theevil which it gaineth. '' '°°and,
• 94. Qur-an LIVI 49.
96. Quran LVII, 22.
98- Qurau XLII, S'.
I00. Qut-azt II, ._78.

9.5. Quran XIII,
97. Quran XLII.

9- "
32.

99., Quran Xt?8.
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"And as to Thamud, We directed them, but
they loved blindness better than the true
directions. " _o_ Sometimes contradiction
appears even in a single verse of the Quran.
For instance, He says, " After a misfortune hath befallen you (you had already
attained two equal advantages ), do you
say, whence cometh this _.Answer, This is
'from yourselves. " _°2In the next verse, He
says, " And what happenth unto you, on
the day whereon the two armies met. was
certainly by permission of the Lord. " _o3
Of this kind also is the verse, " Whatever
good befal]eth thee, O man, it is from Gods
and whatever evil befalleth thee: it is from
thyself; " _o4while the preceeding verse
says,"'All isfrom God. " _os
Such isalsothe case with the Traditions. The Prophet says,"Every childis
' born inthe truereligion;
hisparentsafterwards turnhim intoa flewora Christian,"
On anotheroccasion
he said,"The follow.at ,

lOI. Quran

XLI,16.

xd2. _ua_

Iii,

I59.

_o4Qu/a_iv. 8x.

Xo3. Ouran

IH_z6o.

_95. Q_mn.iV.80.
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lag people have been created for hell, and
do the deeds of those who are fit, for it.
These have been created for heaven, and
do deeds fit for it." The first Tradition
says that the cause of disbelief is one's own
environments; while faith and belief are
natural to man. The other Tradition says
that wickedness and disbelief are created
by God, and man
them.

is compelled

to follow

This condition of things has led Muslims to be divided into two groups. Tl_e
one believed that _mm's wickedness or _
virtue is his own acqub'ement, a1_d that
•according to these he will be either punished or rewarded.
These are the Mutazilites. The belieSofthe _,ther
opposed to this. They say
eompelled to dohis deeds.
Jabarites.
The' Asharites

party is quite
that man is'
They are the
have tried to

adopt a mean between these two extreme
views.
They say that man can do action,
but the deeds done, and the power of doing it;are both crea_'ed by God, But this
is quite meaningless.
For if the deed 'and

2_
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the power of doing it be both created b_r
God, then man is necessarily compelled to
do the act. Tl=is is one of the reasons of
the difference of opinion about this problemAs we have said there lis another cause
of difference of opinion about this problem,
than the traditional one. This consists of
the contradictory
arguments
advanced.
For if we say that man is the creator of
his own deeds, it would be necessary to
admit that there are things which are nol_
done according to the will of God, or His
authority.
So there
would be another
creator besides God, while the Muslims
are agreed that there is no creator but He.
:If, on the other hand, we were to suppose
•that man cannot act freely, we admit that
•he is compelled to do certain acts, for there,
•is no mean between compulsion and free,dora. Again, if man is compelled to d_
certain deeds 0 then on him has been imponed _ tuk which he. cannot bear! and wlmrt
.he is made to bear a burden,, there .is ino.di_fference between his work and ,the work olr
_i_organie matter..For

inorganic mat_r_
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_no power, neither has the man the power
,-for that which he cannot bear. 1-Ience all
,.people have made capability one of the
.¢onditions for the imposition of a task, such
as wisdom we find Abul Maali, sayingin
.his Nizamiyyah, that man is free in his own
deeds and has the capability of doing them.
He has established it upon the impossibi|ity of imposing a task which one cannot
bear, in order to avoid the principle formerly disproved by the :Mutazlites, on account
-of its being unfit by reason.
The succeed.ing Asharites have opposed them. :Moreover
if man had no power in doing a deed, then_
_it will be only by chance that he may escape
from evil, and that is meaningless.
Such
also would be the case with acquiring
_gooduess.
In this way,all those,arts which
,|ead to happiness, as agriculture etc, would
..become useless.
So_so
would become
.._oless all those arts the purpose of which
.is protection from, ,and repulsion of danger
-as the. sciences of war, navigation, medicine
;etc.. such a cnndition isquite
contrary .to
,_ll,,_st is.ita.toll_gi.ble, to rim.n.
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Now it may be asked that if the case
is so, how is this contradiction which is to
be found both in tradition and reason
to _
be reconciled we would say, that apparently
the purpose of religion in this problem is
not to divide it into two separate beliefs,
but to reconcile them by means ofamiddle
course, which is the right method. It is evident that God has created in us power by
which we can perfom deeds which are contradictory in their nature. But as this cannot
be complete except by the cause which God
has furnishecl for us, from outside, and the
r_moval of difficulties _Cromthem, the deeds
done are only completed by the. conjunc-tion of' both these things at the same time.
This being so the deeds attributed
to use
are done by our intention, and by the fitness of the causes which are called the
Predestination

of God, which He has

fur-

nished for us from outside.
They neither
complete the works which we intend nor
hinder them, but certainly
become tl_e
• cause of otlr intending them - one Of tl_e_
two things.
For intention is produced _n,
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us by our imagination, or for the verification of a thing, which in itself is not in our
power, but comes into being by causes.
outside us. For instance, if we see a good
thing, we like it, without intention, and
move towards acquiring it. So also, if we
happen to come to a thing which it is
better to shun, we leave it without intention.
Hence our intentions are bound and
attached to causes lying outside ourselves._
To this the following words of God, refer
" Each of them hath angels, mutually succeeding each other, before him and behind
him_ they watch him by the command
of God. " lo6 As these outside causes
take this course according
to a well
defined
order
and
arrangement,
and
never go astray
from the path
which
their Creator hath appointed
for them,
and our own intentions
can neither be
compelled, nor ever found, on the whole,
but by their fitness, so it is n_,cessary tha_
actions too should also be within well. defihed limits, that is, they be found
o-

:tO6o Quran XIII_

72.

.

,

in t,
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given period of time and in a given
-quantity.
This is necessary because our
deeds.are only the effects of causes, lying
outside us; and all the effects which
result from limited and prearranged causes,
are themselves limited, and are found in a
given quantity only. This relation does
not exist only between our actions and
outside causes, but also between them and
the causes which God has created in our
body, and the well-defined order existing
between tile inner ann outer causes. This
is what is meant by Fate and predestination, which is found mentioned in the
Quran and is incumbent upon man. '.r_ais
is also the " Preserved Tablet. ,'_o7 God's
knowledge of these c,auses, .and Chat which
_pertains to them, is the cause of .their
_xistenee.
So no one can have a full knowledge of these things except God, and
•hence He is the only .Knower of secrets,
which is quite .true;, ..as God ,has _id,
" Say, ._one either i,n ,_._aven or. ear,,h,
knoweth, that w_ich ,is hi c_lep .b_O_s
xo?.

Quran LXXXV, 22.

q
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God t, _o8 A knowledge
of causes isa knowledge of secret things, because the
secret is a kn_Jwledge of the existence of a
thing, before it comes into being, And as.
the arrangement and order of causes bring
a thing into existence or not at a certain
time, there must be a knowledge of the
existence or non - existence of a thing at
a certain time. A l_nowledge of the causes _
as a whole, is the knowledge of what
things would be found or not found at a
chrtain moment of time.
Praised be He,,
Who has a complete knowledge Ofcreation
and all of its causes. This is what is meant
by the " keys Of _he secret," in the following words of God, "' with Him are the'
keys of secret _hings; none knoweth them'
besides Himself. " I°9
",
All that we have said being true, it
must have become evident ho*w we can
acquire our deeds, and how far they are
governed by predestination and fate. This
veryreconciliation is the reelpilrposo of
religion' by those verses and Traditionl
*0_. Qarari YXVIL 67.

'

i N. Qursh VI, 59.
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-which are apparentlycontradictory.
When
their universaJ nature be limited in this
,,manner. those contradictions should vanish
by themselves, and sllthe
doubts which
--were raised before, about the contradictory
nature of reason, would disappear. The existent things from our volition are complet.
_ed by two things our intentiolJ and the
- other causes. But when the deeds are referred to only by one of these agencies, doubts
•would rise. It may be said is a good answer, and here reason is in perfect agree.ment with religion, but it is based upon
, the principles that these are agreed that
there are creative causes bringing into
existence,other th!ngs; while the Muslims
are agreed that there is no Creator but
•_Ood. We would say that whatever
they. have agreod upon is quite right,
but she objection can be sns.wered in
two ways,
One of them is that this
•objection itself can be understood
in
two w,_ys; one of them
being that
there is no Creator but God, and all
;those causes which He has created, cannob
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.'be called creators,
except speaking
figuratively.
Their existence
also depends
ttpon Him.
He alone has made them to
he causes, nay, He only preserves
their
• existence as creative agents, and protects
their effects after their actions.
He again,
produces

their

essences

at the

,avhen
causes come together.
preserves them as a whole.

moment

He
Had

alone
there

•been no divine protection
they could not
_aave existed for the least moment of time:
Abu Harold

(A1-Ghazzali)has

said

that

•_ man who makes any of the causes to be
•'co-existent
with God is like a man who
makes the pen share the work of a scribe
in writing! that is, he says that the pen is
.a scribe and the man is a scribe too.
l-[e
•means

that writing

_oe'_pplied

to

is a word

both,

but

in

which
reality

may
they

(have.no resemblance in anything but word,
for otherwise there is no difference between
•them.

Such .is also.the

case with the word

•"Orate%
when applied
to God and the
._3auses.
We say that in ,thi_ illustration
•there _are. doubts.
It, should have beet_
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shown,

whether

the scribe

was the-.

Creator of the essence ( Jawhar
) of pea,
a preserver
of" it, as long as it remains
a
pen, and again a preserver
of the writing
after it is written, a Creator
of it after
ib
has come in touch
with the pen, as. we
have just

explained

that

God is the Creator

of the essences ( Jawahir
) of everything
which come into contact
with its .causes,
which are so called only by the usage.
is the reason why there is no creator
God .- a reason

which

agrees

with

This
but

our feel-

ings, reason and religion.
Our feeling_
and reason see that there are things which
produce others.
].'he order found in the
universe is of"two kinds: that
which God
has pub in the

nature

and

disposition

of

things;and
th_,t which surround
the unit
verse from oWoide.
This is quite clear" i_,
the movement
of the'heavenly
bodies. For "
it is evident that the sun and the moon, •
the day and night, and all other stars are •
obedient to us; and it i_ on this _rrangement and order which, God, has putjn their
movements
_.hat o.ur existence and tha_cf:-
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all other things depends.
So even if we
imagine
the least possible
confusion
in
them, with them in any other
position,
size and rapidity
of movement
which God,
has made tor them, _ll the existent things
upon the earth would be destroyed.
This
is so because of the nature in which
God
has made them and the nature
of the
things

which

are effected

by them.

This

is very clear it, the effects of the sun and
the moon upon things of this world; such
also being the case with the rains,
winds,
_as

and other

greater

tangible

effect is produced

things.

:But

the

upon

plants,

and

npon a greater
number,
or all, on the
animals.
Moreover,
it is apparent that had
there not been those faculties
which God
• has put in our bodies,

as regulating

them

that could not

exist even for a single
moment
after birth.
But we say, had
there not been the faculties
found in all
the bodies of the animals,
asd plants and
Chose found in the wor|d by the movement
of the heavenly
bodies, then ¢hey
nob have existed at all, not even
18

would
for

a
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ewinkling of the eye. So praised be the
" Sagacious, the Knowing. " lie God has
, called our attention
to this fact in His
book, " And He hath subjected l:he night
and the day to your service; and the sun
and the moon and the stars, which are
compelled to serve by His Command; ,,m
'again,
'" Say, what think ye, if God
should cover you with perpetual
night,
until the day of Resurrection; " _x2 and
again, " Of His mercy, He hath made you
night and the day, that ye may rest in
the one, and may seek to obtain provision
for yourselves of I:Iis abundance, by your
industry; in tile other; xi3 and, " And He
obligeth whatever is in heaven or on earth
to serve you. " t_4Further He says, "He
likewise eompelleth the sun and the moon,
v_hich diligently perform their courses, to
serve you; and hath subjected the day and
_ight to your service. " t_s ,There may ,be
lib.

Quratt LXVII. i 4.

zxt.,Quum LXVt.I, x4.
art3. Qttra,n XXYl|l, 7t.
Ix$. Quran XLV, xm.
¢,

:
xl2, _t'_u gV,.l, lift..
xx4. Qu,r,n XVj[]I.,73.
zz6. Quran XIV, 37
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quoted many other verses on the subject.
Had thers been any wisdom in their _xistence by which God has favoured us, and
there would not have been those blessings
:for which we are to be grateful to Him.
The second answer to the objection is,
that we say that the things produced out
of it are of two kinds : essences and ',m'bstances; and movements, hardness, coldness
'and a]l other accidents. The essences and
sui_stances are not created by any but God.
Their causes effect the accidents of those
essences, and not the essences themselves.
'iFor instance, man and woman are only'
;%he agents, while Cod is the real creator
.Oftlie child, and the life in it. Such is
'also tlhe case with agriculture. The earth
is prepared and made ready for it, and the
'seed Scattered'in it. But it is God who
Cproducea the ear of the corn. So there is
• no creator but God, while created things
•,,re but essences, To this refer the words
of God. " 0 men, a parable is propounded'
_into youjtherefore, hearken unto it. Verily
,.-the.idols which ye invoke, besides God,
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can never createa singlefly,although they
may allassemble forthe purpose; and if
the fly snatch
anything
from them they
cannot turn the same from it.
Weak is
the petitioner and the petitioned."
x_7This
is wher,_ the unbeliever
wanted to mislead
Abrahani,
ki!l. " _8

when hQ said, "I give life and
When
Abraham
saw that he

could understand
the conclusive
God
bringeth

it, he at ones

turned

to

argument
and said, "Verily,
the sun from the east; do

thou

bring it from the west."
On the whole, if the matter
about the
creator and the doer be understood.on
_his.
wise, there
in

would be no contradiction,

Tradition

that

the

the created

or

in

word

reason.

Creator

things

_}o. we

does net

byany

either
say

apply

to .

near or far-fet-

ched metaphor,
for the meaning
of the
creator is the inventor of the essences,
So God has said, "God
which
IZ7.
.II8.
Abraham

ye
Quran,
" Hast

created

know. ''Ha
XXll,
thou

concerning

you, and

It should

that

be known

72.
not c-nsidered
his Lord,

him who disputed

because

with:.

God had given him
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"that one who denies the effect of the
causes on the results of them, also denies •
philosophy
and all the sciences.
For
science is the knowledge of the things by
their causes, and philosophy is the know.
ledge of hidden causes. To deny the causes
altogether is a thing which is unintelligible
to human reason. It is to deny the Creator,
not seen by us. For the unseen in this
matter
must alsays be understood
reference to the seen.

by a

So those men can have no knowledge of
God, when they admit that for every
action there is in actor. It being so, the
agreement of the Muslims on the fact that
there is no Creator but God cannot be
perfect, if we understand by',it the denial
of the existence of an agen_ in the visible
world. For from the existence of the
the Kingdom?

When

gi'voth life and killeth:

Abraham

,,ham said, verily God bringeth
bring it from
-.|ounded;
II; =6o

the

Said, MS,

he answered,

west;

for God directeth

the

whereupon
not the

Igive

Lord

sun from the
the

is He who

life and kill, Abraeast do thou

infidel

ungodlyi:peopl¢.'

was

cOn-

Quran.
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agent in ib, we have brought an argument _
for the Creator in the invisible world. But
when we have once admitted the existence
oi'the Creator in the invisible world, it
becomes clear that there is no Creative
agent except one by His command and
will. It is also evident that we can perterm our own deeds, and that one who
takes up only one side of the question
is
wrung, as ia the case with the Mutazilites
and the gabarites.
These who adopt the
middle Course, like the Asharites, for
discovering the truth, cannot find it. For
they make no difference for a man between
the trembling and t_h_ movement of his
hand by intention. There is no .meaning in
their admitting that both the movements
are not by oarselves.
Because if they
ate not by ourselves we have no power to
check them, so we are compelled to do
them. Hence there
is no difference
between, trembling of hand and voluntary
3novement, which they would calt acquired.
So their is no difference between them,
except in there n_,mes, which never effeob"
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the things themselves.
This is all clear
by
itself.
Fourth I-'roblem:-Divine Justiceand Injusites. The Asharites have expressed a very
peeuliar opinion, both with regard to reason
and religion; about this problem
They
have explained itin a way in which religion
has not, but have adopted quite an opposite method. They say that in this problem
the case of the invisible world is quite
opposed to the visible. They think that
God is just or unjust within the limits of
religious action,s, so wheu a man's action
is just with regard to religion, he also is
just; and whatever religion calls it to be
unjust; He is unjust.
They
say that
whatever has not beeli imposed as a divinely
ordained
duty
upon men, does not
come within the four walls of religion. He
is neither just or unjus% but all His actions
about such things are just.
They have
laid down that there is nothing in itself
whieh may be called just or unjust.
But
tO Say'that there is nothing which may in

_So
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itself be called good or bad is simply intolerable. Justice i_ known a,, good: and injustice as bad. So according to them, polytheism is in itself neither injustice .nor
evil, but with regard to religion, and had
religion ordained it, it would have been just
and true. • Such also would have been the
case with any kind of sin. But all this is quits
contrary to our traditions and reason. As to
tradition God has described himself as iust,
and denied injuBtieo to himself.
"'God hath borne witness that

He says
thero is no

God but He ; and the angels and those
who are endowed with wisdom profess the
same, who exeeuteth
righteousness;
and
"'Thy God is not unjust towards His servants; " and again, "Verily God will not
deal unjustly with men in any respect; but
.men deal unjustly
with their own souls
" It may be asked, What is your opinion
about misleading the people, whether iS is
just or unjust, for God has mentioned in
.many a verse of' the Quran, "That He
leads as well as misleads the people t" He
_ays,"God

causeth

to

err whom

He
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pleaseth, and directethwhom
He
pleaseth;"
and, " If we had pleased,
we
had certainly given every soul its
direetiou." We would say that these
versescannotbe taken exoterieally,
for
therearemany verseswhich apparently
contradict
them-the verse_
in which God
deniesinjustice
to himself.
For instance,
He says, "H eliketh not ingratitude (Kufr)
ia His servant." So it is clear that as He
does not like ingratitude
even from
them,
He
certainly
cannot
cause
them to err. As to the statement of the
Asharites that God sometimes does things
which He does not like, and orders others
which He does not want, God forbid us from
holding such a view about him, /or it is
pare infidelity,
that God has not misled
the people aud has not caused them to err
will be clear to you from the following
verses: " Wherefore be thou orthodox and
set

thy

face

Quratz,

III, 16

Qursh,

X, 45

Qursh,

XXXll,

towards

true

religion,
Quran,
Qursh,

It

XLI,

the
46

XlV, -l.

Quratt, xxxIx_
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institution
of God, to
which Be hath
created man kindly disposed; "and, " when
thy Lord drew forth their posterity
from
the lions of the sons of Adam. " A. Tradition of the :Prophet

says, "Every

child is

born according to the divine constitution.
"
These
being
contradictions
in this
problem we should try to reconcile
them
so that they may agree with reason.
The
verse. " Verily C4od will cause to err whom
lie pleaseth,
and will direct
whom He
pleaseth."
refers to the prearran_ud
divine
will, with which all things
have
been
endowed.
They have' been created erring,
that is, prepared to go astr_ty by their very
nature, and led to it by inner and outer
causes.
The
meaning
of
the
verse,
" If we had pleased, we have given
unto
every

soul

its

direction,"

is that

He

thought
of not creating
people ready to
err, by their nature, or by the outer causes.
or by both_ He could have done so.
]]u_.
"'as the
dispositions
of men are different
-.
Quean,

xxx,

29.

QuPan!, xxxq,

9

Quaan,
:'"

VII,

.7_
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may mislead the one and direct
For these are the verses which

speak of misleading
the people.
For instance, "He will thereby mislead many, and
will direct many
thereby: but He will not
mislead any thereby except the transgressors"; and, "We have appointed
the vision
which we showed thee, and also the tree
cursed in the Qursh,

and the verses

about

the number
of angels
of' hell.
"Thus
doth God cause to err whom I-Io pleaseth
and _I-Io dirQcteth
whom
He
pleaseth.'"
It means that for evil natures, those versos
are misleading,
good drugs
Moreoycr,
parable

of a

as for thQ sick bodies

are injurious.
God will not

great,

who

Lord;

but the unbelievers
? He

Quran,
night

XVll;

journey

Hudaibiyyah,

will

will

athamed

know
will

thereby

it

to be

say, what

mislead

to propoumd

despicable

etc.

in z

thing:

true from
meaneth

Quran,

for

their
by this

If, 24)

b3.By the _ision may be meant the Prophet'tv
to he_ven

seein_

LXXIV;

or

himself

abot_t the Otnay_s.
_"Quran,

:But some one

or even a more

they
parable

believe

be

even

the

vision

enter m[

'which
Mecca

or

he

saw at

his vikio._
J

34, .
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,may object and ask, what was the need of
creating a class of men already prepared
to err, for this is the worst kind of injustice? We would say that divine wisdom
designated it so. The injustice would have
consisted in its being otherwise.
For the
nature and constitution of men, in His
very creation, are such that they require
• some men, though very few, to be wicked
\
and evil by their nature. Such is also the
ease with the outer causes, made for direct_ng the people to the right path, which
requires that some men must be bad.
If
many had been good then the divine law
_ould not have been fulfilled, because
either there had not been created things
in which there is little evil and much good,
for:the
good would have disappeared
account of that little evil! or there
been created things with much good
little evil. Now it is well known that

on
had
and
the

' existence of many good ones with a few
evil ones, is better than the non-existence
of much good for the sake of little evil.
"This very evil was the thing which remain-
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ed hidden to the angels
when God informed them that He was going to create
upon the earth, a vicegerent, tha_ is, a man.
"When God said to the angels, I am going
to place a substitute
on earth, they said,
wilt thou place there one who will do evil
therein, and shed blood? but we celebrate
thy praise, and sanctify Thee. God an_
#wered, Verily I know that which ye know
not."
He means that the thing which is
hidden from them is that when there is
found both good and evil in a thing, and
good overpowers the evil, reason requires
the creation of the one for the destruction
of the other.
So t?om all these it is clear
how misleading can be attributed to Him,
in-spite of His justice, and injustice disproved.
The causes of misleading are
created, because from them appear the
causes of direction to _ood. For some pea.
pie have not been given causes of direction to good in which there is found nothing which may lead to erring. Such is the
condition of the angels.
So also the-

286
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• causes of good have those evil, though in
their nature much evil be not found; this
applies to man. It may be asked : What
is the use of these contradictary verses,
thus compelling the people to take refuge
in interpretations , which you ,have absolutely forbiddenT We would say that to
• explain this prnblem to the "common peo.
,pie, they have been compdled
to adopt
this method.
For they should know that
' God is just, and that He is the C_ator
of all good and :evil, instead of believing,
as many nations have done, that there are
two) Gods, t,he creator of good. and .the
creator of evil. So now they know that
He is the Crertor _f both. As mislead°
ing is evil, and as there is no Creator
b_utHe, it was ne.ces#ary that it shou_ be
:a_ttributd toHim, like the creation of evil.
• But this should b_ done without qualifyit, that is, that He created g_o_l for
i,t, own _ake, and evil fgr th e sake of good
.-9,n:acgount of their _onneetiou with _!
_aotbvr.
In this _y, Hi,, .croatian of ovil
_uran,

II, 28
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'would be quite just. To illustrate: fire has
been made because of its ltecessity for the
existence of things, and without it they
could not have existed at all. It also des•trays things by its very nature. But if you,
think of the destruction and evil which it
• _auses, and compare it to the advantages
which we derive out ofi%you willfind that
_.its existence is better than non-existence,
"that is,-good. Now the verse o! the Quran
'"No account shall be demanded of him
for what He shall do; but an account shall
•.he demanded ofthem,"means
that He does
_aathing because it is incumbent ,upon him
. _or it is degrading to him, to need doing a
,thing. ,If it be no, God needs that thing
'-'for ,His _wn existence, because of necessity
•,or,go he more perfect in His Being-and
God is free from such imperfections. Man
,,is,jt_.because, he gaina_somethi, ng good by
_/dng no, which he cannot gain otherwise.
is just, not that H,e may.become more
._pe_eet by 'His justice, but because His
',pvrfeoti'on' requires him to be just. When
-Wo'Undorstand it in 'this way i¢ would
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be evident, that HeSs notjust in the same
way as m_knis just.
But it is not right
to say that He is not just at all, and tha_
all His actions are neither just nor unjust, as the :blut,kallimuns have. thought.
For itcanno_
be understood by human
intellect,
and is at the same time falsifying religion.
These people knew the
meaning but were misled.' For if we say
that He is not at all just, we falsify the
principle that there are things which are
just and good in themselves and other_
which are evil and unjust. Again, if we
suppose that He is just in the same way
as ma/_ is, it becomesJ necessary to admi_
there is some defect in him. For one who
is just, his existeuce is tbr the sake_of
• things for which he is just, and so he is
_lependent upon another.
It should now be known that it is no_
necessary for all the people to be told this
•interpretation in its entirety.
Only those
should be told it who have some doubts
about this problem.
among the commnn

For not every one
people is confronted:.

_EL_O_ONA,_DPmLOSO_HV

,8_

lby these contradictions in-the
Univo'rs_|
vdnms, and Tradition. 'Such paopts mut_
lid/ere'in the exo_rie:meanings
o'f theiii'.
'][_ere is. another reason 'for these vehms'.
Tile Common people . _ndot differentiate'
Imtween. possible 'and impossible, .while
to God is not as0ribed
power o_rer
ti_ im[_0ssible. 'If they
be told what is'
impossible (M_tahil)
and they think that
God has power over it, :and then told that
God has no power, they begin to think
[hat there is some defo'0t in God, because
,M'e" cannot do a certain thing and hene6
He is weak. As thb Oxisi_enve Of things
_ee from evil was possib'le aeoocding to'
_'dlemasses, God" "has said, "' tf we had
pleased, we had certainly given every soul '
its'direction;" bu/_ ,the. Word : which hath
preceded
_om Me must' necessarilybe
fdtfillod, when I said, Verily I will fill the
hell with genii and men, altogetiier._/3 _ This.
verse means, one thing to the common
[ample; and' the other to the learned.
The.formdr take it to-mean: that it is'nob
'Jt3i'_t/r_,

2 .'.]9. •

XXX, t4.' :........

:.

" ....

"
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_ncumbent upon him that He should er.tmto
a class of men to whom evil m_y ho attached. But it really means: Had we t_o_ghb
we scald crea_ men wi.bh wh.om eviJ .could
_ot be atttaehed, but would .hay.o been
go_d,in all and ,a[-l, and heave every one
had been given his guidance.
This mue,h
is enough for this problem. Now _ve
_ou!.d dog with the fifth qtaestion.
Problem. figh':
Of the Gond/tiom
_f _e. Day _f Jadgme_
:--_b,0 D_
_f Judgmon_t i_ a thing in wl_i0h at[
the religions ave agr_g!, av,d aljl tt_.
loarned men have pro,v_
it.b_ _a/ga:
ments. The religionsdiffer about the conditions of its existence;nay;
in reality th_
<]o 'not differ about it0 eondition,.but about
the visible .things by whioh they sb__u|d_
_;pl_o to .the common people _e.oondi:
tkms of the u|aseen. Tl_ere ttre some r_ti_
gi_tl_ which have _nade it o.nly sp_ritiial, thsb
.is, me_,nt onIy for _e souls;, while others
_Sv_ th0ugh_ it to ba both physi_l(aad
.spiritual T.he re.eonoifiation, in this matt¢i'
depends upon the t_stimon_ _ div_n_ re v_'"
|utica, and the necessary arguments _ all
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.a_- t_/O' blessiflgs- of the 15r'e'_ent_vorld, aiic_
6/' fhe _6rld'tb' 6tihae, _Vhi_l_h i't§6i_6'st,ihl|:
s-H_fli_p0n piin_ipl6s, adfiaitt_6db_ _.fl66 be
ff6e. Cad of th6m i_ _hag _/_ien it i_6i6:af.
_t_gt aii th6 e_idteflb {hirig_ l_a¢o hot bdeii
-c_r_di_od
iti vain, bta£ for some ,i_articuldr
" I,
' "OP
"" '
""
"
,work asm,,ned
to' t/iem,
which is the sum
•_tai of 6fieiP'lib', then hi/m is t_s/r
"t_Gter to
+lib_6Iaei_dimde'f this category. Gocl himdelf
+h_/S'war'n0d tis 6f tl_d existence of f,h+s par,p6s'6 iii ali "tti6 dr'eared' thin_s.
Re says
,i_ _he Qdran, _:W6 have created the h-eav6ns _fid" t_ieea'rth, anffw'hatd'ver is be_weefi
.them, m yam.

_h_s is the opini6n

o(the

-un6e'llevers."'3: &g/d'n,'l_e sa_s, describing
.aftd:praia3ngthe
leained men, who have
,ulh_er_tood , 6iie real and inner purpbse ot_
•this eiii_tdfici_,"q_r_/o r'ememb.er Oodstand_fig', arid sTtfi"ng,atid l),ing-:oh' £hei'r sides;
.,9.n_[_ "i
....
" On ,¢h6 Crea_oa df'f/eaven
ine_.itate
aT_dearth, saymg, 0 Lord, thou hast; no$
,ci-i_aCe_lttjia.m, yam; f_r be t_ from flaee _.
there(ore, dibli_i us from the to'_fa_n'_"of
I3Z Qursh,

XXXVlIl;

_6.
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hell _ire."133 The ultimate purpose in the"
¢ree.tion of man is still more .evident
in'hiiia, than inother
things.
God has_
informed us of ifin" many a verses of the
Qursh. 'Hesay_, "Did ye think thab we.
had crested you in sport; and that ye
should
not be brought
again before
Uso"I34
" and, " Doth man think, that he
sh_iil be left" at full liberty, without eon-trol;'!_3sand farther oh He sa_;s, "I have notc/_d
genil 'and men for any other end,
but ;tha_. they should serve"me. ''_t6 that is
the genius outof all breafion which could.
kfiow him. Again_ He says, informing us- 6f th6impor.ta'noe 16fkfiowing God, "What
-_
rvaa_.n have I; thatI
should.not
_vorshiphim who hsth created me _.for unto him
sh_ll: ye return.m37 NOW ifbeing elea_"tliat _
man has heeh Created for a certain work,-it.
is'evident that the work should be of a
partioular kind. ' For we see that eyerything has been created for a eertain.work,
which:isfoiind in it, _ind in none other; that

,Nt..

I33 Qursh. IlI, I88
Qtidan, XXllf: Ii7
_35 QurSh. LXXV, 36

I36 Quran, LI;56
"I37" Q'umn, xxxvl;
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_s, it is specialised in it. This being so, it is
qnecessa/'y that the real purpose of man's
,reation be those deeds which are found in
"him, and in no other animal. These deeds
pertain to his rational Powers
As there
are two portions of the rational powers,practical and theoretical - it is evident that
the first kind of thing is demanded of hiqm.
'That is, that his faculties of knowledge and
science should be found in their perfection.
The deed by which soul acquires perfection
in those two faculties are goodness and
virtue, and those that retard it are evil
and _icked.
And as these actions are
most of them fixed by divine revelation,
.religions appeared to fix them. Withthat
there also appears a knowledge of those
qualities,
exhorting the people towards
them. They ordered men to act upon goodneas, and shew evil. They taught them
the quantity of the deeds which will be
•good for all the people, both in practice
and :in kuowledge taken together.
They
also taught them the theoratical knowledge of thinga,_ which all the people should

In tb!s.my theya!so t ught
.q,_anti_y of the a cte _'hiph woul,d be. ._?c_
_ar:y to m.a_.e the _9u!s excel in yirl_Bp.
Thi_iepsp_ci_ly
the case with our reli,glen, !_]_.m, fpr whorl compared svith ot_er
r0!igiono, it is found that, it is abs0]pte!y
fl._e bes.$ relig!on. 1-I.en.eeit was t,he 10st of
diyine dispen0ations.
Now divine r evelatiop h.as informed us
in alJ _he religions that the soul will live,
and all the argument of the ]earned people
have established the same. The seuls _e
freed from physical , desires, a_ter death. If
they be pure, their purity is d.qubled by
.thi_' fregdom from de_ires. H they be evil
.this separation
ioe_eaaes, th.eir depravity,
for they arc trouble, d @ the evit wfiieh theY
.h.gve already earn_t, an,d _ejr regret __r_ses :_b.0Utthe opportunitiep w_ieh, t_ey
1,9._tbe.for_.th.eir sgparat.ion
f.rom._,th__o,_y,
_f?r_his p_rifioati9_ i__ngt p.oa_ibl_ _.itl_.gnt
it`. :][_ig }p _i_ th_._ fol!.v._yiag_o_'.se,_
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b_ve been, neglig_t in my duties towards
God'Ver_ly.I "have been one of the scoro
nem:_._3s All the religions agree about this,
aondition of man, and call it his last good_
mess or misery. This being so, there eeul&
"not be found, in the visible world anything
which may be given as an illustration, s_
there is a difference in its description ih the
revelations given to different prophets,
We mean to say, that there is a difference
in illustrating the oondition of the good
and bad soul on that occasion. There aresome which have not given any illustratio_as
of that happiness or misery which the good
and;bad souls will have there. They have only
said that the conditions there would be only
_piritual, and pleasures angelic. Others have
g_ven instances from the visible world; that
i_, they have given instances from the visible
vorld; that is, they have giv.en the exam-*
ples_)fthe pleasures here for the pleasures _f
_ next world, after deducting the trouble,
bmme.i_acquiring them_ and in the Same.
_y,±hoy,h_v.e ittus_ated the misery there,.
- 1_s._uran;XXXlXi'57

_
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l_y the eaample of misery
hero, after
deduotizig the pleasure which we detiv_
Lrom .it. Either the people
of these
religions received from God revelatiomt
which those did not receive who made
the next world purely spiritual, or-they
• aw. that illustrations from things visible
are best understood by the common peopre
and that they are bes_ led so or checked
from an action through them. So they sal4
that God will put back tlle good souls in
their respective bodies, end the best possible
vase - in paradise.
The bad souls will als_
return to their-bodies, where they will be
in the 7qorst possible mirsery, which they
_vsll hell-fire
This is true of our religion, Ishtm, im
illustrating,
the .conditions of the, next
world. There are many verses of the
Qursh
which contaiu
arguments
as
to the possiblities
of the conditioam
of that
world, which can be unde_
stood end verified by all. For our reamm
e_nnot apprehend these things more .tham
_he p0_siSility 6t'kndwing which ie eommpm"
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H all, and which is Of the kind of analogy
-of the existence .of the like from the being
-of the like, that is of its coming into being:
It is an analogy of the coming into 'being of
-the small from the existence of the big
_and the great. For instance, God says,
-:'And He propoundeth unto us a comparison
-and forgetteth His .Creation. ''_39 In these
verses the argument used is the analogyof
the return of the beginning, when both
._re equal. In the following verse the
argument of those is refuted ,vho differ-entiate between the real and retuv_z of the
.same thing.
He says, "He giveth you
,fire out of a green tree _4°'', The doubt is
_that the birth was from heat and moisture,
-while the return will be from cold and
-dryness. So tiffs doubt is met by She facl_
,that God can create the contrary from the
-contrary, as He can create the like from the
Jike. The analogy is drawn from the o_ist_eneeof the little from the great. For
example, God says, "Is not He wbS:has,
created the cHeavens and. the earth able to
g.39 "Quran,XXXVI,

78 "

_4o Qttran,

XXXV!

-8o.
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create ne_v creatures like unto them! ye_,
certainly; for He is the wise Creator"24_
These verses have two argument8 for proving the resurrectionand at the same time
refuting the arguments of those denying
it. Were we to quote the verses which give
this proof our disoonrse would be lengthened. But all of them are of 1he kind we
have ufentioned.
So, as we have already said, all the
religions are agreed thag there is a blessing
or misery for the human soul after death,
but differ in illustrating the conditions.
of that moment and in explaining it to the
common people. It seems that the illus,
tration in our religion is the most perfeob
of all for the understanding of the people,.
and at the sametime most inciting of themr
all to gain for their souls the advantages of
that day. And it is the many with whom
lies the primary purpose of religion.
The
spiritual, illustration would be least inviting.,
to thecommon
p_ple
for desiring the,
things o_hereafter.
_gi

Quran,

XXXXVI;

8o
8L

they would.hsce".v_
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little liking for it, while they w,onld fpa.r
¢ke physi¢_l illustration.
So it seet_s tha.t.thephysicalilln_tration
.wogldbe mos_
ezeitingtothem,thanthespj.ritual,
whilethelatter
wouldappealoMy to theeonVo.
versialistsam_
@ag thesoholastic
theologians,
who are always very few in number.
Hence we findthattheMuslims have been
divdedintothre_parties
aboutthemeaning
ofthe conditions
ofthe Day ofJudgment.
One partysaysthatthatexistence
wouldbe
justlike
our presentone,as reg4rdspleasuresand enjoyments, that is, they think
that both arc of the same genius, but differ
in perpetuity and termination: the one is
for ever and the others come to an end.
The other party thinks that the two exist°
ene0S are different. But this is again subdivided into two parties. The one. thinks tha_
that existence with our present facul tie,s _s
spi_'itual, but has been described as physical.
Fo..rthis there are many religious arguments
x_ph it,wouldbe uselessto repeather.e.
T:I_¢
otherpartysaysthatshate_istonce
i_
L_ym.'0al
only,;
bu_ thoy at th_same time,
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':believe, that the body will be different from
• our present body. This is only transient, that
-will be enternal. For tl_s also ther_ are reilgious
arguments.
It seems
1hat even
Abdullah B. Abbas held this view. For it is
.related of him that he said, "There is nought
hi this world of the hereafter, but names. _
lit seems that this view is better suited
to the learned men because its possibility
is based upon principles, in which there is
_o disagreement according to all men : the
-one being that thesoul is immortal, and
,the second is that the return of the souls
_into other bodies does not look so impossible as the return of the bodies themselves.
It is so because the material of the bodies
_here is found following and passing from
.one body to another, i. e; one and the same
_aatter is found in many people and in
umny different times.
The example of
"4bodiescannot be found, for their matter is
the same.
F_r instance a man dies and
body becomes dissolved into earth.
"The earth ultimately .becomes dissolved
i
.
-into vegetable,.whieh

is eaten., by 'qu_te e_
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ma_

comes into being. If we suppose themto be different bodies, then our aforbsaidh
view cannot be true.
'The truth about this question is that
man shouldfollow thatwhich he himself "
has thoughtout but anyhow itshouldnat
be the viewwhich may deny the funcl_
mental principle altogether. For this would_
be denying its existence.
_uch a belief
leads to infidelity,' on account of:a:kiistinot
knowledge of this condition being given to
man, both by religion _ud by hum_m roasow,
which is all b:_sod upoii'the etornal"naiture
of the soul..If
it be said _hethor.there is
anyargument
or information in _o.I._,
about this etorna'l nattiro of 'the .soul, wewould saythat it is: found in the QtrraD,
itself Oodsays, " God t_tketh unto :him_
self the souls of mdn at the time of thoir
death; and those Which die not He. also
taketh in their sl eep."x4_ In this verse Sleep
and death have _be'on placed upon the same
level, on accdunt of the chafige'in,its'instru142 Quran,._.XX-IX;43._ '

, _,". ".

i:t

merit, and tn sleep OnaCe0urit df a ¢!liitfige
in itself, F6t had it_ no£ b6en s6 it w0atd
_not have come to i"_sformer _orittitic_hsftt_t
_awakening.
By this meiitis toe know tl_at
this cession does not effect its' egseneej but
•was only attached to it on atdoi_nt of charge
:in its ir,strument. So it does SoS toi|ow tlmt
•with a eessation of the work of the instr_,_ment, the soul also ceases to exist. Death is
•only a eessation of work, so it is dear that
its condition should be like that of sldep.
As someone has said thtrt if an old man
were to get the eyes Of the young, he
-would begin to see like him:
: This is all that we thought of in an
exposition of the beliefs of our religion,
IMam.
What remains for us is to look
into things of religion in which interprets,
tion is alk,wed and nat allowed.+ An_d if
alIo_ved_ then who are the peopb to take
advantage of it 2.With this thing we woatd
.finish our discourse,
The things found, in the Law csLa.badi,_itied into five kinds. Bat in the first pla_e_
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.-$ib!_and thel divisible. The second one ta
4tivided into four kihds. The firstkind whieb
is _aentioaed in the Qaran, is quite._lear ia
._ita ma_uiags, The ooeoad is that in which
the thing mentioned is not thtthing m0ant
,but is only an. example of it, This is
again divided into four kinds. -_irst, the
•meanings which _t .mentions are only illus_xations such that they can only be known
by the far-fetched and compound analogies.
.which cannot be tmdsrstood, but after a
'long time and muQh 1shout. None can
._ccep,t them but perfect and excellent,
,natures; and i,t cannot be known that/ the
i_lustration given is not ghe .real thing;
except by this far-fetched way. The second
.is just the opposite of the former : they
_.an be understood e_sily, and it can be
,_kaown that the eaample is j,ust what is
,meant here. Thirdly, it can be easily
,known that it is merely an illustration.
;hut what it is the example of is diflioulg
,to eoml?rehend. The fourth kind is quite
-attiCs itO to. the :_rmer.
The thing of
•a_hich it, is an example,, is oasi_y under-

3o4.
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stood j While it is diflloult: to know that _lr
is an example at all.
The interpretation.
of thefirst kind is wrong _;ithout doubb.
The kind inwhich
both the _ things ar_
farfetched: its interpretation particu!arl_
lies with those who are we|l-ground6d
izt_
knowiedge_ and an exi_osition of it is not
fit for any but the learned. The interpreta-'
tion of its opposite- that which can heunderstood on both the sides- is just Wha_
is wanted, and an exposition of it is nece_
ssary. The care of the third kind is ,likethe case of the abgve. For in' it illustra-:
tiori has n0t been mentioned because of'
the difficulty for the common people to:
understand its: it only invites the peop]:e:
tb action. Such'is the case with the tradi*
tton of the prot0het; " Tl_e black stofle ;is_
God's action on E_rth', _' et,c. etc. Thai1:
Which can be easily

known that

is -an_"

example , but difficult to know of Which i13
is eiamp]e, ShOu'ld.not be interpreted bdt"
for the sake Of parl_icular persons anit:
learned me[i.; -Thsse wh;o finderstaiid th_ _
h;"i's only an iliudtra_ioii, ])tit are

n0¢
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}'earned enoug h to know the thing which
i't il|ustrates, should be told either that it
is allegorical and can be understood by the
well-established
learned
men; or the
i41ustration should be changed in a way
which might be near to their understanding, This would be the best plan to di§pell
doubts from their minds.
The law about thisshould be that which
has been laid down by Abu Hamid
( AI
Ghazzali) in his book, ,41 Taf_iga bainal
Islam wal Zindiga.
It should be understood that one thing has five existences
which he calls .by the name of essential
( Zati ); sensual ( Hissi ); rational ( Agli );
imaginative
( Khayali ) and doubtful
(Shilbhi).
So at the time of doubt i_
should be considered which of these five
kinds would better satisfy the mart who
has dou.hts. If it be that which he hascalled essen$ial than an illustration would
best

satisfy

their

minds.

In it is also

included the following traditions of the
Prophet,"
Whatevor the earlier prophets
saw I have s'een it from my place hero,

3o6
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even heaven and hell,"
" Between my
cistern of water and the pulpit, there is a
garden of paradise;" and " The earth will
eat up the whole of a man except the
extremity of the tail."
All these, it can
easily be known are but illustrations,
but
what is the thing which they illustrate, it
is difficult to comprehend.
So it is necessary in this case to give an instance to the
people which they may easily understand.
This kind of illustration, when used on
such an occassion is allowable; but when
used irrelevently it is wrong. Abu Hamid
has not decided about the occasion when
both the sides of the question - the illustratiou and the illustrated - be both far-fetched
and difficult to understand.
In lhis case
there would apparently boa doubt, but a
doubt without any four_dation. Whal should
be done is to prove that the doubt has no
basis, but no interpretation should bemade,
as we have shown in many places in our
present book against the Mutakallimun,
Asharites and the Mutazalites.
The fourth

kind

of occasion is qu
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opposite to the former. In this it is very
difficult to understand that ib is an example,
but when once understood, you can easily
comprehend the thing illustrated.
In the
interpretation of this also, there is a consideration • about those people who know
that if it is an example, it illustrates s,lch
and such a thing; but they doubt whether
it is an illustration at all. If they are
not learned
people, the
best
thing
to do with them is not to make
any interpretation,
but only to prove
the fallacy of the views which they hold
about its being un illustration at all. ]t is
also possible that an interpretation
may
make them still distant from the truth, on
account of the nature of the illustration
and the illust_rated. For these two kinds
of oeeasionsifan
interpretation
is give%
they give rise to strange beliefs, far from
the law which when disclosed are denied
by the common people. Such has been the
case with the Sufis, and those learned man
Who have followed them.
When this work
of interpretation

was done by

people who
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_ould n°tdistlnguish
between these oee_"
sions, and made no distinction between the
people for whom the i||torpretation
is to
be made, there arose differences of opinion,
at last forming into sects, which ended in
accusing one another with unbelief. Al!
this is pure ignorance
of the purpose of
the Law.
From what we have already said the
amount of mischief done by iaterperetatioa
must have become clear to you, Weaiways
try to acquire our purpose by
knowing
what should be interpreted, and what not,
and when interpreted, how it
should be
done; and whether all the dii_ficult portions of the L_w and Traditions are to be
explained or not. These are all included in
the four kinds whieh have
already been
enumerated.
The purpose of our writing this book
is now completed. We took it up beeaus_
we thought that it was the most
important of all purposes-connected
and the Law.

with God

